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ABSTRACT

Under this contract a number of topics have been 3tudied and

analyzed in detail in order to bring together and scmevhat extend

the concepts of commnication theory as they apply to same current

problems in digital communication systems.

Radio wave channels are characterized by a model which accounts

for both multiplicative and additive disturbances. A large amount of

experimental data pertaining to radio disturbances is evaluated and

correlated. The importance of the Rayleigh fading channel is emphasized

and previous work is extended to determine the capacity and efficiency

of the Rayleigh channel.

Detectior. theory concepts have been extended to treat the problem

of signal detection in the presence of statistically unknown additive

disturbances. Several detectors based on non-parametric statistical

techniques are treated in detail. These detectors are compared to the

conventional likelihood detectors. Design procedures are formulr.ted.

Signel design techniques are used to optimize transmitted wave-

forms and the improvement in system performance is determined. The

criterion used in this analysis is the minimization of intersymbol

influence and the minimization of transmitter power for a fixed pro-

bability of received errors.

The tradeoffs available between transmitter power and coding

complexity are thoroughly investigated for the binary symetric channel.

Results are obtained for both Na-ing and Bose-Chandhuri codes.

Recommendations for further work in promising areas are made. the

need to supplement theoretical work with experimental work Is pointed out.

-iii-
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I ~CHAP=I I

INT0DWCTION

A study of advanced Ccounication Theory Techniques was undertaken

by the Cmminication Sciences Laboratory of Purdue University for the

[Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright Patterson Air Force ase during

February 1962. The purpose of this program was to help unify present

diversified aspects of statistical ccnmmication theory, stressing the

interrelation which exists between information, decision and coding

I theories.

The major- emphasis of this research is placed on the connecting

of a number of theories to stress the roles which they play in

j determining the performance of a com-nication system. Although the

major portion of this study was originally to be a collecting, simpli-

I fying, and integration of previous studies into a gross framework, it

soon became apparent that considerable extensions were needed in a

number of areas before this could be accc!plished. Four primary areas

of investigation were chosen for further study. These include:

a) a discussion of channels, their characteristics and capacities, b) the

use of non-likelihood detection to ccat non-Gaussian noise sources,

c) the application of signal design techniques to channels which have

memory, and d) the trade-off in system parameters in a cxed system.

This report contains the results of studies made in the above areas.

Manuscript released by authors in March 1963 for publication as an ASD
Technical Documentary Report
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The principal problems and results derived from this study are sum-

marized in this first chapter. The detailed discussion is presented in

the remaining chapters of the report.

1.1 Channel Characterization

The characterization of radio wave channels is treated in detail in

Chapter II. A simple model, useful in analysis, is presented which accounts

for degradation in the received signal in terms of both multiplicative

and additive disturbances. Additive and multiplicative disturbances com-

monly encountered in typical channels are discussed. The importance and

applicability of the Rayleigh fading channel is pointed out. The chapter

brings together and correlates a great deal of experimental data and

results that were previously only to be foun4 scattered throughout the

technical literature.

1.2 Capacity of the Rayleigh Fading Channel

In Chapter III the capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel is derived.

The results are compared with the capacity of the -nity gain channel for

different received signal-to-noise power ratios. In order to compare the

Rayleigh channel to other channels, the efficiency factor p (defined as the

required received energy per information bit received in the presence of a

Piven Gaussian disturbance) is also evaluated.

1.3 Non-par•metric Detection

The problem of detection of a signal in uoise of known statistical

properties has been investigated thoroughly in the past. However, these

methods are ccmpletely inapplicable and inappropriate whenever these



I
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noise statistics are unknown. In Chapter IV a detection criterion based

on the methods of non-parametric statistics is utilized that permits the

I design of detectors on the basis of such less a-priori informtion. Several

detectors based on this detection criterion are investigated and their

properties obtained. A comparison between the optimm (likelihood) de-

tectors and these new (non-likelihood) detectors is made on the basis of

information efficiency. Also, a practical design procedure is formulated

I for the design of these new (non-likelihood) detectors.

1.4 Optimization of Signaling Waveforms

In Chapter V the application of Signal Design to digital comnica-

g tions is considered. This essentially involves two basic questions:

(1) how can the transmitted waveforms be optimized; and (2) how much

improvement in system performance amy be achieved in this manner. It is

pointed out that many factors combine to determine the best signal to be

transmitted in any particular situation, anon these being the character-

istics of the channel and the criterion of performance.

In the work performed thus far, a dispersive channel with additive

Gaussian noise is considered. Radio transmissions through - or reflected

or scattered by - the ionosphere are examples of such channels, where the

dispersive nature arises from the existence of soee continuous range of

path lengths through the inhmgeneous medium due to finite antenna aper-

tures. Digital ccnication over such channels is usually limited to

certain maximum transmission rates because the transmitted pulses appear

smeared out at the receiver and thus require at least a certain minimu

spacing to be distinguishable at the receiver. The performance criterion



which is, therefore, applied to the Signal Design problem is the minimiza-

tion of intersymbol interference and the minimization of transmitter power

required for a specified probability of received errors.

In order that nueerical results may be obtained, a particular channel

model is considered on which most of the discussion in the chapter is based.

The method of approach is quite general, however, and the results obtained

indicate the advantages to be gained by the proper design of signals.

1.5 Performance of Error Corredting Codes

Chapter VI deals with a quantitative analysis of the relative advan-

tages of increases in transmitted power versus the use of error-correcting

codes for binary symmetric channels. This analyuis is subdivided into three

major sections. The first section deals with the characterization of

binary cmaunications channels by. the transitional or error probabilities,

given the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver and the modulation system

used; the channel disturbances are restricted to additive white Gaussian

noise.

The second section considers the determination of the bit error pro-

bability at the decoder output as a function of the chanael error probability

and the code characteristics. The analytically derived expression for

Hamming codes is entirely new; the proof of the derivation is included as

Appendix IV.

The final section presents, in graphical and tabular form, detailed

results for the error rates and figures of merit for Hamming codes, based

upon both constant transmitted binit rate and constant information binit

rate. The results obtained by ccmputer analysis for two of the shorter

multiple-error correcting Bose-Chandhuri codes are also presented.
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1.6 Recinendations

The final chapter of this report brings together the results and

Sreccmendations of the problems considered inr this effort. Areas that

look particularly promising are discussed in greater detail and specific

recommendations for continued study and/or experimental phases are made.

I
!
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CN.APUR II

CHAH • • ZAON

2.1 Introduction

The specification and design of a reliable commication system

requires fairly accurate knowledge of the channel through which one desires

to transmit signals. In the past a large variety of different types of

channels have been used for radio wave propagation. A partial listing

is given below:

a) Ground-wave systems

b) Line-of-sight systems

c) Systems employing reflection from the ionosphere

d) Ionospheric-scatter systems

e) Meteor-trail-reflection systems

f) Beyond-line-of-sight systems employing diffraction

g) Tropospheric-scatter systems

Although the transmission characteristics of these channels vary widely,

the simple model shown in Fig. 2.1 can be used to analyze the performance

of each of the channels. Note that the amplitude and phase distortion

5(t) --amA(t)eie(t) 4 x t =Atej(t)s ÷n(t)

n(t)

FIGURE 2.1
experienced by the transmitted signal, s(t), in attributed to both the

miltiplicative disturbance, A(t)e t), and the additive noise, n(t).
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This chapter presents a brief survey of the types of additive and multi-

plicative disturbances cionlY encountered in typical channels.

2.2 Additive Disturbances

Additive noise is frequently asan d to be Gaussian. For noy systems

the Gaussian assuqtion appears to be a good one. Yet, there are many other

I systems (for exhale, those which employ ionospheric channels) in Vhich the

Gaussian assumption does not lead to a satisfactory prediction of system

j performnce.

A literature survey on the statistical characterization of radio noise

revealed that intensive york in this area has just begun, most of it having

been carried out vithin the last four or five years. The initial meas-

urements have been made at frequencies below 10 ac/s. Very little data is

Savailable above this frequency. The statistical data -which has been ob-

tamned thus far pertains to the envelope of the noise as neasured by a

I linear envelope detector, and not to the noise itself. Since a knowledge

I of the statistics of the envelope is not sufficient to deduce the

statistics of the noise, much more statistical data remains to be taken

Ibefore the noise be characterized to enable accuratebeoe h niesca b adequately hrceie so as t nbeacrt

prediction of system performance.

I Radio noise falls into several categories. The most usual types of

additive noise encountered are:

a) thermal noise

b) man-made noise

c) noise from precipitation, blowing snow or dust

d) noise from corona

e) atmospheric noise

Each of these types of noise is briefly discussed in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Therual. Noie( 2, 3, 4)

Fran thermodynamical reasoning it can be shown that all materials

which are capable of absorbing radiation are sources of thermal noise.

In fact, good absorbers of radiation are good thermal noise sources while

poor absorbers of radiation are poor sources of thermal noise. Hence,

thermal noise is generated by the ground, the troposphere, the ionosphere,

and extra-terrestrial sources.

While the ground may act as a good reflector of radio waves at

glancing incidence, this is typically not true at steeper angles of

incidence, particularly for vertical polarization. The two obvious ways

of reducing ground noise (which is rarely serious below about 200 mc/s)

are to limit the sensitivity of the antenna in the direction , the

ground, and to increase the reflection coefficient of the ground. The

former may be achieved by minimizing side lobes in the downward direction;

the latter may be achieved by using an artificial ground plane of radial

wires, or mesh, or in special cases by taking advantage of the very high

reflection properties of sea water.

Under some circumstances, and particularly at wavelengths less then

about 1.5 cm, the troposphere can act as an absorbing medium. The two

atmospheric constituents responsible for this absorption are water vapor

and oxjgen.

VEF radio waves can, under certain circumstances, undergo signlficant

absorption in the ionosphere; on these occasions the ionosphere will act

as a source of thermal noise. Since the number of decibels of attenuation

in the ionosphere at VHF is proportional to 1, the ionosphere contri-

bution to thermal noise tends to decrease rapidly with increasing frequency.
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SExtra-terrestrial thermal noise originates from the various galaxies,

the sun, the moonp, and the planets. Galactic noise imposes a very important

limitation to c-munication systems in the HP and VHF bands (3 - 300 mc/s).

The intensity of thermal noise generated by the sun varies considerably,

especially in the VEY band, and during years of high sunspot number. The

I contributions due to lunar and planetary thermal noise are likely to be

negligible compared to that of the sun.

I 2.2.2 Man-Made Noise(l, 5)

Man-made noise is geuerated by almost all types of electrical de-

vices and machinery. Since it is almost always propagated along power lines

I or by groundvave, the propagation is not affected appreciably by ionospheric

conditions. However, there is so experimental evidence that man-made

noise my also be received from distant sources via ionospheric propaga-

tion.

I The noise is usually impulsive in nature. When many sources are hn-

volved., the envelope probabili.',y density is similar to that of atmospheric

noise. However, the dynamic range is usually considerably less than that

encountered in atmospheric radio noise. The radiated energy often has

strong components which extend far into the radio-frequency spectrum (up

to tens of megacycles per second).

2.2.3 Noise Fro Precipitation. Blowing Snow or Dust, and Corona

The radio noise caused by precipitation, blowing snow, or blowing

dust or sand is the result of charged particles actually hitting the

antenna. These particles become charged as they move through the air, and

as these contact the antenna, the charge is transferred to the antenna.
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Corona noise is caused by the presence of a low, highly-charged cloud

passing over the antenna, causing an actual corona discharge at the tip

of the antenna. Not much is known quantitatively about the levels en-

countered under these two conditions. When these conditions have been

observed at various noise recording stations, the level of the noise has

increased on all frequencies up to 20 mc/s to the top of the recorder

scale, which has been in several cases as much as 50 db above the level

prior to the occurrence of the phenomenon.

2.2.4i Atmospheric Noise(1, 6, 7, 8)

The principal sources of atmospheric noise are the lightning dis-

charges which occur during thunderstorms. Approximately 44,000 thunder-

storms occur scmewhere in the world every day. Due to these storms there

occur on the average 100 lightning strokes per second. The amount of

charge involved in a lightning stroke is about 10 coulombs and the peak

current is in the region of 50,000 amperes. Lightning energy, like ordinary

radio sigmals, reaches a receiver by all of the well-known mechanisms of

propagation, including surface wave, tropospheric wave, and ionospheric

sky wave. In addition, there is the whistler mode of propagation for fre-

quencies below 35 kc/s in wbich the lightning energy is guided by the

earth's magnetic lines of force up to distances half way around the world.

The spectrum of the radiated energy covers a wide frequency range, from as

low as a few cycles to tens of megacycles per second.

A typical amplitude probability density distribution of an atmos-

pheric noise envelope is shown in Fig. 2.2(9). The coordinates are plotted

as noise level in decibels above the root mean square voltage versus the

percentage of time that each level is exceeded. bayleigh graph paper is
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used so that a distribution of the form

P(x-x) e•

plots as a straight line with a negative slope of 1 In particular,
m

the Rayleigh distribution plots as a straight line with a slope of - 1/2.

The lower portion of the curve, representing low voltages and high

probabilities, is composed of many random overlapping events, each con-

taining only a sm-l1 portion of the total energy. The Central Limit Theorem

states that if several independent events of this type are superimposed, the

sum tends rapidly to a Gaussian process as the number of components (of

roughly equal power) is increased. Hence, we would expect the lower portion

of the curve to approach a Rayleigh distribution since the envelope of a

Gaussian process is Rayleigh.(1, 1) This is seen to be the case; the slope

of the lower portion of the curve being very close to - 1/2.

The section representing very high voltages exceeded with low pro-

babilities is, in general, composed of nonoverlapping large pulses occur-

ring infrequently. From experimental measurements of atmospheric noise

distributions, this section has been found to be well represented by a

straight line on Rayleigh graph paper with values of m in the range fros

+0.1 to +0.4.(2)

On this graph paper, the remaining section of the distribution has

been found to correspond quite closely to an arc of a circle tangent to

the above two straight lines. The National Bureau of Standards has

developed a graphical method for constructing the entire envelope ampli-

tude probability distribution from only three measured statistical

ments.(9)

The dynamic range of the distribution, as measured between the
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0.0001 per cent and 99 per cent intercepts, has been observed to vary fro

a low of 59 db to a high of 102 db. An average dynamic range appears to

be around 73 db. The variations in dynamic range for frequencies above

35 kc/s agree with expectations based on the distribution of distances to

thunderstorms where it is apparent that small dynamic ranges will result

f if the range of distances to the effective thunderstorms is small. The

above statement does not necessarily hold for frequencies below 35 kc/s

j because of the whistler mode of propagation.

The envelope amplitude distributions for the highest and lowest

I observed average power levels show a difference of 46 db between the

root mean square values of voltage. The high-level curve was obtained

on a day with a large number of local afternoon mountain thunderstorms

j while the low-level curve was obtained during the morning of a relatively

quiet day.

I It should be pointed out that the distributions mentioned above are

strictly valid only for the bandwidth in which the measurements are made.

Typical bandwidths used were on the order of i100 cycles per second. The

Sprincipal effects of reducing the predetection bandwidth are a reduction

in the dynamic range with a greater and greater portion of the distribution

I curves becoming a straight line of slope equal to - 1/2. Measurements in

an 0.2 cycle band yielded a Rayleigh distribution over the entire range

measured. These results are reasonable since as the observing bandwidth

is reduced, the energy from all the received impulses is spread out over

a greater period of time with a resulting decrease in the amplitudes of

the impulses.

Generally, the additive noise encountered on ionospheric channels is

atmospheric noise. Montopery has shown that in a binary narrow-band



frequency modulation system the errors can be calculated as one-half the

probability of the noise envelope exceeding the carrier envelope. Hence,

the envelope statistics described above can be used in calculating the

probability of error for a narrow-band SIK system utilizing an ionospheric

channel. Experimental curves have been obtained which overlap the theore-

tical curves quite closely. Fig. 2.3 shovs the large discrepancies which

can occur in system performance if Gaussian noise is assumed rather than

atmospheric noise. For signal-to-noise ratios larger than 6 db the eo

rates experienced with atmospheric noise are much larger than those

experienced with Gaussian noise.

2.2 •5 Concluding Remarks

The Gaussian assumption is likely to be a good one for thermal noise

internal to the receiving system, solar, lunar, planetary, and cosmic

noises. In terms of frequencies, all noise above 150 mc/s can usually be

assumed to be Gaussian. It should be pointed out that above 300 mc/s

the thermal noise generated internally in the receiving system is usually

the controlling noise. Between 30 and 150 mc/s the major noise is most

often of galactic origin. Below 30 mc/s atmospheric noise and man-made

noise predominate over the other types of noise for a greater percentage

of the time. This is shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.•3 Mltiplicative Disturbances

Multiplicative disturbances are responsible for such phenomena as

fading, dispersion, multipath, phase distortion, and time delay. Since

these disturbances vary widely, depending upon the frequency of the trans-

mitted radio wave, they are most easily discussed by making reference to

the pertinent frequency bands.
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2.3.1 3-30 kc/8 VLF'l"

VLF propagation, occurring in the for& of weveguide modes between the

earth and the ionosphere, is often referred to as ducting. Propagation in

"the VLF range is characterized by low attenuation to very great distances,

'with great reliability and stability of transmission. Because of the

large physical structure required for transmitting antennas (one wave-

length is 30 kilometers at 10 kc/s) antennas are electrically small, and

either costly or inefficient. The q of many typical transmitting antenna

systems in this freqiWncy range limit the modulation bandwidth to less than

100 cps.

The amplitude of VLF signals is highly variable at short distances.

J The amplitude also has a tendency to change rapidly during the period of

sunrise or sunset along the path. At these distances, the amplitude

generally goes through a rapid madinmm or minimum, before tending toward

the more steady value characteristic of midday or midnight.

At distances beyond about 1000 kin, attenuation is typically 2 to 4

decibels per 1000 km. Penetration of VLF energy into conducting earth

or even sea water makes the frequency range useful for ccmuuni cation

between buried antennas or submarines. The constancy of phase of the

"i received signal at distances beyond about 500 km allows communication

systems to use stored reference phase information.

"VLF systems are coauonly used for reliable long-range ccmmmication,

navigational aids, and frequency and timing standards.

2.3.2 30-300 kc/s LM(l)

The LF spectrum is characterized by higher path attenuation, lower

background noise levels, and more stable propagation time delays relative
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to VLF paths. Transmitting power and antenna requirements are appreciably

less than those of the usual VLF station, and in addition the bandwidths

available are greater. The higher path attenuation results from the fact

that as the frequency increases, the ionosphere behaves less and less as

a sharp boundary. Hence, the radio waves reach the receiver only after

they have penetrated into the ionosphere and lost energy in absorption.

The fading speed and the depth of fading depend on the frequency,

the transmission distance, and the time of day. During the daytime the

amplitude is substantially constant. The fading during the nighttime

is much more irregular. The amplitude fluctuations are approximately

Rayleigh but assume large values more often than would be expected on a

Rayleigh distribution.

As with VLF the transmitting installations are characterized by their

large physical size and high construction and maintenance costs. LF

waves are not adversely affected during periods of ionospheric disturbance

and the phase stability of tranmuission, permitting frequency comparison

within a few parts in i10 , makes possible long range radio navigation

utilizing phase comparison between spaced phase-locked transmitters.

2.3.3 300 kc/s -- 3 ac/s (1)

The medium frequency range is a transition range in which the

importance of the ground rave at the lower frequencies gives way to the

importance of the sky wave at the higher frequencies. Ground-wave attenu-

ation increases with frequency, so that in the higher part of the frequency

range only short distance services are possible, especially over paths of

poor conductivity.



I
i SkY-wave propagation via the Z and F regions of the ionosphere is

iMPOrtant mainly Only during the night hours; it is somtimes observable

during daytim, but is usually highly absorbed in the D region of the

j ionosphere. Transmission in this frequency range, especially above about

500 kc/s, is very susceptible to absorption, and, even at night, sky

i�waves are often attenuated below useful levels.

Because of the unreliability of the sky wave, the frequency range is

probably most useful from the lov end up to about 1 mc/s, where the ground

wave enables broadcast coverage out to several hundred miles.

2.3.4 3-30 /s HFM

I F propagation is characterized by the ability of high frequency

waves to penetrate the lover ionosphere and be reflected fro the F region

of the upper ionosphere. Absorption is of minor concern and transmission

jloss, even for a long transmission distance (10,000 km or more), may be

quite lov. Useful signal-to-noise ratios are obtainable out to very

1 great distances with very lov power and simple antennas.

Because of considerable variability of propagation conditions, trans-

mission is very unreliable. The consequence is that for optimum results

the transmitter must be capable of changing to four or five different

frequencies, hoping that one will work.

Multipath is a serious problem. At UF there are a large number of

possible propagation paths with multipath time delays ranging from a few

microseconds to a few milliseconds. Multipath propagation imposes a

limit on keying speeds in digital systems since if the multipath delays

are such that during the seapling time there is still energy arriving

frcm the preceding pulse, there is a high probability of error. Pulse

durations should be somevhat more than twice the length of the greatest
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significant maltipath delay. At HY it usually occurs in the range of

from 1 to 5 milliseconds for paths longer than about 100 km. •-ltipath

can be reduced by operating at as high a frequency as possible. At the

MU? (maximum usable frequency) only one geometric mode is possible.

In addition to imAltipath effects, dispersion may cause important dis-

tortion of the transmitted waveform in the case of short pulses. The

first-order effect is a lengthening of the pulse. Under worst conditions

pulses on the order of 1 microsecond in width are stretched to 13 micro-

seconds.

Both fast and slow fading are observed in connection with the trans-

mission of HY radio waves. The fast fading is usually due to the inter-

ference of two or more unresolved propagation modes. The slow fading is

attributable to variations in absorption, or changes in the effective

gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas resulting from changes in

the angles of departure and arrival of the signals. In fast fading,

fades tend not to occur simultaneously at nearby frequencies. This effect

is called selective fading. Slow fading tends to occur across a broad

band of frequencies and is referred to as flat fading. The fading distri-

butions of the amplitudes approximate the well-known Rayleigh distribution

when the wave arrives via several modes with approximately equal amplitude

and randanly varying phases. Fading rates from 1 cps to 15 cps are ccomonly

observed.

Phase and frequency stability is very poor at KY. This imposes genuine

limitations on minimum modulation excursions for FSK and PBK systems. Phase

perturbations up to 140o and frequency shifts up to 50 cpa have been observed.

In spite of the difficulties mentioned above, there is a great density

of radio services in the high frequency range. A substantial part of the
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world's frequency assignments are concentrated in this ýal fraction of

the whole spectrum.

2.3.5 30-60 mc/s THF Ionosheric Scatter(1)

Irregularities in electron density in the lover ionosphere give rise

to incoherent scattering of radio waves in the frequency range between

30 and 60 mc/s. Reliable transmission is obtained in the 1000 to 2000

ke distance range. The scattered radio waves are extremely weak and

Jsystem losses ranging between 140 and 210 db are commonly experienced.

Typically, ionospheric scatter suffers around 150 db more loss than does

ionospheric reflection. To compensate for the large losses, extremely

large high gain antennas are employed.

Fading is observed at rates varying fro 0.2 to 3 cps. Duaring most

of the day the envelope fading is approximately Rayleigh distributed,

though amplitude distributions indicate peaks from meteor reflections

during the night hours. The fading characteristics depend upon the beam-

width of the antennas employed. For a 660 horizontal beaawidth, the fading

rate has been observed to be four to five times greater than for a 60

beamvidth system, and the depth of fading several decibels greater for

the wide beam system.

K1ultipath caused by reflections from meteor trails usually displays

delays varying from 6 microseconds to 1 millisecond. The time delays

of multipath due to auroral ionization are typically betveen 0.1 and 4

milliseconds. During times of high solar activity, distant ground back-

scatter can be propagated by the 72 layer of the ionosphere resulting in

delays up to 80 milliseconds. Tpically,, the delays from this source

are between 12 and 60 milliseconds. Because of the intersymbol inter-

ference caused by such multipath, an upper bound is placed on the keying

rate of digital systems.
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As with HP signals, the frequency and phase stability is poor. At

50 mc/s the expected Doppler shift is 6 kc/s. The large Doppler shifts

are due mainly to meteor reflections. Often these signals are stronger

than the direct scatter signal. Large phase shifts are experienced

During night hours 1800 shifts occur approximately 1 per cent of the time.

Instantaneous phase shifts of 900 occur about 0.2 per cent of the time.

2.3.6 30-300 mc/s Meteor Scatter at VMI(l)

Each day billions of meteors enter the earth's atmosphere. In burning

up they form long columns of ionized particles. These columns diffuse

rapidly and usually disappear within a few seconds. However, during their

brief existence the ionized columns will reflect radio signals, giving

rise to what is called meteor scatter or meteor propagation.

Meteor-burst cammncation systems are basically weak-signal systems

because the signal loss associated with the meteor-trail reflection is

relatively higk. For exaqle, a typical system operating at 50 mc/s over

a 1300 km path with a transmitter power of 2 kv was conmonly set to trans-

mit messages whenever the signal at the receiver exceeded 2xlO'14w

(2 microvolt open-circuit voltage for a 50 ohm source). This corresponds

to a system loss of 170 db. Of this total about 90 db represents the

attenuation associated with the length of the transmission path and 80 db

the scattering loss. Under similar circumstances ionosphere scatter

propagation would exhibit a system loss of the order of 180 db, Messages

are transmitted only during the brief intervals when meteor propagation

is present.

At 50 mc/s Doppler shifts as large as 5 kc have been observed.

2.3.7 50-10.000 mc/s Tropospheric Scatter(l)

Tropospheric scatter results from irregularities in the refractive

index of the atmosphere. The signals are much weaker than the VLF and LF
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Ssignals which employ tropospheric duct propagation. They are very reliable

and are found to be present an a given path with substantially the same

j average intensity day and night, week in and week out, regardless of

surface meteorological conditions. They also exhibit rapid fading, char-

i acteristic of multipath transmission.

The dominant feature of tropospheric scatter signals is their rapid

fading. If a constant intensity signal is emitted at the transmitter, the

level of the received signal varies erratically in time with an amplitude

distribution that often closely approx tes the hyleigh law. Occasions

I have occurred, however, when this is not the case. Spectra of the rapid

i signal fluctuations closely approximate a Gaussian distribution.

Measurements made at frequencies of 4.00, 3,670, and 5,050 mc/s

j utilizing antennas with several degrees beamwidth indicate that time delays

of about 1 microsecond at distances of about 200 miles can be expected.

I At 3,700 mc/s 1 microsecond pulses were not substantially widened after

i transmission over distances up to 285 miles. It appears that modulation

bandwidths of several megacycles may be used.

12.3.8 Space Communications

The frequency of the transmitted signal must be above 30 mc/s to

I enable the radio waves to penetrate the ionosphere. Between 30 to

60 mc/s the wave experience considerable amplitude and angular scintil-

lations. Above 100 mc/s radio waves propagate into space fairly well.

Severe fading has been noticed at certain frequencies and nultipath has

been observed which cannot be explained by current theories. Many

measurements are currently being made to understand the radio wave propa-

gation involved in space comminication.
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2.3.9 Concluding Remrks

The results of this section are summarized in Table 2-1. The

tabulated disturbances and propagation characteristics must be taken into

account in de.veloping a comaunication system. The remainder of this

report is an effort in that direction. In particular, the capacity of a

Rayleigh fading channel, the design of systems when the statistics of the

additive noise are unavailable, the process of signal design and selection,

and the use of error-correcting codes are discussed.
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TANA 2-1

CRANEL CL EAC•RZA!ON

1FRE1W CY MZ•0D OF TYPICAL MULTIPATE PEASE RLLI3fIT! TYPICAL

BAND PROPAGATION DISTANCES STABILITY )SWLATION
BANDWIDHS

3-30kc/s ducting 5-2CMin no good very good 20-150 cps

I 30-300kc/s ducting 1-5Mm no good good 250 cps

300 kc/s- transition 200 miles no good for good for 2-75 kc/s

3 mc/s region be- for ground ground ground

tween duct- wave, yes wave, poor wave, poor

ing and for sky for sky for sky

ionospheric wave wave wave
reflection

3-30mc/s ionospheric 1-ICam yes very poor poor 3 kc/s

I reflection

30-60nc/s ionospheric 1000- a yes very poor fair 5 kc/s

scatter 2000 ka

50- tropospheric 100- yes very poor good 10 mc/s

1O, O00mc/s scatter 1000 km

I * nMm = megameter

* km = kilometerI
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CHAPMR III

CAPACITY OF THE RAYLKIGH FADING LIMHNL

3.1 Introduction

As was discussed in Chapter II many of the communication channels

commonly used experience Rayleigh type fading. In this chapter the follow-

ing assumptions are made concerning the parameters of the channel model

given in Fig. 2.1.

1) The multiplicative disturbance A(t)eiet is equal to A, where A

is a random variable, Rayleigh distributed with parameter

p(A) = 2Ae 2AI/ 2  AO 0

= o A4O (3-1)

2) The additive noise n(t) is assumed to be a stationary Gaussian

random process with zero z'ean and uniform power spectrum over informa-

tion bandwidth W. If E [n 2(t)] = N, then the noise spectrum is
G (f) =
n 2W 0

3) The signal s(t) is a sample function from a stationary random

process and has a finite power P. The power spectrum of the signal

is Gs(f) and the signal is bandlimited to W cycles per second.

In this chapter the channel capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel

is derived. The results are then used to evaluate P, the required received

energy per information bit received in the presence of a given Gaussian

no3.se spectral density.

3.2 Calculation of Channel Capacity

Capacity is defined as the maximum information, on the average,

that an observer at the output of the channel can obtain about a signal

transmitted from the channel input. The maximization of the information
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rate being carried out through the variation of the input signal char-

acteristics, i.e., the encoding process. Capacity C, may therefore be ex-

pressed as:

C = max I(s/x)

I {s(t)} (3-2)

To solve for the capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel using the

above Eq. (3-2) is a very difficult non-linear problem.
Another expression for the capacity is given by Fano(14

C = max I(S/X)

G {G.(f)_ -o} (3-3)

It is easier to solve for the capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel

using the above Eq. (3-3) since maximizing over the power spectrum of the

I signal is maximizing under less restrictive conditions.

Using Eq. (3-3) for the conditional information rate (assuming A the

I attenuation factor is known) results in

Box I(s/X,A) = max f+W A 2O f)

% {G(f)2! o G((f)° o

Since the attenuation factor A is a random variable it is necessary

to average over all possible values of the random variable. Thus,

C-max I(s/X) - max

{Go(f,,>0} Gs(f) O} I(S/XA)p(A)dA (3-5)

f +W 00.,}7 -
max 0fo A2G.(f) I 2A dA (-6{df log 1 + f eA (3-6)

GMo If)_ ;,o
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Integrating with respect to A, (see Appendix I for details)

c - f'+U j -(f)} J)
G5(f) }O 0

where
it t e u t (kl) (3-8)

"z"t= k=l-. u tk
l- 1 + t. t4o (3-8')

k=l

i - = et 7 k t>0 (3-9)
k=.

Applying calculus of variations to amaize the above integral with

respect to Gs(f) yields

___ rfo(f) - 1" r"%(•) 0f
exp I GM 0(3-10)

aa (f) GSMl 3I Zi I + =

where I is the Lagrange multiplier for the power constraint,
f +W

0

2•f (f)df = P

f
0

Carrying out the above differentiation and simplifying remslts in

22GSM ,G((f) - -n)exp - I n 0 (3-1)
S , _..n_ le+ i.,o _,
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From this result it is observed that if the addit,-.vt noise power

spectrum is uniform over a bandwidth W, then the power spectrmu of the

signal s(t) must also be independent of f. The signal power spectrum

therefore equals,

S 8 (f) P

Therefore, it has been proved that in order to transmit at a maximum

rate through a Rayleigh fading channel the input signal s(t) must be

from a stationary process with uniform spectral density. It is shown in

Appendix In that the input signal must also be Gaussian with zero mean.

The capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel is therefore

c = -(ln)' W ex ; I u (3-12)

3.3 Determination of the I Factor

One way to cowpare ccmmunication systems is to compare their

efficiency in terms of p, the received signal energy required per informa-

tion bit received in the presence of a given uniform Gaussian noise spec-

tral density(15)

Bain
(3-13)

E min minimum received energy required per information bit

received.

No noise spectral power density.o

Equivalently, f may be expressed as

P min
=NJ- (3-14)

P = minimum received power required per bit of information

received.

H = rate of received information (bits per second).
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Letting H be equal to the maximim received information rate, on the

average, for the Rayleigh fading channel one obtains for A

Cr 2 flin oN-N(3-15)

(~~~) ()nr exp~!~~~
= i min

-1~n2 oPmin exp{~

a 2in

N Ei{ t;- (3-15')

Pain

The lover bound on p occurs as the received signal-to-noise power

ratio goes to zero. (See Appendix III ard graph 3.2 for proof.) This

lover bound on 0 is shown to be given by

Amin = n2 (3-16)

Note that this lower bound on 0 is the same as that obtained by

Sanders for the single path channel having no fading. In fact the lover bound

on p will always equal 1n2 and is independent of the type of probability

density function for the attenuation factor A. To see why this is so one

notes that the conditional lower bound on p (conditional in the sense that A

is fixed) is independent of the value of A. Averaging over the different

values of A will therefore yield the same value as for the unity gain channel.

Another way of defining A in order to bring out the dependence of the

channel is to define 0 as the minim- required energy transmitted per bit

of information received. Under this definition the lower bound on I can

be shown to be

ln2
Amin 72- (3-17)
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where this lower bound on p is obtained by letting the signal-to-noise

power ratio approach zero. Since 0 2 _ 1 for all passive channels, the lower

bound of p is increased by a factor d2 over that of the single path with

gain equal to unity. In other words, assuming the transmission rate is the

jsame, the minima power that must be transmitted is increased by r-2 in

order to maintain the same probability of error.

j 3.4 Discussion of Results

The capacity of the Rayleigh fading channel is a function of the

information bandwidth W and of the ratio of received signal power to the

I received noise power,

C =- exp{} xi~j-

It should be noted that if

0-_2p >>

then Zz -ln [ d- 1 
(3-18)

where 7 = 1.781072

I The capacity may therefore be. approximated by

C% Wlog - (3-19)

where P' -•P

Comparing the above equation with that for the unity gain channel one

obtains

log (1+ )(3-20)
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If the signal-to-noise ratio _ << 1 then

t.w W P'
%Z 1N n (3-21)

However, the unity gain channel having a signal-to-noise ratio

P1
p_-<<i, has the capacity

C W 1l L + " r* (3-22)
1n2 ýlNjIlnZ F

Hence, for small sigml-to-noise ratios, i.e., r- <i, the capacity

of the Rayleigh fading channel is identical to that of the unity gain

channel.

Frum Fig. 3.1 it is observed that the capacity of the Rayleigh fading

channel is never less than 83% of the capacity of the unity gain channel.
2

It should be noted that the channel variance o- can be determined

experimentally by transmitting a )mown carrier sin cot, and measuring the

average power at the receiver.

WPain
Fig. 3.2 iliustrates that • = - is a monotonically vi.ereasing

function of the received noise to the received signal power ratio. Qual-

itatively this implies that the received signal energy required per informa-

tion bit transmitted (assuming that the bandwidth is constant) varies as

Emia kEmn 0
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CKAPTR IV
INONLIKLHOOD DETECTION THEORY

PART I GERAL TMERY

I 14.1 Introduction

The problem of detection of a signal in noise of known statistical

properties has been investigated thoroughly in the past. However, these

methods are completely inapplicable and inappropriate whenever these noise

I statistics are unknown.

In this investigation, a detection criterion based on the methods of

non-parametric statistics is utilized which permits the design of detectors

on the basis of much less a-priori information. Several detectors based

on this detection criterion are investigated and their properties obtained.

I A comparison is made between these new (non-likelihood) detectors and the

optimum (likelihood) detectors on the basis of information efficiency.

Also, a practical design procedure is formulated for the design of these

I new (non-likelihood) detectors.

4.2 Statement of the Problem

Given a signal immersed in noise of unknown distribution function, a

detector is to be designed based on a detection criterion that does not

require knowledge of the noise and of the mixture of signal and noise

probability densities.

4.3 Inadequacy of Present Methods

Detectors which determine the presence or absence of a signal in

noise have been investigated extensively in the past. These investigations,

however, have been based on the assumption that a great amount of a-priori
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information is available concerning the probability densities of the noise

and of the mixture of signal and noise. These detectors are based on the

likelihood ratio.

However, these likelihood (optimum) detectors are completely inadequate

anfl inappropriate whenever these noise probability densities are not known.

This is so, since these detectors are optimum only for a particular pair of

noise and mixture of signal and noise probability distributions for which

they have been designed. In general, the probability of error (reliability

of transmission of information) of the likelihood detectors depends on the

functional form of these distributions. Therefore, if a likelihood detector

-which is optimum for a particular pair of probability distributions is used

in another situation in which the distributions are different from the

pair of distributions for which the detector is optimum, then it is

possible and quite probable that the probability of error of the detector

(unreliability of transmission) may increase to such an extent as to make

the detector completely inapplicable. Moreover, due to this lack of a-priori

information of the probability distributions, it is not possible to predict

and evaluate theoretically the performance of these likelihood detectors.

Hence, the likelihood detectors are inappropriate whenever there is in-

complete information concerning the functional form of the underlying

distributions.

4 .4 The Non-likelihood (Non-par-metric) Detection Criterion

In this investigation a detection criterion is used which leads to

the design of detectors on the basis of much less a-priori information.

These detectors, hereon called non-likelihood detectors, are based on

statistical tests known in the statistical literature as non-parametric

statistical tests.
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In order to state this detection criterion we will introduce some

assumptions and notation:

13(t) Channel r(t)Dectr eisn

I

C~O(UUICA!TION S!STM

N(t) FIG= 4.1 N1 (t)

I Where B(t) is the signal, N(t) and 1'(t) are sample functions of the noise

random process {N9(t )}

It is assumed that:

1) {Y(t)} is a stationary continuous parameter stochastic process

Since {(t)} is identical to {N(t)} when -the signal is absent, it

Ican be concluded that {N1(t )} is also stationary;
2) It is possible to obtain n independent samples YIp Y2' ... Yn

Ifrom the sample function Y(t) of {Y(t)};

3) There is available a sample function N'(t) from the stationary

continuous stochastic process {N(t)} of the noise;

SI4) It is possible to obtain a independent samples Yn+l' Yn+2'

"'" Yn+2 from the sample function N'(t).

On the basis of the samples I' ..'" Yn and 1n+l' "'" n a

decision procedure for detecting signals in noise is formulated by testing

H' : cumulative distribution function (cdf.) of Yi is Po(Y) i=l, ... , n+mo

signal is absent, against

H'O: cdf. of Yi is Pz(Y) iml, ... , n and the cdf. of Yn+j is Po(Y) for

J=l, ... , a, signal is present.
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where P0(Y) is the distribution function of any of the data elements

(since {(t )I is stationary) when signal is absent, and P is the

cumulative aistribution function for any data element when the signal is

present. Note that P z(M depends both on Y and on the signal-to-noise

ratio z.

The above decision procedure simply states that: if the signal is

absent then the cdf. of the Yi, is P0 (Y) and must be the sane as the cdf.

of the Yn+j's since both sets of observations were obtained from sample

functions of the same continuous stochastic process {N(t )I. If the

signal is present, then the cdf. of the Yi's is Pz(Y) wnich is not the same

as the cdf. Po(Y) of the Yn~j's.

In a practical case, the sample function N'(t) of the noise process

{N(t)} must be obtained from the noise entering the receiver during a time

that no information is transmitted (signal absent). If the noise process is

stationary then N'(t) can be obtained once and for all before the trans-

mission of information begins. From N'(t), the m samples will then be ob-

tained and stored in the receivei, to be compared later with the n samples

obtained from Y(t). If though the noise random process is not stationary,

then, before the transmission of information co nces, one obtains the m

samples from the noise entering the receiver and uses them only for as long

as the noise random process remains fairly stationary. Whenever the noise

process varies considerably then the transmission of information must be

interrupted for a sufficient time to enable one to obtain a new set of m

samples to be used subsequently. If the noise process variations are of

a permanent nature, a periodic sampling of the noise is necessitated.

During sampling, the transmission of information must cease to permit the
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acquisition of the m samples from the noise entering the receiver.

A practical example of a stationary type of noise is the case of con-

tinuous Jamming with stationary noise. In this case, the M samples need

be obtained only once, prior to commencing the transmission of information.

A practical case of non-stationary noise is the case of on-off Jamming where

the jamming is on or off for periods comparable to the sampling interval

required to obtain the n samples. In this case two sets of m samples must

be available, one to be obtained and used when the jamming noise is off and

the other set to be obtained and used when the Jamming noise is on.

The theory of non-likelihood detection would be useful if it satisfies

the following requirements: 1) it suggests the itructure of the detection

system; 2) it specifies procedures for evaluating the performance of such

systems (information rate, probability of error); and 3) it specifies tech-

niques of system comparison. It will be seen subsequently that the non-

likelihood theory of detection does satisfy all of the above requirements.

i4 . 5 General Properties of Non-parametric Detectors

In this investigation a restriction of the level of generality

will be made by considering the detection of weak signals in noise.

This means that the peak-signal-to-rms noise ratio and thus z is assumed

to be very close to zero. This is appropriate since the weak signal case

"is the most troublesome and least amenable to solution and the case one

usually desires to solve in practice. This is also expedient since it

simplifies the analytical expressions found.

Many of the non-parametric detection test statistics satisfy the

following properties:
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1) The non-parametric detection statistic Un (the subscript mn is

to show dependence on the saples m and n) is asymptotically Gaussian

under H'0 (no signal). The mean and standard deviation of thts

limiting distribution are denoted by Zo(U n] and 6oU[1], respectively,

2) U is asymptotically normal under H'I (signal present). The

mean and standard deviation of this limiting distribution are denoted by

' UuJand crz[U ], respectively;

~Y u - l (4-i)
limit z(41• ---*o 2a m

4)

E [U - E (Un] + z d( wl + O(z ) (4-2)
o mn dz UZO 0

5)

rdiU 112 (3
Limit Z- n(~ J~ -
z -- o /60

where K is a constant independent of m, n, z and defined by Eq. (4-3); K

depends only on P0 (Y) and PZ(Y).

6)

dz z -o

7) limit 2•o• U o

(16)
On the basis of the above properties it can be shown that the non-

parametric detection tests possess the property of consistency. A detection

test of H% against H of probability of false alarm cc is said to be consistent if



I

limitIM =0
i m -w i

M.-,, (4-5)

where p is the probability of false dismissal. Note the dependence of 0

on m and n shown by the subscript ran. The property of consistency is an

I extremely important one since it states that for fixed z and a the

decisions on the presence or absence of the signal becoae more reliable as

I more observations are obtained.

According to property (1) above the following general character of

non-parametric detection statistic U obtains when m and n are moderately

I large:

I

PROBAE•II• MIS8TY OF t• 7O' LARGE VALUES OF m AND n,

UM SIGNAT AND NO SIGNAL CO0]•TONS

Ilu .
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So then, -1/2

0[i (U J f-] e xp -1/2 (y-0 C2Um1l (4-6)
UK~

or

where

erf x = 2(g)"1/? fo exp (-u2) du (4-7)

and
X0, [Ud," E o[Umn]] / eo[U]

Also , 
1 2 O

= [ 21t x exp[ 1/2(y-E,[u j)2/ 6-2[U] ]dy ((4-8)

When z is sufficiently small then using properties (3) and (4) we obtain:

dE [U I

Omn =i/2 {l-erf[ 12 <To[d n]

o mu

or

zdE AnU I~

-d~z I- lo ( = erf l(i - 21p ) (41 0-)

21/2 1 o[lu

and from (4-8) there follows

l, = erf 1l (1 - 20mn) (4-11)

Adding Eq. ('4-6) to Eq. (4-10) gives

dE [Um] fz z mu0
- 1z -/2 erf-1 (1-2con) + erf 1l (l-20m) (4+-12)

2 m
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Using property (5) the following relation obtains

K12 W- = 2[erf- (1-2o•) + erf" (l-2,)12  (I-13)

The above relation states that

f a) for decreasing signal-to-noise ratio z, the number of samples

n must increase in order to maintain a constant probability of error

II(constant 0( and P). If proportional sampling is used, then an in-

g crease in the number of samples means an increase in the sampling

interval and consequently a decrease in information rate.

I b) for increasing signal-to-noise ratio and constant number of

samples (constant information rate) the probability of error

I (or K , p) decreases

c) for increasing signal-to-noise ratio and constant reliability

(constant probability of error) the number of samples n required

Sdec-eases and thus the information rate increases.

The above relation is an extremely important one. It permits the de-

I sign of a system that will guarantee a certain desired o( and p for the mini-

mum possible z. That is, if an A- 10-4 , 0 = 10-3 is desired and a signal

is to be detected so weak that z = 10-3, the only thing we need to know

is K in order to determine the required samples Ma. It is also possible]m+n
thereby to obtain the performance characteristics of the detector in question.

"To facilitate ccmparison between the non-likelihood detectors and

the likelihood detectors the following limiting properties of the like-

lihood detectors are stated.(16)

1 The likelihood statistic Un satisfies the following relations:

(1') Un is asymptotically normal under Ho (no signal). The mean

and standard deviation of the limiting distribution are denoted by

Eo[U] and tro[Un] respectively;



(2') Un is asymptotically normal under El. 2he mean and standard

deviation of this limiting distribution are given by I z[U n and

6z[Un] respectively;

(3) d' 2[U]
l.imit z n -

Z.-o d U2 [un]-

(4,) E•(Un] - RoUl] + z zU + 2(z2 (4-15)

(5)limit [E z (U n I i-0 (U ]] = - n (14-16)

where K is a constant independent of n and z and dependent only

on Po(y) andP (Y)

(6') dE[U] (

dz I Z=o 0(-7

W7) limt 62o [UI --0
nb 0 (4-18)

n _.

On the basis of the above properties, it can be shown that the

likelihood tests are consistent. Also similarly to the proof for

the case of non-likelihood detectors is the proof for the following

property of the likelihoed detectors:

Kz2 n = 2[erf-1 (1-2 d)2) + erf"1 (1-20n)]2 (4-19)

It was stated previously that a detection theory to be complete

must also incorporate a means of comparison between different detectors.

Toward this end the asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.] of a non-

likelihood detector Ulm~n* with respect to the non-likelihood detector

U is defined as:=1



!

vin
m+n

limit
-Z) n* (4-zo)

where 1) the false dismissal and the false alars probabilities of Ulm

and U* are equalI
= n C(*m n 0(

O mn ' 13*m*n*

S2) the 1mn and U*%. detectors are for the detection of the same

signal in the same noise and for the same small signal-to-noise

I ratio (veak signals)
n*For m*•>n* and m,?n, Eu~ = limit - . Bius, the A.R.E. of one non-

i 2 -- 0o

likelihood detector with respect to another is an indication of how many

more observations one non-likelihood detector requires than the other to

detect a given weak signal with a prescribed accuracy o(, 0 when

I nm>n* and m;,>n.

From the given properties (1) - (7) of the non-likelihood statistics,

it can be proven that ZuIu = e(U.)uu e(U* )

where e (Um) = ,zMn] I Z=0 ,/o[uJ]] (4-21)

m+n

X n if a.-* n

and
= K

Ii



It is also useful to define the A.LZ. of a non-likelihood detector

U%,,n with respect to a likelihood detector Un as follows:

ZU*-limit (4-22)

*-On* n z--'o n*

in the direction of the same weak signal (same z) and with the samea(,

and 1. So since

K*z 2  mn*M = 2 [erf-I (1-20() + erfr" (1-20)]2 (4-23)

for the non-likelihood detector

and

KZ2 n = 2[erf-i (i-2-,) + erfr1 (1-2)]2 (4-24)

for the likelihood detector

it follows that

K* .
__*,u i + 3--

= K1 + (4-25)

Since K* and K are independent of z, m, n, m* and n*, Eu*,u is indepen-

dent of z and depends on the sample sizes only through the ratio that

is the ratio of sample sizes used by the non-likelihood detector. Thus, the

A.R.E. of U* with respect to % is as high as possible if m* >> n*.

Mhat is, the number of observations from the auxiliary noise source N'(t)

should be much larger than the number of observations from Z(t).

Thus, one design criterion for the non-likelihood detector is,

m* >>n*, and so

"E =
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It should be stressed that K* and K are dependent on Po () and

Pz(M. 'Te comparison of a non-likelihood detector to a likelihood

detector is valid only for a particular pair of cdf's. To gain some

insight on the physical significance of the asymptotic relative efficiency

consider the following: one of the most important considerations in a

detection problem is the length of time required to detect the signal with

a certain accuracy o(,, 1. In most cases the m* observations obtained

Sfrom N'(t) by the non-parametric detector can be obtained before the n*

observations are obtained from Z(t), and can be stored in the non-likeli-

Ihood detector. So, the only time consumed is that used in obtaining the n*

Ssamples from Z(t). Similarly, the only time spenL by the likelihood de-

tector is that used in obtaining the n samples from Z(t). If periodic

I sampling is employed, then n* and n are proportional, respectively, to the

time required by the non-likelihood and likelihood detectors to detect the

Ssame weak signal with the same accuracy o(, 1. Thus, the justification for

the criterion of A.R.E. (asymptotic relative efficiency) is that for

periodic sampling it gives an indication of how much better the information

rate of the non-likelihood detector is than that of the likelihood detector

in the detection of the same weak signal for a prescribed probability of

I error.

4.6 Summary of I=ortant Properties of Non-likelihood Detectors

The following are the most significant properties of the non-likelihood

detectors for their design.

1) Asymptotic normality under signal and under no-signal conditions

2) The performance relation for weak signals

Kz 2 n = 2[erf"1 (1-20( =) + erf"1 (1-20,n)]2 (4-26)
El£
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3) No knowledge of the cde's Po(Y) and Pz(Y) is required other than

some functional of P 0 (Y) and Pz(Y) e.g. max. P0(Y) - Pz(Y) for the

determination of K. Note that X depends only on P o() and Pz(Y).

4) The efficiency of the non-likelihood detector is highest when

m•> Dn,

4.7 A Practical Design Procedure

In a practical situation a certain reliability (o(, p) is specified

and the weakest signal (or s allest z) to be detected is known. A case

of the latter is the case of radar detection where z is a function of

among others the range of the radar system. So the smallest z for the

particular range can be easily determined theoretically or experimentally

if the range is known. The first step in the design of a suitable detection

system is to choose a non-likelihood detector from the many available e.g.

a Mann-Whitney detector, or a Kolmogorov-&uirnov detector based on the

Mann-Whitney and Kolmogorov-Bmirnov statistical tests, respectively.

The non-likelihood statistical detection tests are asymptotically

normal under signal and no-signal conditions and there the situation is

as depicted in Fig. 4.2. Now, the threshold U. that will ensure the

required probability of false alarm is given by

f4 p (Un) dUn (4-27)

where since p0 (UU) is Gaussian the only constants required are the mean

and standard deviation of the random variable UXm under no-signal condi-

tions. These constants can be obtained experimentally, so that



I..

d 2 1. / P i
m2

writing

1.Ul " 3°[U'm]

anda ,derf X = 2 ()-1/2 exp (-u2 ) du

I it folo"s that

[ ~ ~ ,-.= 1/2 (1 - erf k.a) (4•-29)

or"

I - er'- 1 (1-20c)

so

U Uo- r.-[UJ [erf 1i (1-2,o()] + o0 (%U] (4-30)

Therefore, if T [U m] and Zo[Un] are found experimentally and the required

o( is specified then the threshold UO( can be obtained. If Ulm exceeds

SUo the decision that a signal is present is made. If Um is less than

U,( the decision that no signl is present is made.

I Having insured the required value of o( through the proper selection

of Uo, a value of f smallr or equal to the specified value is to be

obtained. To do so, we e~loy the relation

- Ez2na - 2[erf* 1 (1-2o( + er" 1 (l-21)]2  (1--31)

1It in taken that a >, n to insure the highest information efficiency, so

that

t z 2 n - 2[erf"] (1-2,A) + er*" (1-20)] 2 (11-32)
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The right side of the equation is a known nuber and so is z, being the

smallest signal-to-noise ratio for which a detection is to be affected.

Mie constant K can be obtained theoretically or most often by experiment.

Therefore, since everything else is known the number of observations n

that will give us the sp-.cified d and a admm 1 equal to the specified

false dismissal probability, is obtained. Thus, the whole design problem

has been completed. For the case of periodic sampling the number of

observations n will give also the time required for detection and conse-

quently the information rate.

ProL the above design procedure it is seen that the following

quantities need to be known:

i) the constant K that depends on soe functional of Po(Y) and Pz(

2) the mean %[U ] and d'o[Un] of the statistic Un under no-signal
a n o Mu

conditions.

Experimental work must be done to obtain these quantities. A detailed

description of this experimental work is given in another section of

this report.

4.8 General Conclusions

It was stated previously that, for a detection theory in general to

be ccuplete,

1) it must suggest the structure of the detection system

2) it must specify procedures for evaluating the performance of

such systems (information rate, probability of error)

3) it ,st specify techniques of system comparison

In Part II of this report where particular non-lUkelihood detection
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criteria (e.g., msan-ilbitmer, blmogmam-Srnov, etc.) are iwvest1gatea,

it is shown that the criterion itself suggests the structure of the do-

F tectian system. These detection system. can be easily implemented using

digital techniques.

I.An evaluation of the perforuance of the non-likelihood detectors

can be mode through the relation.

Kz n [- Jerf"1 (1-2o9() + erf-" (1-20)]2

Through it a lower bound for the informtion rate my be obtained when

S, p, and the msllest z are specified. Also, when the informtion

I rate (or n) and the smallest z are specified, an upper bound for the pro-

bability of error can be had.

Using the concept of asymptotic relative efficiency a comparison

I can be made between the different systems. The A.R.L. for periodic samip-

ling becmes a comparison between different systems an the basis of in-

I formation rate for the sm probability of error and sme signal-to-noise

ratio.

Thus, it is seen that the theory of non-likellhood (non-parametric)

j detection is complete.

Moreover, the non-likelihood detectors are the only ones appropriate

I f for the case where little is known about the probability distributions. In

fact, the only quantities that need to be known are the man and standard

deviation of U under no-signal conditions and the constant X. These

quantities are easier to obtain than the probability distributions.

Another extremely important advantage of the non-likelihood detectors

is that, no assumption is required on the nature of the channel, e.g.,

whether the noise is additive, multiplicative or both. The only thing it
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requires is that Po(Y) and P have different means.

4.9 Experimental Work oeeded

Experimental work is needed to obtain the means and standard devia-

tioms of different non-likelihood detectors under different noise densi-

ties. Also, the effect of the dependence of the observations on the

perforiance of the system should be ascertained. An experimental set-up

can be easily made to do that. Another quantity that has to be experi-

mentally determined is the constant K that depends on Po(1) and P,(Y)

and the particular detector used. A procedure to obtain K is the

fol•oving: using the same noise and signal and noise probability densities

a plot of n vs 2[erf" (1-2c<) + erfr1 (1-20)]2 for the same z is obtained.

Fro the inverse of the slope of the line that is obtained, K for the

detector under consideration and for the particular noise and signal

used can be deduced. This experiment is repeated for different noises

and signals, if the experiment is done in the laboratory, or it can be

done only once in the field for the actual noise and signal that pertain

to the particular cmiunication problem of interest (ionospheric trans-

mission, etc.).
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L PART II SPECmC lWKNlUIOOD MMZCTORS; EZAIWIS

4.10 Optimm (Suboptimm) Likelihood Detect~or

To facilitate convarison of the non-likelihood detectors with the

likelihood detector certain results will be obtained pertaining to the

likelihood detector. In particular the asymptotic relative efficiency

of the likelihood detector vill be obtained for various noise and sigml

and noise distributions.

I4.3-1 Te Optimum Detector

It is well-known that the optimum detector bases its decisions on

I a statistical test known as the Likelihood ratio

Ln(Y1 ; .."; yn; z) - P " y (4-33)

The important assumption that Pz(y) can be expressed as a series of

ascending powers of the signal-to-noise ratio z is now made. In so

doing it is assumed that Pz (y) has derivatives of all orders with respect

to z at z = 0. It is also assumed that the series converges for all y

and for all z. So,

P (y) f Po(y) + zb(y) + O(z 2 ) 0 z e-

I where dpz(Y)
[ (y) U I z = 0 (4-35)

Eq. (4-34) is differentiated with respect to y to obtain

= (y) -Po(y) + zb,(y) + o(z 2 ) 0 z 4. (4-36)
-we y e. a

I



where rdl(Y)

ay L dz J 11 4-7

If P z(y) is absolutely continuous, then exchanging differentiation in

11q. (4-37)

"dy (y)Ib I(Y) ". dz I Z- (4-38)

Substituting Eq. (4-36) in Eq. (4-33) we obtain

Ub'(yi) ~ )2( 
-9

Ln(yi; ... z yn; ,) - 1 + n b((Y1)

When a strictly increasing relationship exists between two test statistics,

then these statistics are equivalent for a given detection problem. If

z is sufficiently small the term O(z)2 in Eq. (4-39) my be neglected.

Thus, the following equivalent statistic is obtained.

S* y .b'(yd)

or 
n

"L* (yl; ""; Yn) " • z(y) --'

1 1 bl'Yi (4-41)-
i-i

- yb'(Y'i)

The test L n is known as the locally optima detection criterion since it

is optmum only for values of z close to zero. It should be stressed

that the L U - test is optimm only for the particular pair of cdf's
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P P0 (y) and Pz(Y) for vhich it has been designed. The statistic L n is

different for different detection problems with different cdf's PO(y)

[ ,,and P,(.).

It is shown in reference (16) that L*n satisfies properties (1') -

W() if the integral

is bounded. It is also shown that

d dz[L n] z- f[ b' 2 (y) / po(y)] dz (43)

I The quantity

Ie(U~m] = d Z J [ 0 ju 2
I

mn

I nKn when a>>n

has been named by Pitman as the efficacy of the test statistic Umn.

he efficacy of L nis

Ie(L* n f [b12 (y) / pn(Y)]

4.12 Detection Problems

The first problem, that of detecting a constant signal in additive

normal noise, is known as the DC detection problem. The random process

N(t) is assumed to be a normal process. Thus, when S(t) is absent the

1
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pdf for any data element Yi =1., ... , n is given by

O- (2g) -12 -1~/2 .zL](4i-4~6)

where a and 6 2 are the mean and variance of the noise. The signal-to-noise

ratio z for this problem is defined as

A -- (4-47)

where A is the monitude of the constant signal.

Thus,

0,(Y) - •o(y-z) (448)

So for the above problem p0 (y) and pz(y) are related as follows

po(Y-z) = pz(y) (4-49)

Whenever No specifies a pdf p0 (y) and N, specifies a pdf pz(y) such that

Eq. (4-49) is valid, then the detection problem Is known as a test for

translation alternatives.

2he optim-m test statistic L n for the DC detection problem hereon

designated as tn is shown to be

1** n'n Y, Oo ( (4-50)

n Ti-

where

y (

It is seen that tn Is independent of z and that the optimm detector is a
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sinning devi.ce. *The efficacy of tn is obtained as

Thus,

k-i

The second problem to be examined is the noncoherent detection of a

sine-wave in additive norwl narrow-band noise, hereon known as the nonco-

I herent detection problem. The process (N(t)) is a narrow-band normal random

process with man zero and N(t) is a sample function of this process.

Y(t) is the same as N(t) when signal is absent and is the sum of N(t) and

a sine-wave when signal is present. The Y, is a random variable which is

obtained from the envelope of a narrov-band normal noise when signal is

absent and from the envelope of a narrow-band normal noise plus sine-

wave when signal is present. The pdf of Y when signal is present is

= ' exp [- + A I (Ay ( -53)

N N6

1 =0 y O 0

where Io is the modified Bessel function of first kind, zero order, A is

the peak of thi sine-wave, and tf 2s the mean square value of the noise.

The pdf when signal is absent is gotten by setting A - 0; thus,
]2

wi(y)m-Z. exp [ _ ye (45]

=0 y 0

Let,

,,r~2 r~2.
N N
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and

, -- (..56)
26 2

thus,

YOUy) - 2y exy (.y2) Yt,,

=0 y 'L o (4-57)

YZ,(y) - 2y exp (-y 2 -z) Io(y z/22)0 y 0 o

W 0 Y _o (4-58)

The optimm test statistic for the no coherent detection problem denoted

by t' is
n

t'(yl; ...; n)" -I (y " • (4"49)
Ii-

The t' test is a locally most poverful test for the noncoherent detectionn

problem since it char-es for values of z other than those close to zero.

The detector is a simple square-lar device. The efficacy is given by

e~t,•) = n f (y2 _1)2 'Fo(y) dy - n (4-60)

thus, k - 1

It can be shown (16) that in general for translation alternatives

e(t) = n (4-61)

and

k - (4-62)

It should be stressed that thile the likelihood detector Ln is

optimam for all values of z, the modified likelihood detector L n UsO

or may not be optimm depending on the particular pair of cdf's P (Y)

0

andP ()
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II ,f.13 The MUan-Whitney Detector

The Mann-Whitney test was introduced by Mann and Whitney(18) and is

[ based on the statistic

V.z(Yl; ... ; Y...) -~ (463

� where

I C(x) =-, if X>O
- O, if X 'L 0

I The case x = 0 is not considered since if P(y) and Pz(Y) are continuous,

the probability is zero that any one of the yi's is equal to any one of

i the yn+j's.

The statistic Vmn essentially counts the number of times the mag-

nitude of an observation y, exceeds the magnitude of an observation Yn+J"

This detector can be implemented using digital techniques.

Kann and Whitney have shown(18) that Van has asymptotically a normal

distribution when HR is true if P(y) is continuous and limit of 1
n

I exists as m, n approach infinity. Lehman(19) has shown that Vmn has

asymptotically a normal distribution when H'l is true if P(y) and Pz(y)

are continuous and if the limit of I exists as m, n approach infinity.

In reference (18) it is shown that

'v 'P1v= fe(y) dPz(y) (4-)

MO-2 (CV.] _ (,1+1,) + (2-_) (0-_E) + (n-l) (o-_y)

.(I-65)
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where

1I P
6 in-- ' ry) dP,(y)

e [l - P (Y)l 2 dP(y112 3 z

when

z -0

EO IV.] ('i-66)

a' (IM (4-67)1

if m>7 n

M '7i

Thus, the false-alarm probability of the Menn-Whitney detector is indeed

independent of P(y), since o( depends only on the mean and variance of

the test statistic under H1, if the test statistic satisfies conditions

Wi') - (7'). It is shown in reference (16) that V. does satisfy conditions

(W') - (7') if the series expansion for Pz(y) and Pz(y) can be performed

and if the efficacy of Vmn is not zero.

The efficacy of VMn is given by(16)

e (V,,) = 12 [fV (y) P(y) dy ]2 (-
mln [f ) 

(4-6P)

= 12n •'(y) P(y) dy if a, >>n
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The Mann-Whitney detector is particularly vell suited to detection

problems in which one of the random variables is stochastically larger

than the other. Thus, the Mann-Whitney detector is very effective when-

ever the yi's are stochastically larger than the yn+,Is e.g., translation

alternatives, noncoherent detection problems.

i4.13.1 The Detection Problem of Translation Alternatives

For translation alternatives

Pz(y) - p(y-z) (4-69)

where, the mean and variance of the randcm variable with pdf p(y) are

zero and one, respectively.

It should be noted here, that the asymptotic relative efficiency of

any detector with respect to the likelihood detector must necessarily be

less than, or at most, equal to unity. That is, any detector that has the

saw o and p as the likelihood detector must use a larger number of

samples or it mist take a longer time for it to decide.

However, if the ARE of the non-likelihood detector with respect to

the modified likelihood detector L n is obtained, for those cdf's for which

L n is not the optim' test statistic, then the ARE can be anything from

zero to infinity.

I For translation alternatives the efficacy of V m is(16)

e_(_n, - 12 [ p2 (y) d (4-70)

- 12n p 2 (y) dy] if m>>n

Hence, the ARE of the Van detector with respect to the %n detector for

Stranslation alternatives is, if m >>n(20)

I (p) - 32 [f (y) dy (4-71)
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In particular for the DC detection problem, p(y) - 00 (y), thus,

Vt(0o)- 12 (2s)"l exp (-y2 ) dy (4-)

= 0.955!!

It is seen that the ARE is very high for the DC detection problem for

which the tn modified likelihood detector is optimmu![

BVt(p) can be very large(16) and the minimum possible value of it

is 1 = 0.865 and occurs for the density p(y) given by(21)

= 0 otherwise

For the case of the noise having a Rayleigh distribution that is when

p(y) = - Y e when signal is absent (4-74)

and

pz(y) e e when signal is present (4-75)

and for

12 1 2"0.=---- or 61=

then

E t= 12 Lf p 2 (y) dy](-6

- 3.48

Thus, the use of the Mann-Whitney detector instead of the modified

likelihood detector tn for the problem of translation alternatives does

not entail a serious loss of information rate.
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J4 .13.2 The Noncoherent Detection Problem

For the noncoherent detection problem e(V ) is

oI (v ) - [f) y .]rr2 0u

f, LJ y ex(-Y ( 4-77)I0

10.-75 n if mxv n

Thus, the AP of the Mwnn-Whitney detector with respect to the t' modified
likelihood detector is

N, ,t, - 075 for m >-,, n (4-78)

I Since the ann-Whitney detector satisfies conditions (W') - (7) then

I for z--•O (weak sipals) it obeys the performance relation

I 2 = 2[erf"1 (1-2 )+ erf"1 (l-2is)2 (4-79)

j or for maximx information rate m •>n and

I Kz2 n - 2erff- (i-2a ) + erf"1 (l-213 )]2 (4-80)

I ~ ~The above relation Eq. (4i-80) has been plotted in Figs. (14.3, (4i-4i)

and (4.5). In particular,. Pe defined as

% " a + p (4-81)

is plotted vs. the signal-to-noise ratio z (or S/N), for various values of

the number of swples (observations) n and for a ?ln.
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Pe vs. S/N
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Pe vs. S/N[
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Pe vs. S/N
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[ i4.13.3 Detection of lonstationary Signals in Noise

In all the detection problems thus far considered it vas assumed that

[ the peak signal-to-ras-noise ratio remained constant in time. In many

practical situaticms as in scatter propagation this assumption is not

[justified. The noise 1(t) introduced in the channel is a sample function

of the continuous stochastic process (N(t)). Here it is still assumed that

1N(t)) is stationary. Thus. the cdf of yn+j J-1, ... , m is still P(y).

jj The continuous stochastic process (T(t)) is not stationary when signal

is present when the signal strength varies with time. Thus, the cdf of

I Yi i-l, ... , n differs from the cdf ofy J-1, ... , n and j A i.

The detection criterion for the detection of nonstationary signals

in noise (e.g. when hAyleigh fading is present in the channel) is equi-

j •ralent to testing

0V' cdf of y, is P(y) i = 1, ... , m+n signal is absent

j against

Eq : cdf of Y. is Pzi (Y), i = 1, ... , n and the cdf of yn+j is

P(y), J - 1, ... , a signal is present

where some but not all of the zi are allowed to be zero. The above

hypothesis testing problem is discussed by Noether. (22)

The mean and variance of the Mann-Whitney detector for the above

hypothesis is (16)

I n
X [Z Py) dP, (y) (4-82)]1z Nal] ' in ,y zi

assuming the series expansion of P (y) is possible for all 1 1, ... , n

In then

I P2 ±(Y) - P(y) + zbi' (y) + °(zi)2 (4-83)
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where

z .0

thus , nE1 I I ý f P(y) [p(y) + zi b'(y) + O(z2)] dy (4-84)

i.l

n nZ P(y) p(y) dy + 1  zi f (y) P(y) dy
i-i

n n

i= fP )dP&)+{ zi} fb'(y)Py)dyl

nn

n
=~ I. •. + f b""'y) P~y)d

i-l
=. + if b '(y) P (y) dyn 2

where

- / z* (4-85)
fl 1

The mean and variance of the Mann-Whitney statistic remain as before,

thus,

Ezo(v . 1 (4-86)

0*2 lm m+nSo "J = (14-87)
1

for z>>n

and in the weak signal case when the zi are very small, then it can be

shown (16) that

d"2 (V) - oa- (d- ) (4-88)
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It is concluded frm the above that all the results obtained previously

Ii and pertaining to the Noun-Whitney detector are applicable when the signal

I is nonstationar (e.g., Ryleigh fading in the channel) by substituting

for z the average E defined by

n

S- ! Z .i (4-89)[ i.i

2hus.,

I I n 2 [erfl (1 .U an )+ erft (.-20a ]2 (4-90)

I for m~n

where K has been defined asI Kmk (V,,) (14-91)

I -.12 bf b(y) P(y) dy ]

If fbI(y) P(y) dy is known, then the only information ,neded to obtain

I the smle size n in order to detect a nonstationary signal in noise with

accuracy a, p is the average signal-to-noise ratio parameter z. The

par•mters z and K my be obtained experimentally for any particular

Spair of signal and signal and noise distributions.

4.14 The KolgoWrov-Smirnov Detector

I The Molngorov-sixrnov detector is based on the test statistic %n(y)

defined as

I K.(Y) - mx I -2(.) - 53(y)j (14-92)I
I
!
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The functions and() n S(y) are the empirical distribution functions of

the samples yl, ..." y., and y,+,..., """ y respectively, and are defined

as follows
1

Tn(y)- 1 niber of yi's in the sample yl, ... , y that are less or

equal to y
1

Sm(y) =- number of yn+j's in the sample Yn-l' ' Yn41' that

are less than or equal to y

The asymptotic distribution of F.(y) under R6 was shown(23) to be

Prob [ Ln Ký.(/ ) ::c x

S1 - 2 Z ('l)1'l exp (-2j 2Y) (4-93)
J=1

if x 2 0

0 01 if x z 0

provided P(y) is continuous and that the limit of M exists as m and n
n

approach infinity. It is noted that the limiting distribution in Eq. (4-93)

is independent of the form of P(y), so that the false alarm probability

of this test is independent of P(y).

The asymptotic distribution of K (y) when signal is present has not

yet been investigated and in general, it is extremely difficult to obtain.

However, Massey(24) has shown that an upper bound for the false dismissal

probability of the K and S detector is

pe !--) 1x (4-94)
1
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where

d - (B12

• " [P(xo).l-p(xo)l] + P,(o)cl-P. (Xe)

I +I~ a+ (f)l/2~

2 P(x 0 )cl-P(x 0 )] + PZ(1 0 )(l-Pz (xo)]]1

I a n

I mx. I IP •(x)- P(x4
.-U'X~w

-I P(x,) - P(Xo)j

and K, detemines the critical region of false-alarm probability • and

INis given by

I Prob.L() ~()K~Io (4-95)

The probability distribution given in Eq. (4-93) has been publiUshed by
I 8irnov(25). This table permits one to find the critical values K

very easily.

The largest p occurs for X. being largest and I, being smallest

I possible. When a and n are very large then I.2 is almost infinity. The

smallest I1 for fixed d occurs vhen

[
Iix).P().•• ••
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thus,

1 MI

So the upper bound of p is given by

1.2

where 11 is given by Sq. (4-97)

It is seen from Eq. (4-97) that 11 approaches infinity as m. and n approach

I- finite. Thus,

limit =0an

(14-99)

which means that the X0koogorQv-,9MirnUv detector possesses the important

property of consistency. Note that this is true for all continuous cdf's

P(y) an ()

The statistic % does not satisfy condition (1) so it is not possible

to use the methods developed in Part I to obtain the asymptotic relative

efficiency. However, one may proceed as follows. The relation between KX$,

and o( is given by Eq. (4-93)

2 7 ('l)ý ' exp(-2 2 j 2) IF ('-100)
J-1

When o( is small then K,( is large so that in the series expansion of

Eq. (4-100) the only significant term is that for 3 - 1,
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I ThU,�1/2(

I The upper bound for the false dismissal probability p is

S•"2")'/2 • exp (-x'/2) dx (4-102)

or

2 (i)2.( 2

vhich because of Eq. (4-97) becomes

I d [ ]/2 -+--n ( 1 erfr" (i-2p) (4-103)

Sadding Zqs. (4-101) and (4-103) yields

11 /2 1 erfl(l ) (4-104)

The quantity d can be obtained for translation alternatives and for very

small z, (weak signals), as

I - axI a z)(y)-P(y) I (4-105)

-W< y<(

"M = I a P(y-Z) - P(y) I

-W < y <W

i- m lm { Z[ P(v-Z) P<y) ] }
II 4oay<c z•-AO

Assuming that

iLimit P(Y-) " KY) . P(y) (4-106)

Ii z -o0
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exists for all y, then

d - z max p(y)

Ss y < - translation
alternatives (4-107)

.zMf
= f

where

N• =max p(y)

Thus, Eq. (4-I1o) becomes

z2f V~ u '_ { (I fn- 1)1/2 + (1)1/2 erf-1 (1-2p)} (4-i08)

For the likelihood detector it was found that

e(tn) = n for translation alternatives (4-109)

or K -1

thus for the tn - test and for translation alternatives the following

relations obtain

z n = a [ erF 1 (l-2a) + erf'" (1-20)] (24-uo)

In Part I, it was defined that

Ek't = limit

z -* 0 (4-1l)

where both tests are for the same value of z and accuracy a, p. Thus,

a lover bound for 1 k,t may be obtained as follows

where z*, n* are the number of samples for the Kolmogorov-S&irnov

detector, and
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I (~C'z iS er f 1 (_22) + erkf1 (l.213)I
w, )1/2 + ere'f(-2p)],

zk,t is as large as possible when m*>> a* sad then

%,t.- 1? 4 (a,p,) -,>>(ns

Ifor translation alternatives

Thus, for the various problems discussed before it follows that

II 4.14.1 DC Detection Problem

F =(Y anodY -o (2")'1/2 (4-n4)

so ,k t (•o ) . 2> 4(c t, o) - 0.64 4(c ,o ) ( 4- 3-1 )

]• For a value of a - 0• _ 10"3

I-k, tt(0o) 2t 0.50

and for a = 0 - 10-5

I 0t(0o) _ 0.55

I The above values are sufficiently high to warrant use of the Kolmogorov-

SSmirnov detector whenever this detector is appropriate.

4.14.2 Translation Alternatives

jIt is shown in reference (16) that a lower bound for Ek,t for trans-

lation alternatives exists, and it is

"k~t 2: (4-116)

I which or a i -o obecmes

.k,t a o.26

I,.
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4.14.3 Yaylelh loise Detection Problem

For this problem one obtains

1?- - 9.28 (4-117T)

and, therefore,

Zk,t( zRaleigh)Z 9.28 Q(ap) (4-118)

which for a = i - 10-3 becomes

'L,'t(ftlei)-7.3

k .14.4 Noncoherent Detection Problem

It can be shown easily for (16)the noncoherent detection problem that

k, t 2 (l) 2 Q(ap i) m>>n (4-119)

which for a = 1 = 10-3 becomes

Ek,tŽ 0.42

and for a 0 - 10"5 becomes

F ,t 0- 4 .7

4.15 Bank Detectors

The rank detectors to be discussed in this section are optimum in

the sense that for a given a, a, and n they have the smallest p among

all size -a rank tests. It should be stressed that these detectors are

optimum only for a particular pair of cdf's P(y) and Pz(y).

It has been shown(2 6 )tbat if pz(y) is greater than zero vhenever

p(y) is greater than zero, then the optimm rank detector of R'0 against

H'1 is based on the statistic
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mu 1' ** ;YO: Z) -

I = [-IT PZiy~ jPz (410

where yi is the i-th smallest of the combined sample y' """, yn+m and
1.

YNi is defined as

Y1i = 1, if yi falls in y, ... , Yn

-= 0, if yi falls in Yn+l' "' Yn+m

where N = n+m

For weak signals, z is very small and substituting the series expansion

I for Pz(y) in Eq. (4-120) we obtain an equivalent expression

NI ~R* (y~l;..:)= 7 aN~N l.lanYN= n •Ni Y~i (4-121)

i-i

I Where

Ia. =EO I b' (Yi)/P(Yi)]

In order to use R*n we must know the numbers aNi. These are very

difficult to compute. The function b'(x)/p(x) is found from the particu-

Ilar pair of cdf's P(y) and Pz(y) for which the rank detector is optimum.

The complexity of the function b'(x)/p(x), and of the cdf P(y) determine

f whether it is feasible to obtain the numbers aNi"

It can be shown(16) that R* satisfies conditions (1') - (7') if the

integral

If [b 2 (Y)/P(Y)] I

is bounded and if b'(y) is not identically zero.
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The mean ad variance of W. are(16 )

Zo(s) -f b,(y) d - 0 (4-122)

10" 11 b2Y/( dy (4-1~23)

Also the efficacy of " can be shown (16 )to be

e(N f -) d

n n f[ b 2 (y)/p(y) ] AY K> ;.U(n14

The asymptotic relative efficiency of %, with respect to the like-

lihood detector It was proven (16)to be

R•,. - 1 for m>>n (4-125)

Eq. (4-125) above states the extremely important fact that the rank

detector based an 03 has the same information efficiency as the like-

lihood detector based on Ln*, when the efficiencies are calculated for the

particular pair of cdf's P(y) and P z(y) for which both detectors are op-

timum. Moreover, the rank detection has the additional advantage that its

false alarm probability does not depend on the actual cdf of the y's

under no signal conditions.

4.15.3. DC Detection Problem

For this detection problem the statistic AL takes the form

N

n-i
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where E0(Y,) is the expected value of the i-th smallest observation of a

[ sample of N from. the standard normal distribution.
It has been shown(16)that
It tis always greater or equal tn one

and equals one only if p(y) is the standard normal density. 2-us, it is

I always more efficient to use M. than the likelihood detector based on

tn, for the problem of translation alternatives.

I I4.15.2 Translation Alternatives

It can be ahown(16)that an upper bound for the sample n exists, and it is

nI_ 1-- [ern-l (l-amn) + erf-" (1-20a)] 2 m>>n (4-127)! z
for translation alternatives and for %ln as given by Eq. (Ii.-126).

14.15.3 Noncoherent Detection Problem

Por this problem an equivalent s;tatistic for IL is Tn defined as

N I

ImN (YN• ... : Y - X ("4-128)
i=l j.N+l-iI

According to Eq. (4--125) the nonlikelihood detector based on Tmn has the

same information efficiency as the likelihood detector based on tn. In

addition, the rank detector based on TM has the decided advantage that

its false alarm probability is independent of P(y).

!

I
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OOF SINALING WAVEJONS

5.1 Introduction

In comnication systems, the transmitted signal seems to be that

part which has until nov received the least scrutiny in the light of

modern conunication theory. Instead, most cmnznication system analysis

usually begins by taking for granted one of the conventional modulations,

or a choice of signals is made from a number of traditional types, on the

basis of past experience.

Actually, all other factors being fixed, a suitably designed signal

holds the promise of transferring to the transmitter same of the signal

processing operations now called for at the receiver in order to achieve

near-optimum reception. This would be of particular interest in ground-to-

air and ground-to-space c -nication. Aside from this, an improveaent in

performance (error rate) of any given system is indicated if the trans-

mitted signal is optimized with respect to the characteristics of the

c•uanel.

In order to determine the extent of possible improvements and to

examine som of the problems involved in effecting such improvements, this

investigation of Signal Design was initiated, and the work performed in

this area thus far is reported in this chapter.

First comes a discusslon of the signal design problems which arise

in digital ccomunication systems, with a breakdown into various categories,

according to the constraints imposed by the system requirements and the
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channel. Then follows a discussion of the specific problem investigated

Sso far and the results obtained.

I The work so far has been concerned with the determination of optimu

vaveshapes which will not give rise to intersymbol interference in a

j dispersive channel -- i.e., a "channel with memory" -- if the channel

characteristics are assum•e• known. Thls differs from other published

I work in signal design, as indicated in section 5.2. A very slale channel

model is considered in order that specific results may be discussed.

In section 5.3, reference is made to recent literature on vaveforms

3 which eliminate intersymbol interference, and several simple examples of

such vaveforms are presented. If the channel, transmission rate, and

I transmitted energy (per waveform) are specified, many such vaveforms can

be found, but they will generally result in different values of received

energy. Therefore, in section 5.4, those waveforms are found which

I iaxdmize the received energy, given a certain channel. Such vaveforms

are optimm if the receiver contains a matched filter.

I The elimination of intersymbol interference is accomplished at the

expense of signal energy. This trade-off is examined in section 5.5.

How accurately must the channel parameters be known in order to make

J] possible near-optimua performance? This question is investigated in

section 5.6. In section 5.7 it is shown that further optimization is

j]possible if the transmited waveforms are permitted to overlap somewhat.

Although the results obtained thus far are very interesting, it is

1clear that considerably more work is required to illuminate the problem con-
sidered here as well as other applications of optimm signal design.
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5.2 Outline of Problems

5.2.1 General Discussion

One of the problem involved in the design of a communication system

is the s"cification of aveforms to be transmitted. It is a difficult

problem for the following reasons:

1) Often the most important factor determining the optium trans-

mission waveform in the exact nature of the tramnmision channel, vhich,

in thecase of radio commication, is usually only vaguely knoln, and

in general also varies considerably vith tim.

2) All portions of the system impose requirements -- nome conflicting --

on the signal wavefOrm, skng the optimization of the signal vavefors

often a difficult, if not impossible analytical problem; also, a mathe-

matical solution, if successful, y still not be very useful if it

results in a vaveshape that is difficult to generate.

Of recent interest are feedback comnication systems. These

could be arranged to mwasure channel parameters -- continuously, if

necessary -- and then to use the channel estimates thus obtained at the

transmitter for proper signal shaping. This is a wa of overcoming the

difficulty no. 1) above.

The purpose of the current stuly is to investigate the maxima

improvements which can be obtained by proper signal design and thus

pertains to item no. 2) above. Fbr this reason in all subsequent discus-

sion it will be assumd that the transmission channel is completely speci-

fied.

It should also be pointed out that the scope of this program is

restricted to digital ommuication systems. The situation under coan-

sideration M thus be represented by the simple diagram in Mig. 5.1.
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waveform, et) cpcife eo(t) wavefom
generator observer

I

CCSWICAIO BSTU(, AS 0MSIRN IN TBIS CHAPTER

FIGM 5.1

The veveform generator produces a train of waveforms ei (t) which are

selected from a signal alphabet. The channel is completely specified; it

3 my contain sources (noise, interference), delays, and non-linearities.

The "waveform observer" is a suitable device for deciding on the trans-

Imitted symbol from the observed waveform, e 0 (t). Note that filters and

other networks following the weveform generator and preceding the wave-

form observer can be conveniently lumped into the channel.

1 5.2.2 Factors Which Determine the Transmitted Waveforms

In any given ccuminication system, a number of requirements restrict

Sthe types of signals to be considered for ei(t). Often the requirements

combine to limit el (t) to only a single pair of (binary) vaveforms. Tese

requirements can be grouped for convenience into three basic categories:

[ A) The exact nature of the channel

B) Te performance criterion

J C) Specified constraints concerning the transmission and reception

processes.

Typical examples of each category follow.



5.2.2.1 The Channel

Various wys in which a channel my act ona ,signal are:

a) Dispersion, representable by transmission through a lumped

constant netvork

b) Dispersion, representable by transmission through a distributed

constant netvork

c) multipath

d) Nonlinear operation, as in the case of Doppler

e) Some combination of the above

These effec• are present to various extents, regardless uZ the noise; so

that in conjunction vith any of the above cases might be considered

a) No appreciable noise or interference present

b) loise of specified statistics present

c) Specified interfering signals present

5.2.2.2 The Performnce Criterion

This must be determined in the case of any coomauication system

design and depends on the nature and purpose of the system. Sometimes

several criteria are to be satisfied.

Examples of such criteria are:

a) Minimization of intersyabol interference

b) Minimization of adjacent channel interference

c) Minaimzation of error rate

d) Minimization of cost, if suitably defined

5.2.2.3 Constraints

These are additional requirements for the ccimnincation system Aich

are initially specified. They my be:
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a) Alphabet size. A binary, ternary, or larger signal alphabet y
S~ be specified.

Sb) Sigalng rate. A certain fiod rate may be specified.

c) Restrictions regarding the generation of waveforms my be given,

Ssuch as mauim= bandwidth, maxlm average signal power, nawd-

sua peak power.

d) 2he detection system may be specified as coherent, or incoherent;

maximum permissible delay or storage capacity at the receiver my

be specified.

I e) 2he maxln= allovable degradation in system performace resulting

fron specified changes in certain system paraeters.

1 5.2.3 Problems Investitgted in the Past

I Considerable work has already been done for some of these cases by

a number of investigators.

Optimum signals to be used in the presence of white and colored

Gaussian noise have been determined for channels representable by linear

I constant parameter networks for the case where the duration of each signal-

ing element is substantially larger than the significant pert of the channel

impulse response, as discussed by Middleton (Ref. 27, Chapter 23) and

j Lerner (Bef. 28, Chapters 8 and 11). Signals suitable for use with =ulti-

path channels have been found to be udxal length binary shift register

Isequences, as discussed by Price and Green (Bef. 29). Transmission with

Doppler has priairily been investigated in connection with Rdar (Refs. 30

and 31) which gives rise to different requireents than a caunziation

i link because the pertinent information in the received radar signal is

its delay.
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5.2.4 becific ProNbem Considred ia this Cheater

XDscussion henceforth is limited to channels representable by linear

lumped constant networks, with additive Gaussian nolse of constant spee-

tral density. No restriction an alinalln rate is imosed. 2he criterion

a), minimization of intersymbol interference in applied first. 2his is

then ccmbined with criterion c), minimization of error rate, which in the

presence of interfering vhite Gaussian noise implied uxtimm energy trans-

fer through the channel. An arbitrary fixed signaling rate is assmed.

5.3 COalete Elimination of Intersrymol Interference

It has been shown by Gerst and Diaond (Ref. 32) that in the case of

pulke transmission through linear lumped constant networks, intersymbol

interference can be completely eliminated by the use of appropriate

signaling waveforms. They also show how to find such wavTeforms, given

the transfer function of the network under consideration. Section 5.3.1

is a sUriery of the results obtained by Oerst and Diamond which are

pertinent to the problem under consideration. 2he word "pulse" in used

in the following and subsequent sectices to mean a waveform which is non-

zero only in a specified finite time interval.

5.3.1 Waveforms which Achieve Complete ElMInation of Intersymbol
Interference

a) For any lumped-element constant parester network, there exist

input pulses of arbitrary length a_, such that the corresponding outputs

of the system are pulses of the tae length _.

b) Pulses which satisfy a) my be constructed by one of the

following methods:
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Te laplace-treausforn '(s) of the desired input pulse of duration

I. !isgiven by

(,) - G(s) "-T{ - en - -

jwhere O(s) is an -entire function* of the form k £ Lapis (s)

i-l

I Pi(s), . - 1, ... , k, and

i D(s) being polynumials in s, with the Pi(s) of lover degree than
D(s),

I a0, i -1, ... , k are mon-negative real nunbers smaller than a, and

jj, j - 1, ... , n are the n poles of the network transfer function.

I �he simplest function satisfying the requirenents for G(s) is, therefore,
a

nl-

(s) M 1 (5-2)

I Method II:

z:kisi
if H(S) Ns) is the transfer unction of the net-

Ss work where m 6 n and hn= 1,

i-o

1then we have for the input pulse, e±(t), and the associated output pulse
) 00(t):

* An entire function in a function of a comlex variable which is analytic
and has no singularities in the finite plane.

I.



ei(t) - hokl(t) + hlek.(t) + ....... + bne-

S0o(t) -k ool(t) + kl o•(t) + 0. ...... + kaol( ")(t);(5 3

vhere el(t) is a pulse which has the specified duration and is differ-

entiable n times.

5.3.2 Specific Immles

5.3.2.1 RC Low-pass Network

a) Given the following network, which has the transfer function
H(s). A 0 C. 1

C m
pfT I

e i(t) 4 (t)

C W•V-PASS I X

•IGM 5.2

y method I of section 5.3.1, using

I
- F as 1

1C - E

z±(,)- "[1-(

the following input and output functions are obtained, where u(t) is

the unit step:
1 1O~

e i.(t) . u(t)-(1-6 ) u(t- •) + a u(t-a) ; (5-5)

kt- 1 kIs ((- ( 1 -"C ) )1"( u(t .2)U(t

+~t e 21 -(ta)uta 56
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Sketches of these fAnctions for typical values of a . are shown in

Fig . 5.3.

[ f.) . €,-instead, I €,() is chosen to be

ii x(s) M1-6a 2 (5-7)

j then a typical pair of input-output waveforus is the one shown in

Fig.- 5.)i for the case sa.( = 1. fte Input pulse in now continuous.

I c) Applying mthod 3I1 to the RC low-pass network, one notes that

the irput sad output waveforms are of the form

Ie (t) -uL01(t) + e0.(t) ,

I eo(t) -0,01(t) ; J(-8)

wvhere e 1(t) is a pulse waefora which must be a differentiable function

of time.

I A suitable function to be used for el(t) is

et (1-co )2 , 0 t_ a
,'' - otherwise . (5-9)

I With this choice for el(t), the following input and output functions

result:

I.

%l(t) - O.(1.-c 2x)2 2S (a 49 23t (5-10)

For several values of &at,, the vueforms are shoown in FJg. 5.5.
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aa 80.1:

e00(t)

.05

-i 2t 
2 .a

1 0.5-

o0a~ a a t
2

e1(t) e0(t)
I 1.0

0.5

InWrU-oUMMr) PULSE3 PAIRS OBTAD1D Ill SECTION 5.3.2.1(a)

FIGUR 5.-3
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5.3.2.2 RZCLoW-i~s. ev

a) The MC netwvork shomn below Is coouidered next. To be specific,

I -. F-Cts asused.*

0 _ 0e1(t) 4 0(t)

W J.,W-PADS XWOK

The transfer function H(s) 2 2 V ere - 222L 1 .

•+a 2- 1I-2LC

Py method I, uslng

584
-,) 1-, 3 (1.,(,/3)(,•(1+÷Jl )(l.,(-/3)[5+o(1-3)]) , (5-]1)

the input aMd output pulses are:

e Mt u(t)-(l+2s ~a/3OO~~ a

- "-2aI/3 u(t-a) , (5-13)

, 0 (t) . h 1 (t) - (1+2÷•,'"•V, •) h+(t- •) +

(e2hh/3+ ,"•/3coe-)h. 1 (- t ) - ,'2/ .1 (t-,), (5-1)-)

* •Ss example is also presented in Bef. 32.
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Vhere

j h 1 (t) . u(%)[i-,'((coG Ott + $in 0t)] (5-15)

Typical vwvefoius are shown in Fig. 5.7.

j b) Nethod TI is nov applied to the saw network, and the same

auxiliary function el(t) is chosen as was used in section 5.3.2.1.

Thle resulting input and output functions are:

ei(t )-(2.i )(l-co 231) 2 +X aat - 4Xa 2 cos- co -j-)

I o* t a. (5-16)

ae(t) - 2,L2 (1-cos , o-t ,. (5-17)

The vaveforms are again plotted for several values of a c in Jig. 5.8.

I 5.3.3 Pulse Transmission Efficiency

Since for any given network a wide variety of input pulses result in

output pulses of the same duration, vhich of these input pulses are to be

preferred over other such input pulses? The answer to this question in

general depends on additional specifications regarding the c nimmcation

system, such as are listed in section 5.2.2. In the specific case under

consideration as outlined in section 5.2.3, however, it is desirable to

I maximize the received energ, which will minimize the error rate in the

case of a matched-filter receiver.

A convenient concept for this purpose is the pulse transmssion

J efficiency," n•y, defined as the ratio of the "energy contents" of the

I.

!
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output and input pulse wavefers, each an a "cue-oba basis":

ao 2 (t) dt0o

TIP joae (t) at

2he implication is that the network representing the channel does in

fact not present a frequency-dependent Input Impedance to the wuvefors

generator, (Fig. 5.1) and the wavefoxu observer does nat load the channel

output. Ue latter condition can always be maintained by incorpamting

in the network representing the channel an loading at the channel output.

2ie former condition, howver, applies only if the waveform gnerator is

suitably de-coupled froi the channel, as w•uld be the case in a radio

transiission. Fig. 5.1 night, therefore, be specialized to the following

normslized form where the amplifiers have unit gain, infinite input im-

pedance, zero output impedance:

generator IChannel L -Iuvefcra

observer

~o Fla=X 5.1

h, xaU 5.9

Using this representation, a 0 (t) Is the energy supplied. by the
0
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Swavefora gen:atoro, and J 2 (t) is the enera delivered to a vuyeform

observer which has 1 oha input impedance.

_• 5.3.3.1 n for the Waveforus Considered in Section 5.3.2.1

i Three types of input-output pulse pairs were considered for the

RC low-pass network, under a), b), end c) In section 5.3.2.1. The pulse

j transmission efficiencies for these three types are plotted in Fig. 5.10

as functions of the pulse duration (a) expressed as a multiple of the

I time cotstant (i). It my be noted from these curves that the rectangular

shaped input pulse (type "a") results in the greatest energy transfer

through the channel for all but very long pulse durations (longer than

I five time constants).

5.3.3.2 n for the Waveforms Considered in Section 5.3.2.2

The values of p for the two types of waveforms considered under

I a) and b) of section 5.3.2.2, for the ULC low-pass network, may be

plotted as function of the pulse duration similar to the above, and the

i graph in Fig. 5.11 results. It can be seen that for this network, the

rectangular shaped input pulse also results in the greater energy trans-

fer through the network.

1�5.4 Optimm Waveshaves for Complete 1919nation of Intersoabol Interference

In section 5.3, it was seen that a numnber of pulse shapes my be

I applied to a given network so that the output is a pulse of the ase

Sduration, but these input pulse shapes in general differ in their ability

to transmit energy through the network.

jOf the xmW pulse shapes of specified duration which, when applied
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to a specified network, produce a pulse output, ca one be found which

S5.4.1 Maxization of

If Method n* of section 5.3.1 is used to describe the input-output

pulse lairs of specified duration associated with a given network, then

1 p can be seen to depend only on the choice of the relatively unrestricted

auxiliary function, el(t). The only requirements on el(t) are that it

be a pulse which has the specified duration, and it mast be differentiable

n ties., where n is the order of the denminator of the network transfer

function.

The Calculus of Variations can, therefore, be applied to find that

pulse shape for el(t) which maximizes r. , but with the limitation that

in general only Zn-times differentiable functions are admitted as possible

solutions.

The expression for j 2is

I
fa : (t) d] t 

aN

_ _ _ _ _ U- (5-09)
ao e (t) dt Ja •,ohl ()(t) dt

Then the first veriation of TIP -6 - must vanish for
Ii 1

all variations be1 vanishing at t - 0 and t - a. Let I - xii value

ofTi ; then for all such be,, the following condition mst hold for

the optimizing function •l(t):
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eN5 .8 --15 a (5 ~±)~. Mhej 2)] dt - 0 .(5-20)

0 .0 1.,,0

Then the optimizing function e 1 (t) must satisfy Buler's equation of order

2n, in the interval 0 :C t L- a:

(k~ -1h~) e(t) + [2(k~k.- mhh 2 ) - 2 h)] .e{' (t)+

+ ***..*....*.*... +

2 -( -2"--2nn2)(t) +
n(ln12(-2[t k~a21 k;_ Ib)]

+(_,)n( -_h2) .e(2n)(t) - 0, ki - 0 for i > EL; (5-21)

with the boundary conditions

el(o) - el(a) - eI(o) - e{(a) ..... *n'1)( 0 ) - e1(n-1)(a) - 0. (5-22)

Because boundary conditions are specified at both end points, equation

(5-21) is readily solved only for simple cases.

5•4.i.1I IC Lov-pass Network

For the network of section 5.3.2.1, EBler's equation becomes

el0 ••- 1)e =0. (5-23)

The solutions of this equation, satisfying el(O) - el(a) = 0, are of the

form el(t) - c t, where - (,) , ' 1., 2,

The value of n which results in the largest ) is clearly a - 1, so that

the optimu pulse transmission efficiency in the RC low-pass case is

given by
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and the optim wavefors are:

Ie(t) = e((t) + ei(t) . c [Agin t+ Cos gt

caL, sin(m +arctanL.); (5-25)

coo arctan a -

I
eo(t) - iel(t) - c sin; t. (5-26)

I The optizim waveforms we shown in Fig. 5.12 for the case ask x,

i and ý is plotted in Fig. 5.13, with the results obtained in sections

5.3.3-1 shown as dotted lines for cagarison. For small a O , this optimm

sigmal can be seen to result in about a 1 db iLrrovenent over the best

signal of section 5.3.2.1.

In this first-order case, the variational solution represents an

optimization over all those functions e1,(.) whose first derivative exists

and is continuous, over the pulse 'turation. It therefore takes into

I account all permissible functions e 1 (t) except those which contain abrupt

changes of slope for 0 t t t a. That no function of the latter type can be

f the optimm el(t) can be surised from the fact that it could be approxi-

mated arbitrarily closely by a function with continuous derivative, while

the above solution has no suggestion of corners in the interval 0 4 t i a.

5.4.1.2 RLC Low-pass Network

If the variational method is applied to the network considered in

section 5.3.2.2, the baler differential equation becomes:

ei'"(t) + 4d, (1-1) el(t) - 0 . (5-27)

I_
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|" The following results are obtained, vhich are plotted in Figs. 5.141

and 5.15:

Tip U +2 4

Ii [ e(t) c {[2AF-(ýM*)2]cos iajt- 1) - 9.416 1& sin i-et 1) +

t1322-!M2 cosh L*t-j(t 1) + 1.26 !L sinh j(t~~} (-9

0ot) "- c(2o-2) [cooB L (t- -) + - 133 cosh o *(t - )]J (5-30)

l Fig. 5.15 also shows the results obtained in section 5.3.3.2 as dotted

lines for comparison. It can be seen that for small ad,, the optimm

signal (Eq. 5-29) results in an improvement of about 2.5 db over the

3-step signal of section 5.3.2.2.

The above solution represents an optimization over the restricted

I class of pulse waveforms e1(t) which are four times differentiable in

the range 0 1- t 4-a.

5.4,.2 Bandpass Channels

j Although only low-pass networks have been considered up until nov,

the above results may be generalized to bandpass equivalents if the

[ "high-Q assumption" is valid, that is, if the response of the bandpass

network is effectively zero at zero frequency. In that case, the optimum

pulse waveforms are modulated carriers, with the carrier frequency equal

"to the center-frequency of the network and the envelope equal to the

pulse shape as obtained for the equivalent low-pass case.

IL
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j 5.5 ggggrison with ftole Rectangular Pulse Transmission

The comllete cancellation of intersymbol interference has of course

i been achieved at the expense of a reduction in received energy for a

fixed transmitted energ (per pulse). For instance, it can easily be

verified, that the gated sine wave signal in section 5.4.1.1 results in

a smaller received energy than vould a rectangular pulse of equal duration

applied to the same channel, given a fixed transmitted energy. Mut full

use of the energy of the rectangular pulse can only be realized if a

single pulse is to be transmitted, so that the receiver may obserre the

exponentially decaying transient over a suitable length of time (which

I depends on the channel time constant)--i.e., no chance for intersymbol

interference.

Thus it is clear that a meaningful comparison zmet include a con-

sideration of intersymbol interference and transmission rate. For this

purpose, a "corventional" transmission consisting of rectangular pulses

is appled to the RC low-pass channel, and the performance of this

system is compared with the one in section 5.411.1.

5.5.1 Si& le Rectangular Pulse System

Let the transmitted signal element of duration a consist of a

I rectangular pulse of duration d_, where d -a. This signal element and its

opp•site polarity counterpart comprise the binary signal alphabet. The

duration d is fixed but not initially specified, in order to permit som

j] control over the intersymbol in•terference by selection of a suitable value

for d. Channel input and output, vaveforms for a typical transmission

1] of this type are shown in Fig. 5.16:
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It can be seen that it my be desirable to make d smaller than a in

order to reduce the intersynbol interference. An expression for this

interference will now be obtained.

First it is necessary to give a quantitative defiuition for the

intersyabol interference. As previously stated, the waveform observer

is assomed to be a matched filter. Its output after every received

signal element, and in the absence of interference of an. kind, is one of

two possible voltage levels of equal magnitude and opposite polarity. By

intersymbol interference will be understood the fractional contribution

to this voltage level, due to signal energy transmitted prior to the

particular signal element intended to be indicated by this voltage.

The intersymbol interference experienced by any received element

may thus depend on the polarities of several preceding signal elements.

In the computations which follow, the m intersymbol interference,

denoted by In, will always be considered; i.e., the interference which --
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j for the system being considered -- arises from a string of equal polarity

pulses.

I zOI, the energy received ini the interval 0< t <e a, due to a signal

element transmitted during O<t<a, is: (assuming pulse amplitude a 1

at channel input)

dazo 1--'t2d + [(1-C -ad) e -(t'd)]2 dtI Eo1 o (i-e=t)2 dt *

Ia-"• 1a d_ 2 c zd -" (2-3a)

The value of the output voltage at t 0 0, due to a single transmitted

pulse initiated at t = -a, is eo(0) ( (ad - i)e ". After another

element length this voltage decays to eo(a) = (ed - i) e£2aa; etc. The

I a possible interfering waveform, in the interval 04 te-a, due to

a string of equal-polarity input pulses preceding t = 0 is therefore

I ~ ~ ~ Iex(t)- 1€•-) ( "a)"°

n-l

I = (£~a-I)e• -at , 0<t<a. (5-32)

I Contribution by this interference to the output of the matched filter is

a

_ox _1_ e°(t) e x)(t) dt

(e-l) (i- e-at)e"-at dt + (1-E -ad) -a(t-d)e-at dt

eo (o) ,c(a-d) .- M
M 0 f V e (5-33)

I9
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The intersymbol interference is therefore

lox 0 2(O) (4a(&-d). -M)
I -o 0 [•÷ 3d.2.2(0)] (. )(5-34)

As in earlier sections, it is again convenient to normalize with respect

to a and thus to mkae one variable in the above equation, while d can

be vritten as a fraction of a.

The solid curves in Fig. 5.17 are contours of constant k plotted
d

in the aa, - plane. Som incidental facts about the rectangular pulseIa

system W be noted. It can be seer. that as sa decreases, I. increases

rapidly. For small values of 8a, changing d has Little effect on the

maxim- intersymbol interference. However, for any given value of ea

(given channel time constant and transmission rate), I is always mini-

mized by making d - 0. Unfortunately, this means no transmission.

The pulse transmission efficiency of the rectangular pulse system,

r (d), is given by the expression

(d).101 101 (d) (5-35)
r Zi = d

This may be compared with Tp for the transmission system in section 5.4.1.1.

5.5.2 Coarison of the Transmission of Section 5.4.1.1 vith that of
Section 5.5.1

1
An RC lov-pass channel with a certain time constant - is assumed

1
given, and it is desired to tranct, at a certain rate - through this

channel; i.e., ea is assumed specified, In addition it is specified

that the intersymbol interference my not exceed a certain value.

Two types of transmissions are considered for use in this situation,

the gated sinusoid transmission of section 5.4.1.1 and the rectangular
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pulse transmission of the previous section, the latter with arbitrary

value for d, d4 a. For the specified conditions, how do the pulse trans-

mission efficiencies for the two types of signals compare?
lr(d)

It is merely necessary to consider the ratio - . If this ratio
lp

is greater than 1, the rectangular pulse transmission is more efficient;

if it is less than 1, the gated sinusoid transmission is more efficient.

Contours of constant values for this ratio are shown as dashed lines

in Fig. 5.17. To the left of the contour L-- 1, the rectangular pulse
lip

transmission is more efficient. Note That this is possible only if about

4% maximum intsrsymbol interference, or more, is permitted. Thus, if the

allowable maximum intersymbol interference is greater than about 4., and

also is such that it can be satisfied by the rectangular pulse transmission

for a specified value of aa, then d can be adjusted to make the rectangular

pulse transmission more efficient. For iDstance, if ac = 1.8 and Im = 40%

maximum are specified, then transmission of rectangles of duration i a is

50% more efficient than the gated sinusoid transmission.

1What happens as Z -- the product of transmission rate and time

constant -- is to be increased, while the maximum tolerated I is heldm

constant, can be seen by sliding along the appropriate Im contour in

Fig. 5.17, or by referring to Fig. 5.18, where Im is read along the

vertical axis. Let the specified maximum intersymbol interference be 10%.

The performance of the rectangular pulse system can be seen to be as

follows:

acz>6.5: I < 0.1 always, for dsa (greatest efficiency is

achieved with d slightly less than a; Ir 4 rj siightly).
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6.2e sa<6.5: Im•_O.l by suitable selection of 0; Ir slightly less

than il

3.0 e-ax<6.5: Im_ 0.1 and qra jp by suitable selection of d

2.4< aa < 3.0: Im- 0. 1 but ilr< p for all allowable d

aaz<2.4: I exceeds 0.1

5.5.3 Summary of Comparison

In summary the following conclusions may be drawn from the above

comkarison. Consider a fixed channel time constant:

1. If the time allotted to one signal element is sufficiently

long (compared to the channel time constant), the gated sinusoid signal

is very slightly superior to the rectangular pulce signal.

2. There is a range of element durations in which the rectangular

pulse transfers more energy through the channel than does the gated

sinusoid, and yet does not produce excessive intersymbol interference.

For instance, if no more than 10% maximum intersymbol interference is

tolerated, this range is about 2:1, corresponding to 3.0 4aa<6.2.

3. For short durations (hi&. transmission rate) the gated sinusoid

transmission becomes much less efficient than the rectangular pulse trans-

mission, but the latter results in very large intersymbol interference.

In other words, as the transmission rate is increased the intersymbol

interference produced by the rectangular pulse system increases, and it

takes an increasing fraction of the transmitted energy to achieve elimina-

tion of the intersynbol interference.

5.6 Sensitivity of the Optimum Performance to Changes in Channel Parameters

After the optimum input pulse - one which maximizes the energy trans-

fer through the given channel - has been found, it is of interest to determine
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the effect of slight changes in the channel characteristics. In such a

case, the output is generally no longer a pulse, and consideration mist

be given to the energy received during the intended pulse duration, as

v11eU as the energy received thereafter due to the remaining transient, the

sum of the two being the total received energy for t> 0.

A change in the channel parameters (or their inaccurate determination)

thus affects system performance not only by a change in the received energy,

but also by the introduction of intersymbol interference which had been

thought eliminated. Besides, the received waveform also changes, so that

Sthe "waveform observer" would have to be matched to a new waveform in

order to utilize fully the received energy. This latter problem is not

considered in this section, but the received energies have been computed

for a particular case.

5.6.1 The Pulse of Section 5.4.1.1 Transmitted Through an Arbitrary RC11 sLow-pass Network

In section 5.4.1.1 the input pulse waveform of specified duration was

TI found which effects the most efficient energy transfer through an RC low-

pass network of time constant and results in a pulse at the output. If

this input waveforai is applied to an RC low-pass network with time constant

1 " , then the following observations can be made:

a) The output waveform is a pulse only if a = y. (Fig. 5.19)

J b) For a given transmitted energy the energy received during the

interval O tta increases with 7, but for 7 p > a it is less than

I it would be if the transmission were optimized for 7 , whereas

for .< a it is greater than what it would be if the transmission

were optimized for 7. (Fig. 5.20)
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c) For 0.57- < 2.6, approximately, the energy received after thea

time interval (o, a) is always less than 10% of the energy re-

ceived during (o, a). For 0.8_Z-51.3, approximately, the

energy received after the time interval (o, a) is always less

than 1% of the energy received d this intervu.l. (Fig. 5.21)

More detailed information may be taken frau the accompanying graphs

which give the results of the computations performed. It may be con-

cluded that the performance of the system of section 5.4.1.1 is not very

sensitive to small changes in channel time constant.

5.7 Transmission of Overlaping Pulses

In this section, a mode of pulse traAnmission is considered which

differs from the one implied in the discussion up till now. It will be

shown that a further improvement over the optimum transmission of section

5.4 is possible.

( So far, it has been assumed that signal energy which is transmitted

d the interval (o, a) but received after time t = a causes inter-

symbol interference, i.e., the next signaling element is transmitted and

received in the interval (a, 2a). Instead, pulses are now transmitted

so that their durations partially overlap, the region of overlap being

specified. The receiver is assumed to make no observations during the

interval of overlap.

The same kind of channel is assumed as has been considered in previous

sections.

In order to make the results obtained here comnensurate with those

iof the earlier sections, the transmission rate, ; , should remain the

same; i.e., new pulses are initited every a seconds. The pulse duration
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is, therefore, taken to be a + b, vhere b is the interval of overlap,

as indicated in Pig. 5.22.

I
e•i(t)

or • resultant waveform

eo(t)

/ / " one pulse

0 a' a-b 2a " a+b

i/

PULSE TRAJ~baS8ION WITH OVERLAP

FIGURE 5.22

Since the waveform observer is only operating during the interval

(b, a), the performance criterion becomes the ratio

I (b) received energy during the interval (b. a)average transmitted energy per pulse

Because the waveforms also overlap at the transmitter, the denominator

of the above expression requires some additional assumptions. Let it

be assumed that successive transmitted pulses are selected independently

with equal probability from an antipodal binary waveform alphabet. In

that case,
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a

f,~b =2t)
np(b) a 2 e(t)d~t +1 fb e (t) a]t dt J~b ei(t)-ei(t-a)] 2 dte J 2 b[ei(t) + ei-a1 2d f,1b 0

Fa eg(t) dt

a~b (5-37)a+b^

f e2(t) dt
0

5.7.1 The Pulse of Section 5.4.1.1 Transmitted with Overlap

As a specific example, the optii-- system of section 5.4.1.1 will

now be called upon to transmit at some rate i with some overlap b,
a

o :b< a. Is it possible to achieve an improvement over the performance

obtained in section 5.4.1.1?

For this system,

2 . (a+b) 2 sin 2xb
1(b) (-b, " a+b (5-38)
•p~r (a+b) 2 + X"

2
ax

A plot of this expression, for different values of aa, is given in Fig. 5.23

and indicates that a non-zero value for b can improve the energy transfer

through the system, in spite of the fact that some of the received energy

is deliberately discarded.

This shows that further optimization of the transmitted signal is

possible (beyond the optimum obtained in section 5.4) vhile still avoid-

ing intersymbol interference.

5.8 Conclusions

The investigation reported in this chapter shows that definite
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improvements can be achieved in the performance of a comminication

system by giving suitable consideration to the design of signals. An

alternate benefit to be derived from an application of signal design

would be the easing of coding requirements while maintaining the same

system performance.

Optimum pulse signals have been fornd for non-overlapping trans-

mission whic:h zatisfy the requirment of zero intersymbol interference at

the receiver. This optimization has been made for arbitrary signaling

rates. The signals obtained in this manner for a given channel can be

used for transmission at rates that are sufficiently high to prohibit the

use of simple rectangular pulses because these cause excessive smearing

of the received waveforms.

It has been shown that for a simple channel model the performance

obtained with signals that are optimized for this channel does not

degr&de rapidly with changes in the channel characteristics. This is

of particular interest in establishing requirements for channel identi-

fication measurements.

Finally it has been shown that further performance improvement

is possible by permitting successive transmitted waveforms to overlap

somewhat.

Only very specific cases have been examined in some detail in this

preliminary study. However, the results obtained give some insight into

the properties and behavior of signals in digital coimmuications. They

also point out the need for much more work in this area. More theory

must be developed to treat the problem of signals design, while the

results to be obtained are almost certain to greatly benefit the com-

mtuications art.
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Further investigations should specifically be concerned with the

following topics:

i) Continuation of the w"rk presented in this chapter, that is,

the optimization of transmission for the system model as des-

cribed in section 5.2.3.

j 2) The application of other performance criteria, such as given

in section 5.2.2.2, suitably related to practica? system re-

j quirements.

3) Consideration of models for more general types of channels, as

I listed in section 5.2.2.1, which also includes the problem of

specifying appropriate channel models on the basis of specified

practical system parameters.

I
I

I
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CHAPTER VI

PERFORMANCE OF ERROR CORREMTING CODES

6.1 Introduction

An important method of increasing the reliability of digital data

transmission systems is the coding of the information to be transmitted

in such a manner as to enable the receiver to detect and possibly correct

the more probable error patterns that the channel may introduce. A brief

heuristic discussion of the philosophy of coding for error reduction

appears later in this chapter.

Many coding/decoding schemes, of varying complexity and capabilities,

have been proposed; it is standard to express the capability of a code in

terms of the types and magnitudes of the error patterns which that code

will detect, or detect and correct. However, such expressions of capa-

bility are useful in the analysis of the "goodness" of the code only with

reference to other codeE. of similar complexity; they do not allow compari-

son of the performance of an uncoded channel to that of a channel utilizing

the code.

It is the intention of this chapter, then, to explore the relative

advantages (principally, an increase in reliability) of coded versus

uncoded systems, and the costs (in the most general sense) of attaining

these advantages. Although the form of a general solution valid for all

codes of the type studied is presented, analytic and numerical results

are obtained only for the more easily implemented codes.

6.2 Outline

This chapter is divided into several sections. A brief outline of

the contents of each section follows.
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Section 6.3 presents briefly a discussion of the field of error reduc-

tion coding. Mach of the mathematics involved in the formulation of error

j correcting and error detecting codes is omitted; however, sufficient

detail is included to enable the reader unfamiliar with the terminology

l to follow the remainder of the chap't er.

Section 6.4 discusses the parameters involved in assessing the

quality, from performance standpoint, of coding schemes; a measure of

j code merit is postulated and discussed in the last part of this section.

Section 6.5 presents and discusses the restrictions introduced upon

I the systems to be analyzed in detail. There are: a binary system, a

symmetric memoryless source and a symmetric memoryless channel disturbed

I by additive white Gaussian noise.

I In section 6.6, a brief resume of the relationships between channel

signal-to-noise ratio and the binit rate is presented.

Section 6.7 relates the channel probability of error to the binit

probability of error at the decoder output. The general solution is a

I variation of a form found in the literature, as is the philosophy of the

computer simulation method of solution; the analytic solution for the

Hamming codes, however, is new.

The numerical results are presented in detail in Section 6.8; the

accompanying text explains the exact interpretation of the graphs, and

includes examples of their use.

Mathematical derivations in the body of the report are reduced to

a minizm; when these are available in other publications, reference is

made through the bibliography. The derivation of the Hamming code error

rate equations is new, and is presented in detail in Appendix IV. The
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results of computer simulation are presented in Appendix V. Tables of

coefficients for the Hamming code error rate equations are included as

Appendix VI.

6.3 Coding for Error Reduction

6.3.1 Introduction

It is the intention of this section, not to detail with mathematical

precision the various methods and philosophies of error reduction coding,

but to present heuristically, with a mini-in of such mathematics, a general

discussion of the field. For detailed or mathematical discussions of

coding theory and specific codes, many excellent references are available.

Shannon(33) in his treatment of the theory of conmunication, proves

that information may be transmitted over a noisy channel with arbitrarily

low error rate provided the rate at which such information is supplied

to the transmitter is lower than the chanrel capacity, or, in other

words, providing that there is roam for the insertion of redundancy,,

A very simple example of such redundancy insertion is a system that

transmits every binary digit, or "binit", three times; the observer (i.e.,

the decoder) at the receiver assumes that the actual transmitted binits

all had the same value as that of the largest number of identical received

binits. Such a system interprets correctly, then, any error pattern which

results in either zero or one error in every block of three binits corres-

ponding to a single transmitter input binit.

However, in this example, three binits are used to convey the in-

formation originally contained in one -- obviously a very high sacri-

fice of channel capacity. The search for better codes may be described

as a search for efficient methods of introducing redundancy into the

information to be transmitted.
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6.3.2 Group Codes

This coding review will deal with group codes only. Group codes

have several interesting characteristics; their main distinguishing

feature, however, is the general encoding and decoding method. The

information binits supplied to the transmitter are accepted in fixed

length blocks. To each such block is adjoined a fixed number of check

binits, whoce values are determined by the information binit values,

forming a code word. Similarly, at the receiver, the incoming stream

of binits is broken up again into code words (note that synchronization

is required -- each received word is a transmitted word, except for

binits changed, and thus in error, by the noise in the channel). Each

code word is then interpreted, after the correction procedure is corm-

pleted, as a representation of a particular block of information binits.

Another characteristic of group codes is that the set of all code

words forms a vector space, where the individual elements of each vector

(code word) are elements from the modulo 2 field (in the modulo 2 field,

o + 0 = 0; 0 + 1 = 1; 1 + 1 = 0). Thus, the vector addition of any two

code words is also a code word.

6.3.3 The Decoding Table

There are many ways of representing a particular group code; perhaps

the most straightforward and complete, however, is the decoding table.

The decoding table is a rectangular array of all possible received words;

the code words appear in the top row, with the all-zero word (always a

member of the set of all code words) at the top of the first (left hand)

column. The remainder of the words appear exactly once each in the re-

aminder of the array.
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The rules for setting up the array are as follows; to form the ith

row (assuming rows 1, 2. ... , i-i are already formed), place any word

not yet used in any previous row in the first column. Then, in each

of the other columns, place the word resulting from the vector (modulo 2)

addition of this first column entry and the code word heading each cloumn.

Consider the possibility of a word appearing more than once in the

table. Allow 0 to reprmsent vector (modulo 2) addition; set el - the word

in column 1, row i, with ej similarly defined, and i - J. Set also, 0i =

any code word, and c2 - also any code word. Assume now, that some word

appears twice in the table; in particular, let the entry in row i under

a) = the entry in row j under w.; then ei 6 Mi = e 0 C02.

Notice, nov, that Wn2 6 C02= 0, where 0 represents the vector (word)

with all zero entries; also, a2 0 0 - w.; then, "adding" a) to both sides

but, for a group code, w, * w2= c)3, some code word; then e,= -ejO w3

i.e., 4c already appears in a previous row (in particular, in the ith

row under m 3). Such a choice of ej Es the first word of the jth row

would violate the rules for forming the table. Thus, the situation of

ei* 0(0 = 6 1 M~2.- rith i A 3,
cannot occur. Also, if i = J, then wi = w2 -- and this defines one and

the same position in the table.

The rows of, the decoding table are normally given the name "cosets";

the entry in the first column in each row is termed the "coset leader".

Note, now, that a received word must be either a code word or the "sum"

(@) of a code word and a coset leader. Thus, if the decoder is designed

to search this table for a given received word and change the received
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word to the code word heading the column in which the received word was

found, the decoder is, in effect, making the assumption that the error

pattern introduced in the transmitted word by the channel is the coset

leader for the coset containing the word actually received. In brief,

the error patterns corrected by any given code are coset leaders of the

corresponding decoding table.

When, in the formation of the decoding table, the additional rule

j is introduced that the word chosen for a coset leader is a word of least

"weight" (weight = number of l's) among those yet to be used, the table

is said to be in standard array.

6.3.4 Perfect, %!asi-Perfect Codes

A perfect t-error correcting group code is a code that corrects

all patterns of t or fewer errors in a code word, but no others. A

quasi-perfect t-error correcting code is one that corrects all patterns

of t or fewer errors and some patterns of tfl errors, but no others.

2quivalent definitions would be that perfect t-error correcting

codes have as coset leaders all patterns of weight t or less, and no

others, while quasi-perfect codes have, in addition, some coset leaders

of weight t+l.

6.3.5 Hamming Codes(34)

The basic Hamnming codes of length n = 2m - 1 binits correct any

word received containing, at most, one error; they are perfect codes

and, as such, have all coset leaders (other than the first) of weight

one. Thus, an n binit word length Hamming code has n + 1 cosets. The

number of information binits is k - n-m, leaving a check binits.

One particularly interesting way of encoding the message results

in a simple decoding scheme without using a decoding table. Consider

i



the ordered binary numbers from 1 to n, written with m places

(i.e., for x = 3: 001, 010, 031, 100, 101, 110, -11). Let the ith

number correspond to the ith binit in the n-place code word. Notice

that there are a binits vhose binary position representation contains

exactly one 1; let these be the m check binits.

Now select all those binits whose binary position equivalent

contains a 1 in the "first" (right hand) position -- namely, 1, 3, 5,

7, ... , n-2, and n; let this be the first "check sequence". Similarly

the second check sequence is to be made up of those whose binary

equivalents contains a 1 in the second position, and so on. Now each

check sequence contains, as its first binit, one of the check binits,

and no other. Form the code word, then, by filling in arbitrarily all

except the check binits; sum (modulo 2) the value of the binits in each

check sequence, omitting the check binit, and enter this sum as the

corresponding check binit. The sum over any complete check sequence is

then zero.

Then, in decoding, again sum the binits in each check sequence.

Interpret each sum (modulo 2) as the entry in the corresponding position

of an m place binary "check" number. If one error (i.e., a 0 changed

to a 1, or a 1 to a 0) had occurred during transmission, a little investi-

gation will show that the resulting check number is the binary position

equivalent of the binit in error.

The basic SBC (Single Error Correcting) Hamming code may be modified

so as to detect, without correction, all double errors as well as many

of higher order. Consider adding another check binit to a Hamuing SIC

code word; the value of this binit is 1 if the weight of the basic word
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is odd, and 0 if the weight is even. Now, for any double error, the

check word may be non-zero (thus locating the error) or zero (indicating

that it is the overall check binit that is in error).

6.3.6 Bose-Chandhuri Codes (35, 36)

A full treatment of these codes would not be in keeping with the

intent of this report. Suffice it to say that Bose and Chandhuri have

devised a general method for constructing codes capable of correcting

j up to and including t errors, t being any positive integer, and that it

has been shown(37) that two-error B-C codes are quasi-perfect, while B-C

codes with t.> 3 are not.

6.4 Characteristics of Code Performance

The characteristics of performance referred to are not those tech-

j nical details associated with the coding-decoding processes; these

details are characteristics of the code itself and, although they indicate

j in a general sense the correction capabilities of the code, they cannot

be used as measures of merit or performance. What is meant by the code

performance characteristics are the overall measures of the advantages

gained by the use of the code, the cost of attaining these advantages,

and the merit of the code. (A measure of merit is defined below.)

6.4.1 Costs

6.4.1.1 Comlexity

Associated with any code are the mathematical manipulations re-

quired to code the input information, and to correct, as applicable, and

decode the coded messages at the receiver. Generally, the coding schemes

may be implemented with relative ease; the decoding/correction methods,

however, range from the relatively simple to the extremely complex.
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6.4.1.2 Information Rate Reduction

The information contained in a received sequence of independent

digits is a function of the a-priori transmitter probabilities for the

digit values and the probability of an error being introduced during

transmission. It may appear that, for fixed a-priori probabilities for

the information digits, a code designed to reduce the probability of error

would result in an increase in the information rate; however, for a fixed

digit transmission rate, this increase is, for the low initial error

probability case of interest, negligible compared to the reduction in the

rate caused by the code redundancy. Thus, for the fixed bandwidth (or

constant transmitter rate) case, the net change in the information rate

is a decrease, and must be considered as a cost.

6.4.1.3 Omissions

ThIs cost arises only when error-detecting codes are used with one-

way channels. In such a situation, a message received in error may be

assumed to fall into one of three categories; the error pattern is either

one which the code is designed to correct, one which the code is designed

to detect without correction, or one which is beyond both the correction

and detection abilities of the code. In this latter case, the pattern

will normally be interpreted incorrectly by the decoder as being a differ-

ent correction or detection-without-correction error pattern. Thus, insofar

as the decoder is concerned, all received patterns are either correctable,

or non-correctable. Although the action to be taken by the decoder

upon the detection of a non-correc Gable error pattern is part of the

decding procedure, those actions will have significant effects on code

performance. In the analysis to follow, it is assumed that those re-
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ceived words containing detectable but non-correctable high order error

patterns will be discarded; the resulting probability of an information

I binit being discarded, or the cmission rate, is investigated in detail

in this chapter.

I 6.4.1.4 Delay

The decoding of any group code requires that the complete code word

be available; thus, there can be no output from the decoder until the

entire word is received. Except in special situatioi-, this delay is too

short to be of significance in the evaluation of code performance.

1 6.4.2 Advantages

6.4.2.1 Reliability

Ignoring the insignificant increase in information rate resulting

I from a reduced probability of error (as discussed in 6.4.1.2), decreasing

the probability of error for the received information binits at the

decoder output, and thus increasing the reliability to be placed in

the received data, is the only reason coding would be used.

6.4.3 Measure of Merit

In general, under the constraint of fixed energy/binit and fixed

binit transmission rate, coding will buy an increase in reliability at the

price of a reduction in information rate. Having two parameters of per-

formance for each code makes camparisons of the value of different coding

schemes difficult.

Another system eliminating this difficulty may be postulated. Con-

sider the application of coding to a channel for which the average power

and the maximmn allowable error rate are specified as design require-

ments. The error rate reqdired then may be used to calculate the re-

quired ratio of the energy per binit to the noise spectral density,
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E/No, for coded as well as uncoded syetems. From these ratios and the

fixed average power limitation, a marimu rate of information binit

transmission, relative to that for the uncoded system, may be obtained.

Such a quantity is veil suited for use as a criterion of comparison among

different coded, as well as uncoded, systems; it yields directly the

changes in the rate of transmission of information binits resulting from

the use of error correcting codes.

It should be remembered that for the small error probabilities of

interest, the information binit transmission rate is very nearly the

information transmission rate of the system. Thus, another proposed

criterion, the ratio of information rate to bandwidth, is a function

of the number of redundant binits per code word only; these values are

supplied in tabular form.

6.5 Restrictions Introduced

As is implied in the chapter title and in the preceding discussions,

the major restriction imposed is that of a binary system. In addition,

the following restrictive assumptions are made.

6.5.1 Symmetric Memoryless Source

It is assumed that the information to be transmitted has already

been coded for maximm content per binit; this infers that the source

emits a series of independent binits, each of whose two values (usually

0 and 1) are equally probable.

6.5.2 Symmetric Memoryless Channel

The most efficient modulation system is the phase-reversal keyed;

for such a system, the transmission of a 0 or a 1 requires an equal amount

of power, and maximtm transmission rate (and minimum average probability

of error) is obtained when the receiver decision system is adjusted for

equal transitional probabilities, O-transmitted to 1-received, and
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1-transmitted to O-received. A similar situation occurs with all symmetric

modulation systems.

By memoryless channel, it is implied that there is no intersymbol

interference. The solution for the error rate of a channel having

symbol smearing is, for all practical purposes, an unsolved problem;

treatment of this situation is beyond the intended scope of this chapter.

1 6.5.3 Additive White Gaussian Noise

[ There are two main motivations behind the assumption of additive

Gaussian channel perturbance. The first is a practical one, from the

I viewpoint of annlysis; such an assumption greatly facilitates the analysis

of system behavior. Greater justification, however, is provided by con-

m sideratlon of the type of system for which error correcting codes hold the

greatest benefits. As mentioned in 6.4.1.1, coders are easily imple-

mented, can be made light in weight, and draw little power; decoders,

however, can be extremely complex. One of the most critical applications

of cmminication links, so far as minimizing transmitter weight and power

11requirements while maintaining high information rates and low error rates

are concerned, is transmission from space vehicles and satellites to ground

stations. In the discussion of channel characterization of Chapter II, it

I is pointed out (2.3.8) that the frequencies of value for space communi-

cations lie above 100 mc. It is further advanced, in 2.2-5, that the

I majority of the additive disturbances in the 30 to 150 mc range - indeed,

virtually all such disturbances, for frequencies above 150 mc - are in

fact Gaussian in nature.

1 6.6 Reliability of symetric Mode Rinary Modulation Systems

6.6.1 Introduction

The formulae and relationships quoted in this section are derived

and/or collated by Hancock and Sheppard in a previous report, "Information
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Efficiency of Binary Communications Systems", Contract AF 33(616)-8283.

They are presented here only in the interest of providing an analytic

basis for the graphical presentation to follow.

6.6.2 PEMMF - Coherent Detection

This system represents the best possible binary system attainable,

with respect to probability of error. The graphical results to follow

are based upon this system.

The filter output is described by the conditional probabilities

P(x 10) -- e Z (6-1)

and _(x-E) 2

1 ZNoB
p(x I it) x-- e (6-2)

where x = filter output

E = energy per binit

N = noise spectral density (double-sided)

For symmetric operation, the resulting probability of error is

6.6.3 Summary of Other Systems
-).

ASK - LED: P = e , where I is the solution to the integral equation
C (6-4,)

f 10 (F1!: )(d/a& s =e (6-5)

ASK - Coherent Detection:

Pe 1 erf( ) (6-6)

0
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PSK- Synchronous Detection:

IE
P 1 - er ()(6-7)
e 

2
PSK - Phase Comparison:

P e •o (6-8)

ASK/MF LED: Pe = e-, where X is the solution to (6-9)

a + .-

Io
f eLa o % 0 I19E) = e- (6-10)

ASK/IM - Coherent Detection:

S=. 1 -L rD B (6-1)

I
FSIM -LED

P e e 0"• (6-12)

K/MY - Coherent Detection:I

PSK/1F - Phase Comparison:

E

P - e (6-i1)e 2

6.7 Performance of Binary EC/ED Codes

6.7.1 Introduction

This section is concerned specifically with the derivation, analytically

and/or experimentally, of what is termed the "error rate equation".
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The error rate equation is defined to be the equation .or the binit

probability of error at the decoder output given, as the independent

variable, the channel word or digit error probability.

It is assumed throughout that the transitional probabilities' for the

channel are equal, and that the probability of a single error in the channel

is independent of the past history of the channel.

It should be noted that errors at the output of the decoder no longer

occur independently. All simple error patterns received by the decoder

are corrected, while those of higher order are not; hence, the output

errors occur in bursts.

6.7.2 General. Error Rate Equation

In the derivation of an error rate equation, the first logical step is

to express the decoder output error probability P' as a summation:
e

= 7 P(arbitrary information binit in error at the
decoder outputithe specific input error pattern)all input P(a spcfcinput error pattern) (-5

error patterns specific input error pattern (6-15)

For a symmetric channel with inderindent errors and error probability p,

and for group codes,

P(specific input error pattern) = Pie (1-P )n-i (6-16)

where

n = word length

i = number of errors in the pattern

since each word is decoded independent of the other words received.

P' may also be expressed as
e

P= Probability that an arbitrary information binit is in error
e

P(an arbitrarily chosen info binit = a specific info
= 2binit in the code word)

all info P(the specific info binit in the previous condition is

binits in the in error at the decoding output) (6-17)
code word
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Define k = number of information binits in the code word. Arrange these

binits in a sequence so that "the ath binit". reads as "the ath binit

in the sequence of k information binits in a code word", refers to 9

unique binit.

Now, P an arbitrarily chosen info binit = a specific info binit = i (6-18)

i ~thus,•
t P = k Ptthe Cth info binit at the decoder output is in error) (6-19)

a=l

Consider the set of all binits in the code word; with each binit

associate a number dj, il6dj 4n, so that by referring to "the dj th binit",

reference is made to a unique binit in the word.

Every information binit is also in the set; let da = the code word

binit corresponding to the ath information binit, as previously defined.

Then, k

P' P(da is in error at the decoder output) (6-20)
Ie k =

Define (eP) as the specific set of binits in a word in error at the

decoder output, with 1E-jifi', i' = total number of errors in the word at the

decoder output. Then each e' corresponds to a d in error.

Define (e Q) in a similar manner, but for the set of errors at the

lecoder input resulting in the set (e') at the output. Here, l'j&i,

and i is not generally the same as i'. Then, with "e" read as "belongs

to" or "is included in",

k

/, = / ~ d,--e P ((ej)) (6-21)
cz=1 all (e)

Now, P (e) = P (1-Pe)n-i (6-22)

e
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Note, however, that P (d e(el)) is, for a ien (e) such that either

d 6(e6') and P(d e~e')) - 1, or d. j (e') and P(de(e') I=0.aja 3 a a

Define Ni( = the number of received error patterns (e ) containing i errors

each for which d(e') Then

k n

1 P 7 Ni7•Pe (.Pe)n-i

a=l i=l

The problem is now one of determining the parameters Ni .

6.7.3 Specific Solution Methods

6.7.3.1 Computer Simulation

Rewrite Eq. (6-22), thus

n k

i=l a=l

Now, for error correcting codes, Nia = the number of received error patternv

(e j) containing i errors for which the associated d. is in error; then
ki

Z Ni is just the total number of information binits in error at t:v

a=l
decoder output as a result of all of the i-fold error pattern inputs, and

k
SN7 N is the average number of times an information binit is in error

k = ia
a=1

as a result of all (i) i-fold input error patterns; i.e., then,

k
17 Nia

a=l= the probability that an arbitrary information binit is in

(n) error

given that some i-fold error pattern occurred at the decoder input

and

(n) Pei (1 -Pe)n-i . probability of an i-fold error pattern input.
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I
Returning to (6-23), a method of solution by computer simulation is

obvious. Set up a decoder on the computer and, with an assumed "transmitted"

all-zero code word, simulate all possible error patterns (by generating all

2 n n binit binary numbers) and apply these to the decoder. Then for each

j value of i ones (i.e., errors) in a code word, record the total number of

ones (errors) in the information binits at the decoder output for all such
k

i-fold patterns. This number is, then, Nia.

a_1

This method of solution, although straightforward, is quite lengthy.

For a code of length n, the number of error combinations that must be

examined is 2 n -- and the method of examination (i.e., the decoding process)

can be quite complex. Analytic solution, where possible, is preferred.

6.7.3.2 Analytic Approach; Hamming SEC Codes

Several simplifications are possible when dealing with Hamming codes;

these arise, basically, as a result of these codes being perfect. (Although

this property is not used explicitly, the results implied by this property

are invaluable).

The first simplifying pro])erty is the relationships between the (e)

and (e,). For any received error patterns (ej), the "corrected" error

pattern (eP) mist fall into one of three categories: it is identical with

%e it is (e) with one error deleted; or, it is (eo) with one error added.

Secondly, it is possible to show (see Appendix IV) that the number of

error patterns (e ) of fixed length i for which the corresponding (e') is

such that (e;) = (ej) with p adjoined g(ej), for some fixed p, is

independent of the value of • considered; a similar condition exists for

all (e,) formed by deleting • from an (e) of length i (and here P(ej)

is implied).
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It in also proved in Appendix IV that the number of (e 3 ) of length i

for which the associated (e3) - (9j) and ae(e3 ); for which (el) = (es)

with some p /(e3 ) adjoined, and ae(e3); and for which (e3) = (eQ) with

some A deleted pe(e3) , a e o(e'); are each independent of the a
J

chosen. From these, it is obvious that the Ni, are independent of a;

redefining Ai = iNi , (6-23) becomes
n

P1 Ai Pi(l-P)ni (6-25)
i=l

and
A, = the number of received error patterns (e of weight (number of errors)

i for which the "corrected" error patterns (el) contain some specific binit

chosen from the full code word.

6.7.3.3 Analytic Approach: Hamming SBC/.=D Codes

For these codes, the original definition of Pe must be examined. In
e

this report, it is assumed that those error patterns of order large enough

to be detected but not corrected are to result in the entire word being

discarded -- i.e., the complete lack of reception is preferable to accept-

ing as valid a group of information binits known to contain large numbers

of errors. With reasonably small channel error probabilities, the average

number of words discarded is shown to be an extremely small fraction of the

total received words, while the multiplicative increase in reliability is

of the order of 10 to 100, compared to the SEC codes.

Then, Pe' = Probability of an arbitrary information binit being in error

after decoding, given that the word in which the binit was contained was

not discarded.
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In Appendix IV, the indicator y is defined as having a value 1 for

words that are not discarded, and 0 for those that are. Then

CPe = P(arbitrary information binit in error after decoding ly - 1) (6-26)

The actual analysis and the resulting computations are simplified by

working with the formulation

p P(arbitrary information binit in error after decoding and y = i16)

The numerator may then be expanded as discussed previously, and

P( arbitrary information binit in error after decoding and y = 1)

no k
=71 [IZ N' 1 Pei(1-Pe)n'-i (6-28)

i=l a=l

with n' = 2 m = code word length (= n + 1) and Nia ' = the number of received

error patterns of weight i for which y = 1 and the associated d is in error.

Two diffe~rent conditicns for discarding the received word are studied.

The first of these, and the more common, is that the overall parity check is

satisfied, but the internal checks are not -- this corresponds to the

number of received errors being even, and (e 3 ) / (e ). This discards all

double errors, as well as most even weight error patterns.

The second condition considered is that for which the criterion of the

first applies and, alternatively, the condition that the informal parity

checks are satisfied while the overall check is not. This then detects

and discards many of the odd-weight error patterns as well; unfortunately,

it also discards the one weight=l pattern for which the error occurs in

the overall check binit.
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For a Hamming SBC/=D code operating under the first condition of

word-discard, the errors patterns of interest (for even i) are those for

which (e ) is such that (eý) = (ej), length = i, and length = i-i

(i-I corresponding to the i-weight error patterns with one of the errors

in the overall check binit). As previously discussed, the relationships

required are shown in Appendix IV, to be independent of the particular a

under consideration.

6.7.4 Summary of Hamming Code Error Rate Equations

The following results are derived in detail in Appendix IV.

For the SEC codes of length n = 2m-l,

n
1 (i 1)4M -ýiN, + (i+l) LPilPni (6-29)-- i -ni Pei(-Pe)n-

i=0

where Mi = number of error patterns of weight i for which (e,) has

weight i-1 (i.e., deletion of some member of (e ) to form (e));
N = number of error patterns of weight i for which (el) = (e);

Li = number of error patterns of weight i for which (e%) has weight

(i + 1) (i.e., adjoining some g(e ) to (e ) to form (eQ).

Note that this form preserves the physical meaning of the parameters.

With Mi, Ni and Li as defined above, the probability of .receiving a word

of error-pattern weight i satisfying the conditions defined for Mi is

just M1 pi( 1-pe)nii If the assumption is made that the probability of

error for a binit after "correction" is independent of that binit being

an information binit, then the probability of an arbitrary information

binit being in error is just
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weight of (ea)
Pe " P((eý) having the given veight) (6-30)

weightsof re)

The probability of (e') having weight i is just

L i_.e'l -en-i+l÷ie(1-Pen'i+x Pei~l(1-Pe)n'i

and P' becomes
e
npr -• i_ "L ilIp -i+l+ pi, pn-i+ i+l, p n-i-l.

i a. 1C i 1ipe (1 -P e ll+Np('Pe) +Mi+lPe -e - J (6-31)
i=o

-- now, L = 0 and Mn+1 = O, obviously. Thus

n

P'e = [- Li pei( - NiPn(l.Pe l (6-n2)
i=o

as before.

It is shown in Appendix IV that the parameters L, X and N are related

by the iterative equations,

i= (n-i+l)xi_l

1

N i Ii-l
(6-33)

Li =C)NI -

with initial values M =L =0; N =10 O 0

For the SEC/DID codes of length n' = n+1 = 2m, operating under the first

word-discard conditions discussed above,



n+1

Pt r'[ iN,~ + (i-1)Ni-lJ Pi (1-P )n+l-i

Cieven)

n

n71[(i-2)mi1,+ (i-l)Mi + (i-1)I -1 + iNi + iUi + (i+1)Li

(i odd) P i(1-P )n+l1i }(6- 3J4)

and n+2. n

n+1-i+Nil ie e

i=o :=
(i even) (i odd)

-- the "physical interpretation" analysis, along the lines of that for

equation (6-30), is obvious.

The condition for discarding the word in this case is that (e3) ~(n

and i = even.

For the second set of word-discard conditions,

n+l
11 J7' i r4i. (i-l)N1 -P )n+l-i

i=2
(i even)

+ 2: ( (i-2)Mi1j+ (i-1)mi+ iUi i~)i i(l-P )nl(6-36)

ki odd)

with

i1+ n~i~

p (y=:ii =,, (~ N i]R(l- -1+ 7 [Mi..i+Ni+L±.1+Li]

i-o i=l
(i even) (i odd)

Pi~lP ) ~l-i(6-37)
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* with the conditions for discarding a word being (e%) • (ej) and i = even,

or (e) (e j)a i odd.

In all cases, for i<O or i>n, Li =Mi = Ni = 0.

6.8 Results

This section contains detailed numerical, analyses of the performance

of Hamming SEC codes of lengths 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255 and 511 binits;

SEC/DXD codes of lengths 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 binits; and the

Bose-Chandhuri (15, 5) and (15, 7) codes; in all cases, the modulation-

detection system used is phase-shift keying with matched filter reception.

A comparison and conversion graph is supplied for use with other symmetric

systems. A brief introduction to each subsection, with examples ol the

use of the graphs, is included.

During the compilation of results, it was found that the probabilities

of error for the SEC/DED codes operating under the second set of word-

discard conditions was only marginally better than those for such codes

operating under the first, more common set, while the probability of word-

discard was greatly increased. For this reason, numerical results for the

second set of conditions have been omitted.

6.8.1 Fixed Bandwidth Analpysis

The graphs included in Figs. 6.1 through 6.12 are based upon a fixed

bandwidth restriction - i .e., the information binit rate of the coded

system is reduced in proportion to the redundancy of the code, maintaining

a constant transmitter rate.

Table 6-1 lists the information binit rate of each coded system,

based upon an uncoded rate of unity. For low error probability, this



rate is very nearly the information rate.
I

As an example, consider a PSX-MY system for which the Ratio N
0

is 9.5 db. The bandwid't.h of the channel is fixed; however, a reduction

in information binit transmission of 8% is permitted. What decrease in

error probability is attainable?

lRom Table 6-i, the shortest Hammin code that can be used is either

the (127, 120) SEC code, or, if binit rejections are permitted, the

(128, 120) S1C/IZD code. The uncoded error probability is 1.4 x 10" ;

(Fig. 6.3). With the SEC/TZD code, the factor is 52, reducing the error

rate to 2.7 x 10-5 (Fig. 6.7), but this introduces information binit

rejections by the receiver with a probability of 1.2 x 10-2 (Fig. 6.11).

Code Rate Code Bate

Handng ----------- SEC Haming ----------- SEC/IZD

(7, 4) 0.571 (8, 4) 0.500

(15, 11) 0.733 (16, 11) 0.683

(31, 26) 0.839 (32, 36) 0.808

(63, 57) 0.905 (64, 57) 0.891

(127, 120) 0.945 (128, 120) 0.938

(255, 247) 0.969 (256, 247) 0.965

(s5., 502) 0.982 (512, 502) o.98o

Bose-Chandhuri Codes

(15, 7) 0.467 (15, 5) 0.333

!PAX 6-1
I •UTION BMIT RATE-FEWD BANDWMD sMEN

(No Coding -1
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6.8.2 Fixed Information Bint late
Pigs. 6.13 through 6.24 provide a code performance analysis under

the restriction of constant rate of irformation binit transmission. To

provide a criterion of comparison, the ordinate of the graphs is the

ratio in db, where E' is the energy per information binit (for the

uncoded case, this is then the energy per transmitted binrt).

In this case, then, the actual energy per transmitted binit is

reduced from the graphed value in proportion to the redundancy of the code

under consideration.

Example: A PSK-MF system is to be used under a transmitted-power

restriction that results in an uncoded - of 11.0 db. If the informa-
tion binit transmission rate is to be maintained, what is the shortest

Hamming SEC code that will result in an output error probability of 10 ?

To hold both the information binit transmission rate and the average

power constant, the energy per information binit must be held fixed

i.e., !- is to remain at 9.0 db. Reference to Figs. 6.13 through 6.16
0

shows that the shortest code that satisfies the error rate requirement

is the (15, U2) code and this results in an error rate of 3.5 x 10-5

An interesting phenomenom is enphasized by the constant information

binit rate graphs -- that the "best" code, in terms of lowest probability

of error, is not always either the shortest or the longest code permis-

sible. The longer codes lose less power due to redundancy, but have

greater inherent error rates, while the words of the shorter codes, al-

though inherently less prone to multiple errors, sacrifice much of the

transmitter power in the check binit transmission. Generally, then, at
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any fixed power level, constant information binit rate operation will

result in an optimum code in a particular set of codes.

In particular, for all of the Hamming SEC codes investigated, no

improvement at all is possible below an El ratio of 7.0 db. From 7.0 db

to 10.1 db, the (31, 26) code results in the lowest P' ; from 10.1 toe

approximately 11.2 db, the (63, 57) code is best, while from 11.2 db to

approximately 15 db, the (127, 120) code is optimum. From 15 db out to

the maximum ratio studied, both the (255, 247) and the (511, 502) codes

give approximately equal, and lowest error probabilities. A comparable

situation exists for the SEC/DID codes.

An interesting feature of the SEC/DID codes is that the probability

of rejection is asymptotic to 0.5 as the E ratio drops. This is aN
0natural outcome of the fact that, for high channel error probabilities,

the probability of a received word containing at most one error becomes

very small; for the remaining error patterns, all of those with even

parity (neglecting those for which the check word is zero) are discarded --

i.e., the probability of rejection approaches the probability of an arbi-

trarily chosen set of binary digits having even parity.

6.8.3 merit

The merit graphed in Figs. 6.25 through 6.31 is arrived at by cal-
E'

culating the ratio 1- required to obtain a given error rate for the
0 ]11 E

coded system, and dividing this into the corresponding 7- = y- for the
0 0

uncoded system. The resulting figure indicates 1) the factor by which

the transmitted power may be reduced (while maintaining a constant informa-

tion binit rate) by the use of coding, or 2) the increase in information

binit rate attainable at a fixed average transmitter power.
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i

Example: An uncoded PSK-MP system is operating with an error rate

-4
of 0.15 x 10 . With no restrictions on bandwidth, how much faster may

the information be transmitted, with the same average transmitter power

and error probability, if a Hamming SEC code with N = 63 is used? If an

increase of 30% is desired, how much power can be saved while simultan-

eously achieving this increase, using this code?

Referring to Fig. 6.26, the merit of the (63, 57) code at

P, = 0.15 x 10"4 is 1.40; thus, the information binit rate may be
e

increased by this factor. If an increase to 1.30 times the original

rate is desired, the average power may be reduced by 1.40/1. 3 0 = 1.08,

or 0.3 db.

The existence of an optimum length code for a given error probabil-

ity/uncoded - ratio range, when operating under a fixed information binit
N

0rate constraint, as discussed in 6.8.2, is again illustrated by the merit

graphs. (Recall that these graphs are based upon either the increase in
I

the information binit rate at a constant average power, or, alternatively,

the allowable power decrease at constant information binit rate.) More-

over, these graphs expand this information, making a more accurate de-

termination of the crossover points possible. These are listed in

Table 6-2.
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Error Probability Range Optimm L

SEC codes: above 1.2 x 10-2 Uncoded

1.2 x 10-2 to 8.5 x 10"3  15

8.5 x 10-3 to 2.0 x 10"4 31

2.0 x 10-4 to 3.5 x 10- 7  63

3.5 x 10-7 to 10" 2  127

10"12 to 10-18 255

10"18 to below 10-20 255/511

SEC/3ED codes: above 0.12 Uncoded

0.12 to 1.4 x 10-2 8

1.4 x l0- 2 to 6.5 x 10-4 16

6.5 x 10-4 to 1.4 x 10-6  32
1.4 x 10-6 4-0 10"11 64

10"II to 2 x 10-19 128

2 x 10"19 to below 10-20 256

TANH 6-2

oTnmfl corD LUGm PSK/MF Srs

It should be noted that the two Bose-Chandhuri codes analyzed never,

in the range for which the merit exceeds unity, out-perform the optimum

Hnamning code; this is a natural result of the high redundancy of the

Bose-Chandhuri codes.

Finally, it must be realized that the increases in information rate

permitted by coding are conditional upon the effects of increasing the

transmitted binit rate and the system bandwidth, other than the resulting

energy-per-binit decrease already considered.
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CHAPTER VII

SU0MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Introduction

This chapter contains a brief summary and recommendations for future

work in the areas studied.

7.2 Nonlikelihood Detection Theory

The communication engineer has been frequently faced in the past with

the detection of a signal in noise of unknown statistics and will continue

to do so in the future, with the increasing importance of outer space

travel and of jamming of communications by an enemy. In both of the above

cases, it is most difficult to obtain these noise statistics. No detection

method presently available will guarantee the required reliability. The

j theory of nonparametric detection is the only theory applicable and

appropriate for these problems. Moreover, nonparametric detection theory

I is complete in the sense that

(1) It suggests the structure of the detection system which in most

I cases can be implemented digitally.

1 (2) It specifies procedures for evaluating the performance of such

systems (probability of error, information rate, etc.).

1 (3) It specifies techniques of system comparison.

The properties of and results concerning nonparametric detectors

I '•btained thus far, were obtained under the severe assumption of independence

of the observation samples. This independence is hard if not impossible to

be guaranteed since the appropriate sampling times that will result in

I. independent samples are unknown, whenever the probability density and

spectral density of the noise are unknown. If one attempts to hopefully
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obtain independent samples by sampling at very long intervals, this would

decrease the information rate to such an extent as to render the system

useless for the transmission of information.

1t is, therefore, imperative to establish the validity or not of the

results thus far obtained, for the practical case of dependent samples.

If the results are valid for dependent samples, this would guarantee a

practical and reliable communication system of high information rate even

in the presence of noise of unknown statistics. Further extensive research

is required to obtain the constant K for the various nonparametric (non-

likelihood) detectors and for various actual or simulated channel conditions

(tropospheric scatter, ionospheric, line-of-sight transmission, etc.).

Knowledge of these constants would permit the quick design of a communi-

cation system appropriate to a particular channel condition.

7.3 Optimization of Signaling Waveforms

The investigation reported shows that definite improvements can be

achieved in the performance of a comunnication system by giving suitable

consideration to the design of signals. An alternate benefit to be derived

from an application of signal design would be the easing of coding require-

ments twnie maintaining the same system performance.

Optimum palse signals have been found for non- overlapping transmission

which satisfy the requirement of zero intersymbol interference at the

receiver. This optimization has been made for arbitrary signaling rates.

The signals obtained in this manner for a given channel can be used for

transmission at rates that are sufficiently high to prohibit the use of

simple rectangular pulses because these cause excessive smearing of the

received waveforms.

It has been shown that for a simple channel model the performance

obtained with signals that are optimized for this channel does not
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degrade rapidly with changes in the channel characteristics. This is

of particular interest in establishing requirements for channel identi-

fication measurements.

Finally it has been shown that further performance improvement is

possible by permitting successive transmitted waveforms to overlap

scmewhat.

Only very specific cases have been examined in same detail in this

preliminary study. However, the results obtained give some insight into

the properties and behavior of signals in digital comminications. They

also point out the need for =mch more work in this area. More theory

must be developed to treat the problems of signals design, while the

results to be obtained are almost certain to greatly benefit the cor-

muniications art.I
Further investigations should specifically be concerned with the

1.following topics:

(1) Continuation of the work presented in this chapter, that is,

I the optimization of transmission for the system model as described in

section 5.2.3.

(2) The application of other performance criteria, such as given in

section 5.2.2.2, suitably related to practical system requirements.

(3) Consideration of models for more general types of channels,

as listed in section 5.2.2.1, which also includes the problem of speci-

fying appropriate channel models on the basis of specified practical

system parameters.

7.4 Performance of Error CorrectinM Codes

The results contained in Chapter VI cover only the Hamuing SEC

and SEC/MD codes. Although these codes are the most practical, insofar
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as implementation is concerned, there are many other codes whose character-

istics warrant further study. Of these, the Bose-Candhuri t-error correcting

codes are particularly important.

Another type of group code is the burst-error correcting code.

Unfortunately, standards of coparison of performance for these codes are

rather difficult to formulate; and analysis of the causes of burst noise,

the duration of the noise, and its effect on binary transmission channels

would be a prerequisite to a definitive analysis of a burst-error coded

channel. However, one application of burst-error correcting codes for which

the basic channel disturbance may be assumed normal is that where the burst

code is used in conjunction with the more standard group codes.

Consider a channel using a (15, 11) Hamming SEC code. The information

binits at the decoder output are either error free, or contain three or

more errors in each group of eleven derived from a single transmitted

word - i.e., the errors introduced by the channel, including the coder/

decoder, occur in bursts of eleven or less (excluding the possibility of two

words both being decoded in error within a short time period). Thus, a

further reduction in the error rate may be obtainable by the encoding of

the original message by a burst-error correcting code capable of correcting

bursts of length eleven or shorter - i.e., the final system would appear as

follows:

•. . I Burst Error Burs annet or /
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Of course, the flaming code may be replaced by a Bose-Chandhuri

group code. It is anticipated that such a system would be capable of

reducing the error rate to an extremely low value; in fact, such a system

would correct the high-order error patterns resulting from a complete

channel fade, providing such a fade did not last longer than one Hamming

code word.

Another class of codes worthy of study are the sequential codes;

1 these have the advantage oZ being, in general, easily implemented. No

work, so far as can be determined, has yet been done on assessing these

codes.

Finally, codes designed around the use of limited feedback channels

have not yet been analyzed. Coding for such system is quite different from

j one way channel coding, and is deserving of separate and complete treatment.

The field of error-correcting code design is so new, and is progressing

j at such a rate, that very few codes (except for the Hamming codes - in this

report) have been analyzed in detail. At this stage, communications

I system design problems relating to the possible use of error correcting

codes cannot, in general, be answered by reference to the existing literature.

It is hoped that further research into code performance will fill this void.
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APPENIDI I

EVALUATION OF A EZNZ= IM3GAL

Consider the integral (Eq. 3-6)
i

a 2A -A2 ! in G(f) } (I-l)

MX (1n2y-' f d~ff&odx e n2l{:L
{GC (fs)?: 0o
Making a change of variable y = A2 results in

lA

C -max lf y/62 l,,(f,)

I: {G(f)00}

Integrating with respect to y by parts yields

1
f +W G() ____

S= max (n2)- l+YG(f) <:0yr (1-3)

G f f -% T f 1+G. (f)s 0o••-o fo 0 Gn--•
Now, let

+ G5(f) %(:0)

du=
6 2

Then C can be expressed n.s

G n(f
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or

f +e (f
C o max - fo(o0 8 ) } e±{ }'

which is identical to Eq. (3-7).
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APPENDIX II

DUIVATION OF TH OPTDMM s(t)

To show that the input signal must be from a stationary Gaussian

random process for the Rayleigh channel to obtain capacity, consider

the following channel.

s •(t ) ----- DA X~t)

Gs(f) 2- (t)
2WGaussian

E[n 2(t)] N

E[n(t)] =0, G%(f) = N = N2-W

I[S/X, A = A,] is defined as the average conditional information

rate averaged over all x(t), given that A = A.

To see tLat the average conditional information rate is a maximum

when s(t) is Gaussian, let A s(t = k)Erk, be a random variable with

power constraint P'• A2 E[sk] and n(t = k)=n,, a Gaussian random

variable with E[nk] = 0, and E[nk ] = N. Also denote x(t = k) = xk, then

E ( xk2 ) = E (rk 2 ) + E (n2) ! P, + N (Il-1)

The average uncertainty of xk is equal to that of x(t) since x(t)

is a stationary process,

H(X) : log 2X e(P' + N) (11-2)

This can be shown by considering

H(X) = - f p(xk) lnp(x) dxk ("-3)
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%(X)- l 2ge [P' + N]
2

- k

e 2(P' + N) d
f-p(xk) ln P(xk) + f p(xk)ln'A + N;]1/ 2 } Xk ~

2

~xk
-2x(P' + N)j'72p(•k

Using the fact that int Ei t-l, equality if and only if t - 1, one

obtains

h(X W 1in 2xe(P' + 
-xk/2(P + N)

N) 2 xkP(xk) L[~2(P' + N)]1/2p(xk) '

w 0

-xk/2(P' +N)

equivalently equality if and only if p(x,) = +N)

It has, therefore, been proven that H(X) obtains its maximum when

xk is Gaussian with zero mean and variance (P' +N). If this condition

is satisfied

H(x) -= log 2xe(P' + N) (II-6)
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xk will be Gaussian with zero mean and E(xk2) P' + N if rk is

Gaussian with zero mean and a variance equal to P'. Hence,

C = max I(v/x) = ptrek H(R) - H(R/X)}
p(sk) ((r

= max {H(x) - H(X/R)}

The maximum H(X) has been obtained above. It must further be shown

* that for rk Gaussian distributed, H(X/R) is a m-lni"=.

Solving for H(X/r=rk)

-(xk-rk) 2  -( _-r_ 2

S2N 2NH(X/r.•.k) - J• C2,N)1 12  log (11-8)1

-1 log 2xeI

H(X/R) = f H(X/r'--T) p(rk) 1'k (II-9)

1= • log 2UeN

It has, therefore, been shown that rk and hence sk must be Gaussian

with zero mean and variance P' = P62 in order for the average conditional

rate to be a maximum.

The average information rate is

I(s/x) = L I(S/x, A = A,) p(AI) dA1 (II-lO)



To maximize I(S/Y) the integrand must be maxilmized for every value

of A.. The integrand is maximized if I(S/X, A - A,) is maximized for

every value of A,. In order for I(S/X, A = A1 ) to be maximized it was

proved that s(t) had to be a stationary Gaussian random process with zero

mean, and a variance P'.
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I ~APPRIDI III

MUG THE LOWER BOUND OF 0

Starting with Eq. (3-15') and letting a zN
m2Pmin

I • may be expressed as

I. e)

To find the minimum = calculate

e - a - e - 2 a

B9=lf2 Eia 2 a2
a () (E,(-a))2  (I-2)

e a((+l) Ei(-a) + e}

I = lzn2 i(.a)l

j and note that

jEj -*Oas a

Therefore,

lir - 2a (111-3)

Using l'Hopital's rule

-a -a

•mn= I lira -u in2
e
a

This is the result stated in Eq. (3-16).
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APPEND.IX IV

DERIVATION OF Tfl HANKING ERROR RATE EQUATION

1. Glossary of Symbols

This glossary is intended to aid the reader in following the

proofs presented by obviating the necessity of searching the Appendix

for symbol definition.

Operators. Relationships

0: Written a 0 b, where a and b are m binit binary numbers.

Treat each of a and b as An m-dimensional vector with

elements from the modulo 2 field (Modulo 2 field: contains

two elements, 0, 1, with 0+0 = 1+1 = 0, and 0+1, = 1) and

n add, component by component.

T!,0: Sum, under the conditions of @, of n binary numbers.

i=1

U Written a U b, where a and b are sets. a U b is then the

set of all elements belonging to a or b or both.

nU : The set of all elements belonging to one or more of the

i=l sets being united.

e : Written aeb, where a is an element of the type found in

set b (for example, a itself may be a set, and b a set

of sets of the same type as a). Meaning, "a is a member

of the set b," or "belongs to."

i: See e; " does not belong to."

P(a): Probability of a.

P(alb): Probability of a, given b.
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Variables

dj: Binary number, 1 s d jn = 2m-l, m binits; member of the

set (d

e: Binary number, 0A e _: n - 2 m-l, m binits; the binary re-

presentation of the position number (1, ... , n) for a

binit in error in a received code word, not including

the overall check binit of the DID/SzC case; member of

the set (ej)

el: As for ej, for the code word after the error correction
j.

procedure of the decoder has been applied

1( W: Number of sets (do) belonging to Xi(A); shown to be con-

stant, =li, for all •.

1i: See 1,().n

Li: Number of sets (do) belonging to U Ii (7); shown to beS~7=1

equal to nli.

jm: Length of the binary numbers di j, ej, p and 7.

m i(p): Number of sets (do) belonging to pi(p); shown to be con-

stant, =mi, for all p.

mi: See mi(3). n

Si: Number of sets (do) belonging to U Pi(7); shown to be
7=1

equal to nm=i

n: Length of a SEC code word, in binits; the number of values

-that may be assumed by di, ej, e3, p and 7. (Note that

n = 2 m1 )
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n': Length of a DED/SEC code word; n - n'-i for such codes.

ne: Number of errors in the first n binits of a received word.

n': Number of errors in the first n binits of a received word
e

after "correction".

ni: Number of sets (d 3) belonging to vi.

nt: Number of errors in total received word, = ne for SEC

codes, = ne or ne-1, SEC/DED codes.

Ni: Same as ni-

N (i).1 Number of times P is used as an element in the sets (d )
n

belonging to U Ii(7); shown to be constant, N(pi),

7=1

for all p.

N(o, ) : See N3(]ii)"

N Number of times p is used as an element in the sets (d3 )

n

belonging to U gi(); shown to be constant, N(pi),

7=1

for all P.

N(Rdi): See N(pi)d.

NP(vi): Number of times P is used as an element in the sets (d3 )

belonging to vi; shown to be constant, = N(vi), for all .

N(vi): See Np(vi).

P : Channel probability of error; for symmetric channels,

transitional probability.

y: Omission index. (SEC/•DE codes only). y = 0 if the re-

ceived error pattern can be detected but not corrected,

and, therefore, the whole code word is discarded; y - 1

if the code word is not discarded.
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SPe: Decoder output binit error probability
z: Check index (SEC/IZD codes only). z = 1 if the overall

check binit is received in error, and z = 0 if the over-

all check binit is received correctly (at the decoder

1 input in both cases).

i3: Binary number, 1 p n = 2M-l, m binits in length.

7: As for A.

I
Sets

(d): Set of unique binary numbers d (see do).

(e ) Set of unique binary numbers e each e corresponding

to an error in the received code word (see ej).

(e;): Set of unique binary numbers e5, each el corresponding

to an error in the received, "corrected" code word

(see e5, ej) .

1 i(p): Set of all (dj), where the number of elements in (do)

i

I is i satisfying 6 di = j 0, and C(dj).

J=l

i(): Set of all (dj), where the number of elements in (do)

i

is i, satisfying d d = p(ej)

J=l

vi: Set of all (d), where the number of elements in (dj)

i

is i, satisfying >0 d =0.

j =1
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2. Theorem

For all non-repetitive sets (d%) of elements di, each such element

being the binary representation of a number from the set (I, 2, ... , n),

n = SEC code word length w 2 ma-1 , a an integer, form the sets of sets

Ai(p), pi(p) and vi thus:

xi(P) = The set of all sets (do) containing i elements and satisfying

d= A 0, with P(d

J=1

Pi = The sets (do) containing i elements and satisfying

i

7 d3 = e(dj) (implying p A 0 as well);

J=1

Vi = The set of all sets (do) containing i elements and satisfying

i

J=l

Define, then, lI(•) = the number of distinct sets (d )e i(•)

mi(p) = the number of distinct sets (d)e ;ki(p)

n i = the number of distinct sets (dj)e vi

and NP(Xi )= the number of times P is used as an element in
n

the distinct sets (dJ)e 7U ) i(7)

NP(pi) = the number of times P is used as an element in
n

the distinct sets (d i)E [I U P I(
N (Vi) the number of times p is used as an element in the

distinct sets (dj)Evi
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Then it is postulated that li(p), mi(p), and N•(ki), Np(gi) and

Np(vi) are each independent of p, lt £n = 2 m-l, for a fixed i.

Corollary:

n-i+l
mi = _n 'i1

=1 (-) --- ni-mi
ni i-l

N o(,i) = ili

N(pi) - imi

N(v=) in,

I where mi, li, N(Xi), N(pi), and N(vi) are the constant values taken on

by mi(8), ii(p), NP(Xi), Np(gi) and Np(vi) respectively, for a fixed i and

any P., le• i!-n.

j Proof: The method of proof to be used is mathematical induction.

Parts (1) and (5) establish that, if the theorem is true for i - 1, it is

I then true for i. Part (6) shows the theorem to be true for i = 1, com-

pleting the proof.

It is implied throughout the proof that each set (or set of sets)

I referred to is non-repetitive in its elements (or sets).

Assume, now, that the theorem is true for i-l; the inductive proof

I follows.

(i) Consider the sets (dJ), (d )e Vi 1l; since a given P appears once,

at most, in any one (d ), the number of sets (d )e vi_1 such that

fq(dj), is [nil-NP(vi_l)]. Adjoining 1 to each such set results in

+he formation of [ni_-N(vi_l)] distinct sets (d'), each of whose sum

J(0) is P, and each containing p. Thus, each such (d j )e gi(p), and

mi(p) 1, nil-N P(v,_I)
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Conversely, for every set (d )e #i(0), deletion of p from each

(d3) results in a set of distinct sets (d,), with (dj)e vii and

a(dj) - i.e.,

ni l-NO(vl)- mi(p)

Thus, mi(0) = nil-N•(vil); since ni.1 and Np(v i-) are independent

of 0, m1 (p) is similarly independent.

(2) With each (d,)e vi_l, containing (i-l) elements, associate the

n-(i-1) sets (d.3) formed by akdoining 5k to (d3 ), for each V(d,);

each (dp) so formed has the property that (d 3 )e •i(Y). Conversely,

every (d3 )e pi(b) may be associated with exactly one (dj3 )E v,_, by

deletion of 5, and that (dj) has the property that 8(dj).

Thus, associated with each of the NO(Viil) sets in vi_1 containing

n
a given p are (n-i+l) 'lnique sets belonging to U Pi (7) [note that none

7=1
of these sets can belong to .i(p)]. Also, with each of the [ni_l-N,(Vi_l)]

sets in vi_1 not containing p, there is associated exactly, in one-to-one

n

correspondence, one set in P i(7) (in particular, belong to i

7=1
such that each such set contains p. finally, then, the total number of

n

sets in U Ai(7) containing 0 is (n-i+l)Np(vil) + nil-N(v i_l) -- or,
7=1

N 0 (p) (n-i)N (vi.1) + nl._

With N (vil) and nhi_ independent of p, NA(g i) is similarly independent.

(3) Consider the sets (d') such that (d3)e vi and pe(d) for a given p.

Py deleting 0 from each (d'), a set of new distinct sets (d 3 ) is formed,

i-i

and, for each such (d 3), O dj - p, and gV(d3 ) -- i.e., (d%)e xi-(•).

J-1
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Conversely, every (d)• ).i l(P)may be associated uniquely with

! exactly one set (dý) - (dj, 0) in vi.

SThus.,

NP(Vi) = ii1()

Since li_(P) is independent of 0, NO(vi) is similarly independent.

(4) The sets of sets ki(7), pt(7) and vi are disjoint and exhaustive

in the set of all sets of i binary numbers chosen out of the binary

numbers (1, 2, ... , n 2 m 1 ) -- that is, any set of i binary numbers

(and there are (n) such sets) belongs to exactly one of the (2n+l)

sets ki(7), l7'an, Pi(7), lf-7_•n, and vi.

Also, in the set of all i-element sets, each 13, ltBn, is used as

an element an equal number of times -- specifically, each p is used

i(n), or (i:l) times. It is established in (2) and (3) that, given a
n

used N (gi) times as an element in the sets of U L1i(7) and N (vi)
7:Y=1

times in the sets of vi, NP(6i) and NI(vi) are independent of P. It

follows that

with N( i) independent of 1.

(5) Consider a set (dj)e Ii(p); form a new set (djk) by deleting dk

from (d ), 1 * k '-i, and adjoining A.

Then, recalling that, in modulo 2 vector arithmetic, a @ b = a 0 b

(9 = vector "subtraction," elements from the modulo 2 field), then
i i

6O d j = O dj ' dk' = Odk 8=dk,

J-1 j=.

and (dý (k) i.e., (dj k)eX (d k)
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Thus, it is demonstrated that, for each (di)e xi(p), there are

exactly i associated sets, one each in each of Xi(d3 ), 1 j i, con-

taining A; it is obvious that no two different (d )e Ii(p) can be so

associated with the same (d k) in some Xi(dk), and that every

(d3 )e Ai(5) with pe(d 3 ) must be associated with exactly one (d )e Xi(p).
n

Since the total number of sets in U Xi (7) containing p is NP(Xi),
7=1

the number of times p is used as an element of these sets, it follows

that the number of sets in Xi(P) is given by

li(P)-=-i , i A 0

Since N 0,1) is independent of p, similarly ii(P) is independent of 1.

(6) Finally, consider the case for i = 1. Then every set (do) consists
i

of a single element dl. For every such set, 7. dj = dl 6(d); thus

J=1

every set (do) e 6l(d ), and ml(p) = 1, for all p, l p tn. Also,

li(p) = 0 and N P(Ii) = NP(vi) = 0, N (gi) = 1, independent of p.

(7) Since ii(3), mi(p), NP(Xi), NP(%) and NP(vi) are all independent

of the P chosen, redefine

li = l,(p); mi = mi(p); and

NP(i) -- N(Xi); N (gi) = N(gi); NP(Yi) = N(v).

Summarizing then, it has been shown that

mi - ni 1 "N(vi-1 )

N(.Li) = (n-i)N(vi.1) + ni_1

N(vi) = _1i (Iv-l)

l (X = n-1 )•/(i() i-_1
1i .N( i )/i
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Also, in the set vi of all i-length sets whose sum is zero, the

total number of elements is ini; but each of the n elements (1, ... , n)

j is used an equal number of times, so that the number of times any one

element appears in these sets is given by

in i (IV-2)n

j Using (iv-1) with (Iv-2), it follows that

I i

n, ili (Iv-6)

[(n) ni m (IV-7)

i
~ (IV-6)

n,N(v i d n- - C rY-8 )

(9) The following lemma results immediately:

Lemma

The probability that an arbitrary non-repetitive set (d 3 ) of i

binary numbers chosen from the set (1, 2, nnam-l) is such that

(a) (dC)o. is given by l1/(n);

(b) Cd3)•Li(d). is given by M1(n);

(c) (d )eVi, ts given by niIn•).
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3. Error Rate Equation, SEC Hanning Codes

For these codes, the length n = 2 m-1. Then,

Probability that the 0th binit is in error after correction =

P ffk(eý)] 7 P(P(ep) t%.ilP (nemj) (IV-9)

(1)
P (Oe(ep n ' ) e(3 e 11ne4

+ 4 g(e),ý e, p I Ine=i} (Iv-io)

=P{ (e,), (e,)e {j (7)] U X( U i vlU i}Ini}
7=1 7=1
(YAP) (YAP)

+ P( (ej)E X'i(1)lneni i

-- with the X i(), gI (y) and vi all disjoint, this becomes

P(pe(e3)Ine=i) = P(Pe(ej), (ej)e vi In•)=

+q Peke j), (eji)e pC i (7 ] In e I}

+P {o(ej); (e3 )e [ X 'i(Y)] ine=i} +I+ (e3 )e i() Ine=i) (IV-11)

7=1

or

P(e(ep) In e=i = P(p(ej)I (ej)e vil ne=i) P( (ej)e v Ine=ie

+P t(ej)l (ej).E Ii i(7)] , neui} Q(e,)e j i (7)] Ine=i}
7=1 7=1
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+P (e (ee ["y1),,(Y] 'ne-iI iP{ý(ej)e [U Xj) n ~e }

(7AP) (7YA)

+ P((e )e ) ~L(p)leIn (Iv-12)

(2 n 1Number of (ej)e[j I) P.,&
P{ (e i)C U 1i&(i)j IneI} 7=1

jTotal number of (e) (IV-13)

with the I.i(7) disJoint,

Number of (e 3)e[ U g~i(y)l Number of (e )e VY)
17-1 l

(74P) (YAP)
n

-- but m, Cr) = mj, independent Of, 7 nTh rator then becomes (n-l)mi

The denomuinator of (IV-13) is merely (n); thus,

rF 1 e= (n-)m
7=1

Similarly,

P.~e n ,~ (n-l)1l

7=1

P ( (e i)e vi(P)In e i) _ni '-6

and

P( (e )e xi(p)ln= i) i
'j e (al) I17
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(3)

S(e) (e)[ U ILi(Y)], ne i
7-1O'Ap)

Number of (e )e U Mi(7) such that P(ej)
(M-18)

Total number of (ej) e U gi(7)
7=1

(7/4)
NOW,

Number of (ej) e U Ai (7) such that I(eJ)

7=1
(74)

- umber of (e )e U Pi](7) with f(e
7=1

- Number of (e )EPL (1) with O(eJ). (Iv-19)

Number of (e i)e [ PJi~L(7)] with f~(e)= N(pi), while
7=1

all (e3 )egi(P), (=mi) satisfy Oe(eJ). Thus, the numerator of

(IV-i8) becomes

N(g) - mi = (i-l)mi

Again, since the pi(y) are disjoint,
n

Total number of (e )e I i(7) = Number of (ej)Cpi(7)

(7)•

T, 7 M1(Y) - (n-i)mi (IV'-20)
7=1

(/0)
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i
1 So that

"" ( ( U (e n i = ýL (-n-21)
7=1

Similarly,

7=1

n]
Number of (ej)e [U)e1 (7 ) such that fe(ej)

I Total number of (eY)e U xi(7)7=1

(YAP)

I or n( d
Pe (eeJ)I(ej)FL ,x(7)] , ne= 7l)-717ni = n-i (IV-23)

7--1
" ~(7AP)

Isince for every (e )EX i(), g(ej);

also,

ape(e )l(e )evi, ne= ii = n- d (IV-24)

Substituting, (IV-12) becomes

I (4)

n (n) n-1 (n) n-i (n) (n)

}in (• + (i-zmi + (i+l) li. (IV-25)
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Define: Li = nli

Mi =•nmi (IV-26)

Ni =n,

Then

P(Pe(e5)In e'I) [ ~l L + iii + (i1 i(IV-27)
n(')II

and the parameters are given by

Mi = (n-i+l) Ni-1
1

Ni = Li-I (IV-28)

L I (n) - Ni _ Mi

with initial values -= n, LI -N •i 0
(or, alternatively, M = L0 = 0, No = i).

(5)

P(ne= i] = (n) Pei(l-Pe) ni, where P = channel probability of error.

Equation (IV-9) becomes

n
n 7 [(i+l)Li + iNi + (i-)i P ei(l-Pe)n-i (IV-29)

i=O

(6)

P' = probability that an arbitrary information binit is in error ate

the decoder output = 7 (Prob. that the arbitrary binit = a specific info.

info bits binit in the code word) (Prob. that the
in the code
word specific info. binit is in error).

Since the probability that any specific binit p in the code word is in

error after correction, P(p(e3)), is independent of 3, this is also

the probability that any Info. bit is in error. Hence,

P' -= ee)e
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or, a

I Pe- 7 [(i-l) Mi+ iNi + (i.1)Lh ]pei(l-Pe)n-i (IV-30)
i=0

I In actual computation, the coefficients of the terms for

i = 0, i - i are both zero; the sumation may start at i . 2.

4. Error Rate Equation, SEC/ID Hauming Codes

I For these codes, P' is defined as the probability that an arbitrary0

information binit is in error after decoding given that the code word

was not discarded by the decoder. Then, the desired probability, anal-

I agous to 3., is

Probability that the Oth binit is in error after correction, given

I that the code word is not discarded =

P((= 1) I P1e P(y (eVi, y = 1) (IV-3)

n
j ~1 -'7 P(pp (e'), y =1, z =0, nt~i

i =0
I n+l

+ 7 •P( (e!), y = i. z = i nt =i)}Si =1

where the length of the code word is n = n+1 = 20; z=O/z=l indicate

1that the overall check binit is not/is in error, respectiv•ely, and

y=O/y=l indicate that the code word is/is not discarded.

Again, n

SP(P (e) = l){ (el), y=ltntwi, z=O) Pfz=Olnt=i.) P(nt=i)
i=On+l

_+ P(P (e3), y=lnt-=i, z=l) P[z=llnt=i) Pint=i)} (IV-32)
i=l



(1)

For a code word to be discarded, two sets of conditions may be

imposed.

(a) The overall parity check is zero, while the check

word is not. This detects and discards all double errors,

as well as the majority of patterns of all other even

numbers of errors.

(b) The conditions of (a) are satisfied, or the check

word is zero while the overall check is not. This detects

and discards a large number of error patterns with odd,

> 1, errors; however, it will also discard the single

one-error pattern in which the error occurs in the over-

all check binit.

The error rate equation under conditions (a) is

developed in detail, while that for (b) is stated

without proof.

(2)

Pc(ejl), y = lint = i, z = 0)

=P {(ej), ei , y = lint =i, z = 0}

+ P {a(e ), e = %, y = lint = i,z = O}

-- with nt - i and z =0, then ne = . (IV-33)
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Plobiovng the method of 3.(1), this becomes

i• P(e(eo), y - lint - i, z - o)

j - P(pa(eJ), (eO)svi, y -Gne - i

+ P (ej), (ej)e U Pi(7) , y - lne- i}
7-1I ~(7J')

j+ P {,Oe(e~ (e ),E U 1,(7 y l ine- I}
7-1

+ P((e j i)CA Y = l ie (V-34)
For odd ne, y = 1; for even ne, however, y = 1 and (eJ)Epn (7)

or ne(7) for some 7 cannot both occur simultaneously. For

(ej)Cvn y - i for all ne, even and odd.

Thus,

p1C(e•) y - lint = i, z 0 0) = P(•e(e), (e.).Vi.ne- i), i even
j = P(fW(e 3 ), (e )eilne, ')I.} (1V-3.)

+ P{ (e)D (e )e[U1 i(7) ] ihn. i}

11

I+ P ((ej)OE)(.)Ine- '), i odd (IV-35B)

I.

j



(3) Now,

P(Poe (e~ (e j)ev i n e i) - P~fkle (eI.e, ne ) P((e j)Gv In eui (IV-36)

andn
Pý {(e j) (e j)e[U g' 0 )] JInew 4}

=~~~ ~ Pe {:Ll)~~)[ qj)~ i}~ (e,)4 )Pi-)] Ine
7=1 (IV- 37)

n-n
P ý lint, =e ie [A =, 0) ]n= 4 vn(V3A

n 
n~

Pyp-e~ ~ j) I 2] U ki (z 1 n0 e = ih- {P ( i-l ),E mi+(iy )1 Ine i odd 38
(YP (Iv-39B

Uing a hesimlrmner, with(V throg nW-23),= (then A B) beom

P(P~ej),y =lint = i, z = 0) in evn(V3A

=P(p-(eý)) y lint= i, z = 0)ne -1il)1)i il~ d
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+ P{oe~e,), (e )e[ gi17 y line i~1

+ P((e~)~() y = l1Ifl= i-1) 07v-40~o

obtaining

IP(pe(e5'); Y = In t= i, z = 1)

n(

I i-1

1 (5)
For an arbitrary received error pattern containing i errors,

I~ =On i ) n'-i n-J.+l v4A
P~zO~t~i -n' n+1 I-1~A

and

P(z --11nt=i) = MI-242B)
tn+l

I Also,

P(nt=i (11+1 )Pei (1-p)n+l4i (IV-4)

Finally, substituting (IV-39A, B) through (IV-if3) into (IV-32),

n-1 n

Ptpe(e5)jy =1) = n~i { 7i- [n
i=o

(i even)
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+ 1 In+ + 1i~ n- ii ( fl) 1- nl-ij)

1.-i
(I odd)

i1 e(en)

Now,

(n+1),_i =rf -yr =I [~i~ l n-11 I

so that
n-1.

±in PI1- n+lmi

1=0
n (i even)

+ 7 [in + (i-1)nm1 + (i.+i)nlj-1  Peilp ~
n=1

(i odd)

n

+ L ) [(i-i)n 1 1 +ý (i-2)nm 1 1l + mi1 1i ]Pi~-P)n1-

(I. odd)

n+l

+ 1 (i-1)n1 p I (1-P )n~ 1 1  (IV-46)

1-2
(i even)
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I Using (IV-37),
n-iS 1 C lie~n+l-i

P(fk(e') y .=1) = (1) i P~l-P
V'j Pt~ n LN ie e

iWO
ni even)

+ 7 0 [iNJ + (i-l)li + (i+l)Li] P i (lP )n+l-£

(i odd)

n n
+ 7 [(i-l)N!-i + (i-2)M!_1 + iLil_1 Pei(-e)n+l- i

i=lI (i odd)

n+l
+ 7 (i-)iiN- 1 PeilP e)fl+1- (Iv-47)

i=2
(i even)

(7)

I Now,
n-i n+l

-7 iNi PeilPe)lPei(Pe)ni (IV-8)

i=O i=2
(i even) (i even)

-- since the first term in the left summation is zero. For

j note that, although it is implied that the Li, Mi, and Ni are defined

only for 0-ý4i<n, setting (n) - 0 for i<O, i>n, allows the iterative

equations (IV-28) for Li, Mi, and Ni to be extended to values of

i>n; a similar situation exists for the rewritten forms

"i-i n-i+l

Lii ( in i

for i< 0; a brief examination reveals that the values obtained for
Li, M., and Ni are identically zero for i4 0 and i >n. In particu-

lar, Nn+ = 0, allowing the extension of summation of (IV-48).
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Then, (IV-47) becomes
n+l

P(Pe(e•)•y -1 [iNi+ (i-l)Ni)] Pe i(1-P)n+l'i

(i even)

n+7 ((i2)Mi+ (i-l)Mi+ (i.l)Ni1  i i i) i J(1lP )l (IV-50)

i-i

(i odd)

(8)

An argument identical to that of 3.(6) results in the conclusion that

P' = P (arbitrary info. bit in error after decoding)
e

= P(fe(e')ly = 1) (IV-51)

or n+l

1 f 7 , n+l-1
Pe = -nP-y=ll L [(iNi+ (i-l)Ni 1 l] Pe 'e

i=2
(i even)

n

+ [ _.i ii (1-P )n+l- (• 52)
i=l

(i odd)

This may be reduced slightly by using Eq. (IV-28) if desired; how-

ever, the present symmetrical form is illustrative of the principles

involved, and is convenient for computer programming.

(9) n+l

P(y = 1) = 7, P(y = lint = i) P(nt = i) (IV-53)

i=0

Now, P[y = lint = i) = 1, i odd;

but P( y - lint = i)= 0, i even andZe ej e 0 ; (IV-54)
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I

Thus, for i even

SPly - lint - 1.) = P~y = 1, z - 01nt a i) + Ply 1 , z =lint =i)

- P(y linnt - i, z - 0) P[z - 01nt -

S+ P(y - lint = i, z - 1) P(z - i - i]

- P((e )eVi ne - i) P(z = Oint - i(

+ P((ej)evillne - i-i)int (-5)

I Substituting from (Iv-16) and (IV-42A, B), this becomes

ni nilIP(Y"= lint =i)="[i•] L n' jl ] + [ ( i ])n--• [ n-•]i

Sni + nl ,i even

n( +I , n ) n+l

Using (IV-45)

P(y = lint = 1) =--, [ni+ nil] , i even (IV-56)

((10)
Using (IV-55), (IV-56), and (IV-43), (IV-53) becomes

I n n+

P(y 1) =7 n+l _i, 1 )n-i+l + 7 • N]_, (1  ,n-i+l

I ii 1i=O

(i od) (i even)

j where, as before, Nj= 0, j 40, j>n.

I A similar development for conditions (b) results in the following

I expressions:
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n+1
P, 1 I f+( 1x-l i n+1-P
e nPjylllI (1+C 1N ]P(T.

iW2
(i even)

+ 7 (i-2)Mi_+ (i-1) +i+ m~i_:+ ('+')Li] Pe i(1-P e)n~l 1} (zV-58)

(i odd)

andn

n~

i=1

(i even)
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•" ~APIPgNl V

RESULTS OF COeUTR SnULATION -- M-CHABn (15,7) AND (15,5) 001s

The tables included in this appendix show the numerical results of

computer simulation of the Bose-Chandhuri (15,7) 2-error correcting code

and the (15,5) 3-error correcting code. The tables are arranged so that

the entry in the ith column and jth row is the number of i-weight error

j patterns resulting in j errors in the decoded information binits. The

coefficient of the ith term in the corresponding error rate equation is

determined by

k

J- i0 ,where Bj is the i column, j row entry,

and k is the total number of information binits in the code word (k = 7

for the (15,7) code; k = 5 for the (15, 5) code).
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AmPIDI VI

HAM OIm 0 UOR RMS 3WMAMZDN OMIIFXC•IN!

This appendix contains tables of the error rate equation coefficients

for the Haming SIC codes, and the 83C/IZD codes operating under the two

previously postulated sets of word rejection conditions as calculated by

the I31 7090 Digital Computer.

Although each coefficient is an integer, the size of most of the

coefficients is beyond the integer storage capabilities of most computers.

For this reason, the coefficients are presented in the form

X.X33X1

where the symbolic "XX" is to be read as "x 1 0+XX ". Again, as a

result of the characteristics of the comuter, numbers such-as

"17. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0xlOy" often appear as "6.99999993 0".

The coefficients presented are "A(I)", to be read as "ai", where

n

Pe=I aii (l-Pc)n'i, for SBC codes;

i-0

and P, P~arbitrary informtion binit in err and word acc eted)
e P(word accepted)

with

P(arbitrary information binit in error and word accepted)

nt

=T ai Pe (l'Pe) , for SEC/=lD codes;

i=0
and "B(I)", to be read as "bi", where

P(word accepted) = 1 - P (word rejected.)
nI

b -/ P e1(Pe)-i J for

i-0
SZC/13 codes.



j7

ERROR RATE EULIATION COEFFICIENTS

HAMMING SINGLE ERROR CORRECTING CODES

I At1ý I AMI I Ail)

SNm 7
O 0. E '0 3 1.8999999! 1 6 6o99999991-- 0
1 0. E 0 4 1.5999999E I' L400O0Cj6j0 0

2 8.99999S99E 0 5 1.2000000E I

NU 15
0 0. E 0 6 2.0929997E 31 11 9*7299995E 2
1 '0. E -0 7 300669997E 3 12 3.3599998! 2I2 2o0999998E 1 8 3.3679997E 3 13 8.3999997! 1
3 1.1900000E 2 9 2.9119997! 3 14 1.5000000E 1
4 3.9199997E 2 10 1,9669998! 3 05 1.00O0OO0CE 0
5 1.0360000E 3

N *31
0 0. E 0 11 3*0817054E 7 .22 1#4044872t 7
2 4.4999999! 1 13 8.7527003! 7 24 1.9900398! 6
1 0. E 0 12 5.5619190E 7 23 5.7343643! 6
3 5.7499997E 2 14 1.2056762! 8 25 5.7948793!1 5

¶ . 4 4.7599996! 3 1s 1.$:73224E 8 26 1.3908298! .5
5 3.08279979 4 16 1*5480789E 8 27 2*67049979 4
6 2.5679297! 5 17 1#4461485t 8 28 3*,919999GE 3
7 6.3953493E -5 18 1.)872603E 83 29 441999998K 2
8 2.1543597! 6 19 18.5501311! 7 30 3.099999at 1
9 6.1151993! 6 20 5.3855249! 7 31 1.0O000000! 0

10 1.4800927! 7 21 2*9551231E 7

N a 63
0 0. E 0 22 1.8661421! 16 43 9.1295317d 15
1 0. E 0 23 3.4711347E 16 44 4.2440660t! 15
2 9.3000000! 1 24 6.0261134! 16 45 1.8317456!E 15
-3_ 2_&!S0999QE ;1 29 9.77A521RFW IA AA .~ACA

4 4#5879995E 4 26 1.4837992E 17 47 2.70b2b37iZ 14
5 6.4938793! 5 27 '2.1086169E 17 48 9#2053kJZ*s. 13
6 7.3313442E 6 28 2.8078501E 17 49 2.8754434E 13

"7A 6.m02f 7 293. *57129 i7 69 Sealaz2!to 1 i
8 5.3693306! 8 36 4.1053458! 17 51 2.2343423E 14
9 3.6451927E 9 31 4@.5111079! 17. 52 b.0200919! 11
10 2.1649648E 10 32 4.6520090! 17 53. 1*0615585i! 11
It1 1.1378094! 11 33 4#5024307E 17 54 2.0022493L 10
12 5.3408157! 11l 34 4.0895226! 17 55 3.3359610E 9
13 2.2562160E 12 35 3*4852302K 17 M6 *.8506a37,F &
14 8.*6328226E 12 36 2.7859991! 17 57 6.0614169! 7
15 3.0078571! 13 ý37 -2.0879492! 17 SIB 6@3794§84g 6
16 9.5869747! 13 38 1.4661755E 17 59 .5.4978495! 5
17.6987684E! 14 39 .928294036! 16 61 368199999E 3

18 2.8096274!E 14 39 09.639453!E 16 60 3.7299997! 3
19 1.8870983! 15 41 3.4066575E 16 62 -6.3000000L 1
20 4.3590252! 15 42 1.8269100! 16 63 1.0O000000! 0.
21 9 o3503265E. 15
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IAll) A A( I IM

N *127
0 0. E 0 43 5*1322422E 33 86 2#50689 6h 33
1 0. E 0 44 1.0020557K 34 87 lol949864E 33
2 1*8900000E 2 45. 1*8893005E 34 88 5 *4 93 4-b th 32
3 1*0478999E 4 46 3*4410860E 34 89 2*4342988tý 32
4 4*01015 §E 5 47 6# 0565392tý 34 90 19039kA42a. i2
5 1*1835178E 7 48 1.O304493E 3b 91 4 o?71 bts7c.d 31-
6 2.8079643te' 8 49 1*6952360E 35 92 1*6897762E 31
7 5*5463721E 9 50 296974512E 35 93 6*4Z77472E 30
8 9#3583381E t0 51 4915246b1IE 353 94 Z..4496611E~ JO
9 lo3747458E 12 52 691856810e 35 95 8.247b876h iý9
10 lo7842929E 13 53 8*9184543E 35 96 2o777931SE 29
11 2o0702452E 14 54 1 92447877t- J36 97 6*96944JYL 2ti
12 2o1678964E 15 5_5 lol6822080L 36 98 2*7737637&L 2b.
13 2o0651840E 16 56 292014555E 36' 99 kicdO723a4L 27
-14 1.8016995E 17 57 2o7902652E 36 100 2o32i00363E 27
15 1.4477179E 18 58 3#4256150E 36 101 6o26609O8E 26
16 1*0767087E 39 59 4o0741206E 36 102 "lo6128968E 26
17 -7.4436275E 19 60 4.6942821E 36 103 3.9528030E 25
I8 4*8014877E 20 61 5.2405285E 36- 104 9o2095567E 24
19 2*8994527E 21 62 5.6685934E 36 105 2*0365427E 24
20 1.6439586E 22 63 509413712E 36 106 4o2666b91h 23
21 8o7750841E 22 64 6*034193bE 36 107 8*452Q714tý 22
22 4.4201073E 23 65' 5*9384926E 36 108 io5796dY99 .2Z-
23 2.1055785E 24 66 596630976ký 36 109 2o77884846. 21
24 9.5042216E 24 67 5.2329003E 36 110 4.58b5419E 20
25 4o0723190E 25 68 4.6851578E 36 111 7#0908030E 19
26 3.6590295E 26 69 4.0642031E 36 112 --. 022015be 19
27 6.4357836E 26 70 3.4155840E 36 113 1 936a35629m 18
28 2*3805598E 27 71 2.7807052E 36 114 1.6955570E 17
29 8o4068946E 27 72 2.1928059E 36 115 1.9333826E 1b
30 2.8377697E 28 73 1.6747433! 36 116 2.0172916E 15
31 9el658343E 28 74 1.2386232t! 36 117 169128082E 14
32 2.8356588! 29 75 8.8696313E 35 118 1#6347606E 13
33 8.4105718E 29 76 6.148b381E 35 119 1.246762bd 12
34 2.3936507E'30 77 4.1252912E 35 120 8.3810028E 10
35 6.5419528! 30 -78 2,6783169E 35 121 4.8885821E 9
36 1.7182619! 31 79' 1.6822607E 35 122 2.4Z39656e 8
37 4.3401871! 31 80 1#0219721E 35 123 9*9336083E 6
38 1.0549844E 32 81 6.0031642! 34 124 3.2289597! 5
39 2.4692474! 32 82 3.4086933! 34 125 7.8119997E 3
40 5.5681260! 32 .83 1.*8703507! 34 126 1.2700000E 2
41 1.2103413! 33 84 9o9l36964E 33 127 160000000E 0
42 2e5373143E 33 85 5.0741606E 33

N P! 255
0- 0.0 E 0 10 1.1471767E 16 20 2.1128190d .28
1 0. E 0 11 2o7872717E 17 21 2.4769118! 29
2 3*8099999E 2 12 6.1395853E 18 22. 2.7542641h 30
3 4.2798996! 4 13 1#2358827E 20 - 23 Z.9114812! 31

43.3497516L 6 12i 2.2888621E 21 - .2 .9180 3
5 2.0176387! 8 15 3.*9225366E 22 25 2.8172105! 33
6 9.8078245E 9 36 6#2514522E 23- 26 2#5879850E 34
7 3.9869002E 11 17 9.30567511 24 27 2.2762789! 35

-8 1.3903531E 13 18 1.2987585B 26 28 1.91973009 36
9 4.2395332E 14 19 167052775E 27 29 165544948! 37
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.0 1*2100827E 38 87 2*1549805L 69 144 1*93,eI0/t)L. 74
31 9*06b1405E 38 88 4ea6O8O24L. 69 145 1.489eo1dL 74

-32__6@5445957E 39 89 768950674E 69 146 1 *1913 ILtL-74
.13 4o5565611E 40 90 1*4723806E 70 147 8*433906aE 73
34 3*0626610E 41 91 2.9 t9203E 70 14B 6 ~6~tQ 73

j35 1.9890983E 42 92 4#8636219E 70 149 4o4793'761L 73
±36 1.2493220E 43 93 8#6160688E 70 150 3.l4A6529SE 73

37 7e594469oE 43 94 l~o5Oeg31E 71 151 2*2304724E 73
38 4o4714683E 44 95 2o5700502E 71 152 1*5;361527E 73
39 2o5517584E 45 96 4*3280337E 71 153 1*0409010E 73I-40 1*4123949E 46 97 7oI6754I11 11 154 6@9390461E 72
41 7o58708389E 46 98 1*1673743E 72 155 4*5507427E 72
42 3*9578368E 47 99 1.B699897E 72 156 2o93b8420E 72
43 2o0060988E 48 100 269463547E 72 157 1.8630546E 72I.44 9*8854057E 48 101 4*5664002E 72 158 1*1628791E 72
45 497381511E 49 102 6*9619583E 72 159 7#1389108E 71
46 2o2100882E 50 103 1#0441949E 73 16b0 4,,3101166E 71
47 lo0036924E 51 104 lo5408048L 73 161 2s590327E 71
48 4*4399375E 51 105 2o2369263E 73 162 1'*4940364ti 71
49 199139225E 52 106 3.1953234E 73 163 8@576b524tý 70
50 8*0430552E 52 107 4*4911457E 73 164 4*8405729E 70I51 3*2963797E 53 108 6*21lbM71 73 165 2*6858286E 70
52 1*3180623E 54 109 8o4538506E 73 166 1*4649441E 70
53 5*143673SE 54 110 1*1322567E 74 167 7*8539355E 69
54 1*9597441E 55 111 1*49239-t5E 74 168 4*13a4tZ3bE 69
55 792921824E 55 112 1.9359297E 74 16r9 4914~305?4E 69

* 56 2a650853SE 56 113 2s471!a729-' 7A~ 170 1909050V6E 69
b7 9o4170b77E'56 114 3*105b304h 74 171 5*4523603tý 68
58 3*2702226E 57 115 *3o8s.08828F. 74 174 Po6782616E 68
59 1*1104276E 58 116 4s6755085E 74 173 1e2923736L tý
60 396878497E 58 -117 5#6021379E 74 174 6)1254986E 67.*
61 1.1992278E 59 118 6s6071735IE 74 175 2*,851431SE 67
62 3.81J97619E 59 119 7s6704965E 74 176 1*3034694E 67
63 1*1856423E 60 120 8*7656705E 74 177 5*9506129E 66
64 3#6125006E 60 121 9*8607030E 74 178 2*5781546E 66
65 1*0778494E 61 122 1.0919380E 75 179 I.1152341E 66
66 3*1499109E 61 123 IsI903124E 75 180 4o7349257E 65
67 9*0181818E 61 124 1*2773250E '75 181 1.9728253E 65
68 2*5299256E 62 125 103493454E 75 182 8o0654503E 64
(9 6o955a280E 62 126 1.4032305E 75 183 3o2349463E 64
70 le8746651E 63 127 1*4365513E 75 1,84 1e2727280E 64
71 4.9534854E 63 120 104477740E 75 185 499109261E 63
72 1.2834716E 64 129 1.4363766E 75 186 1*8581343E 63
73 3*2615423E 64 130 1*4028891E 75 187 6*8928814E 62
74 8e1300257E 64 131 1e3488530E 75 188 2@5064312E 62
75 1*9882054E 65 132 1.2767033E 75 .189 8o9Zi22430E 61
76 -467708636E 65 133 1.1895878h 75 -- 190 3*1191093E; 61
77 1;1234736E 66 134 1e0911400E 75 191 lo0670343E 61
78 265966922E 66 135 9#8522884E~ 74* 192 3.575305ThE 60
79 5*8915462E 66 136 8*7571144E 74 193 -1*1731155t. 60

*80 1*3123411E 67 137 7o6620655E 74 194 397684564E 59
81 2*8703068E 67 138 6*5990953E 74 19b 1018489.37L~ 59
82 691649237E 67 139 605945947F 74 196 3664b7379E 58
83 1.3U04b90E 68 140 4o6686313E 74 197 1.0974130E 5b
84 2*6945435E.68 141 308347535L 74 198 3*2308798& 57

*85 5*4845586E 68 142 3el002846E 74 199 9o3007822E 56,
86 1*096762SE 69 143 2o4670068E 74 200 2*6172390E 56



All) I All (-Ij _ _ __ _ -

20)1 7#1972309E 55 220 1*2209736E 43 238 1 .23bp,37QE 26
22 1.933b369E 5b 221 109424180E 42 239 8#8236809E 24
203__5@0730177E_54 222 2o9882747E 41 24kq_5.o9069637E 2j3
204 1*29946U8E 54 223 4e4419402E 40 241 396917t386E 22

.---.- 205 3*2485746E 53 224 6*3739573E 39 242 2*1445708E 21
2-06- 7.24i3 1 6i9 E 52 225 8*8209268E 38 243 1.1520226E 207
207 198845924E 52 226 1#1761004E 38 244 596BU9046E 18
208 4*3699679E 51 227 1*5091260h 37 245 2*5646473tý 17
209 9o8742203E 50 228 1 *1614412iý 36 246 1*04b7b9Zt. 16
210 2*1732238E 50 229 2*2042961E 35 247 3*8295809t 14
211 4*6568034E 49 230 2050 6468E 34 248 1.40o yiE1
212 9s7106528E 48 231 2#7202172E 33 249 3o3008743c. 11
213 1*9695700E 48 232 2#8261470F.32 250 8#4357226E 9
214 3#8835740E 47 233 2a.8017319E 31 251 1 o68711l73t: d
215 7*4403308E 46 234 2o6A53§37E 30 .252 2o6fl83357L 6
216 l.3842178E 46 235 2*3740005L 29 2b3 3*2003999k. 4
21' 2.4992289E 45 236 2s0203896E 28 254 2.5b00060~t 2
218 4*3764374E 44 237 1*626555BE 27 255 1*0000000E 0
219 7*4277433E. 43

N s511

0 0. E 0 36 1*7475956E 54 72 lo2334938E 88
1 0. E 0 37 2#3041678E 55 73 7*5194716E 68
2 7#6499999E 2 38 24949777BE 56 74 4*5108573tý 0"'
3 1*7297498E 5 39 3*6692783E 57 75 2#6633701E.90
4 267376117E 7 40 4&4379869E 58 76 1*5480373E 91
5 3@3309134E. 9 41 592226148E 59 77 *8o8589792E 91
& 3.2771594E 11 42 5*9835006E 60 78 4e9924204E 92
7 2*701889BE 13 43' 6*6779550E 61 79 2o7709884E 93
8 1*9149117E 15 44 7*2643386E 62 80 l.5150374E 94
9 1*1891106E 17 45 7e70'52898E 63 81 8@1610177E 94
10 6*5661520E 18 46 7s9765126E 64 82 4*3317'464E 95
11 3e2624064E 20 47 8s0595562E 65 83 2*2659132E 96
12 1.4725954E 22 48 7e9E,32081E 66 84 1*168.2809E 97
13 6o0872431E 23 49 7*66'33305E 67 85 5*917917AF 97
14 2*3199633E 25 50 7#2272424E 68 86 2*9755514E 98

____15 8*1991988E 26 51 6o6609505E 69 87 1*4702813E 99
16 2&7005916E 28 52 6&0056900E 70 88 7*1645817E 99
17 8e3259917E 29 53 .5o2992852E 71 89 3o4434485LIo0
18 2#4119546E 31 54 4*577808BE 72 90 1*6325342t.101
19 6*5877420E 32 55 3*8728994E 73 91 7*6357063L101
20 1.7016057E 34 56 3.2099!597E 74 92 3ob23755.9LIOZ
21 4.IC.79517E 35 57 2#b07287aE 75 93 lsb046b5Atloj
22 9*7050896E 36 58 2*0760634E 76 94 7*21150.e-7t~l0
23 2.1530913E 38 59 1e6210104E 77 95j 3919b7lw01Elo4
24 4*5603517E 39 60 11.2415131E 78 96 Io400t~d10L10b
25 9*2388797E 40 61 9o3295275E 78 97 6*0539503EI05
26 t*7933762E 42 62 6*8806444E 79 98 205835dI4L.1o6
27 30340730SE 43 63 4s9A16602E S0 99 1*0886036E107
28 5a.980307E 44 614 3@5416474E 81 100 4o5302296E107
29 1*0304814E 46 65 2*4730327E 82 101 1.8617414E108
30 le7108245E 47 66 3.6964906E 83 102 7.5568364E108
31 2*7401621E 48 67 lsI435905E 84 103 300298569LI09
32 4o2386803E 49 68 7e5767789E 84 104 1*2000651EE1.1
33 6o'33S9373E 50 69 4*93500979 85 105 4o69591119EI10
34 9*17389661C 51 70 3*1606207E 86 106 1*11l56178E111
35 1*2as599iif 53 71 1*9907952E 87? 107 669364229E1ll



j I- A-( l-)- I _ A(l L. I _ LJ. . -

108 2*6187607E112 165 4e8359080EI37 222 1.2A79M4-9li~O
109 9o7710332E112 166 1.0140384E138 223 1*64908b76l.5O

103*6033.302.E 13 L67 2*..1074j-6 - ---- "b
Ill lo3l34707E114 168 4.3408656EI38 425 2972d6bsle~.1b

_124 a73285QL_1S41jjJ of?,-0L9- 8..0J~~ 226-X%46 ! 3.A u U-5 0I
113 1*6t359455EI15 170 1*7933715EI39 227 4*37J7eO00:150
114 5*9374512EI15 171 3o5971690EI39 a28 5*47lb615)L150
115 2e0676042EI16 172 7#1520236E.139 249 6s7Y1Z~b3Q1n0
116 791192202EI16 173 1*409566BE140 230 Bo3634173t.l50
117 2*4240396E117 174 2*7538601E140 231 1.0217723L.1s1
118 8*1624180E117 175 5#3334510E140 ?32 1.2384887t.151
119 2*7183078EI18 176 1*0239894E141 233 1.4893619E151
120 8*9538025EI18 177 1*9490084L141 234 1*77§9144EIS1
121 2*9172478E119 178 3*6776735L141 235 2el034742EI51
122 9o4020658E119 179 6@797E4 3 a4Q__9I3
123 2*9976739E120 180 1e2760140E142 237 2*8786147E151
124 9*4554609E!20 181 2s34§37f62E142 238 32795597El5 1
125 2o9508296EI21 182 4*277*7941E142 239 3*8172987E151
126 9-1115866EI21 183 2s.l73740E14k -240 '4.g44?97AF1I-,

127 2o7639229E122 184 1*3859299-'143 241 4e9053515ý.151
128 Bo4170158E122 185 2o6 3 - PAI129 Zo5183773E123 186 4o3400204E143 243 6*1085615E151
130 7*4570780EI23 187 7e5831517E143 244 607369009EI1
131 2@1853698EI24 188 1.Z3138349E144 245 7*3718136E151
132 6*33867b4Lý124 lag2. Z57217CE 1'1 2 46, R o0O3r)5Or%)151
133 198199226EI25 190 3o8455221E144 247 .6*6215694EI51
134 5o1721233E125 191 6o4967299E144 248 9*2148064E151
135 1.4550621E126 192 lo088427SE145 249 9*7719957EI51
136 4o0523979E126 193 l~b08Je88L145 250 1.0282015E152
1.37 1*1173293E127 194 269794468E14t* 251 1#0734253E152
138 3o0500673E127 195 408683'492i.14b 25, I 1.1y1/1 L1 I
139 8o2435949E127 196 7a8890103E145 25.i 1e14e7tiecj5be
140 2o2060866EI28 197 192678448LI46 254 lo1653314EI5Z
141 5o8458350EI28 198 2o0207772E146 255 1.1790770E15Z
142 lo5339372E~129 199 Z3ol943800U146 2501. 6
143 3o9858808E129 200 5e008l4b88E46 2b7 1#179041l1t:Ijd
144 1.0256875E130 201 7o7874783E146 2b8 1*1652604EIb?2
145 2es6139542L130 202 lo2O10243LI47 2b9 1.1426b08t152
146 6o5976707E130 203 108371658L147 260 -1*1l17616EI52
147 196-493411E131 204 2o7873566E147 261 1o0732618EI52
148 4*O83896OEI13 205 4e1945986E147 262 1*0280135b.152
149 1.0016130E132 206 6*2610579E147 263 9o7699111E151
150 2o4333407E132 207 9o2697959EI47 264 9o2125b93LI51
151 5o8559826E132 208 103613298LI48 265 806192034t.151
152 1e3960678E133 209 109830454EI48 266 8o00110961E151
153 3*2971504E133 210 268653881EI48 267 7@3693395f-151
154 7*714575LE133 211 461069639LI148 268 6o734433Jt.1s1
155 1*7883042E134 212 5e8391550EI48 269 6ol06137ZL-1s1
H.6 4oI071616E134 213 8o2352298EI48 270 5s4931781E151
157 9o3460455E134 214 161521336EI49 271 409031032EI51
158 2o1072403E135 215 1*5989546EI49 272 4;3421729E151
159 4o7077615EI135 216 2o2013042E149 273 3o8153139E151
160 le042i806E136 217 3o0063468E149 274 303261267P-151
161 2*2661953E136 218 4*0730291kL149 275 298769402t:Ibl
162 4*9698001E136 219 5o4741867E149 27§ 2e4689053EI1s
163 1*07'06141EI37 220 742987643h149 277 26102120i!.151
164 2*2856430E137 221 9#6540754&149 278 107757753EI51



2~7q~ 1*468b3105E51 3.36 Is.02i~i91EI41 393 2*10,.4djo~lld
280 1*23757b7Ll5l 337 bo3I688b53t.40 :394 U*1l4~iý7A.#1l7

------ 281 1 .0209870EI1S 33 o429E4
282 8e.356?282EI50 339 1@4095922EI40 396 7*0761126EI16
283__6 * 7860952E3EJ50j 3 _ t 3 397 2 4t0!ý i6OftIJ.1
284 59467140SE150 341 3#5867225E139 398 5*90073b9EI15
285 4 .36980E37E 150 342 Is7AS AARE139 399 Is 75iIP43ký115
R86 3*4651392EI50 343 8#8357925EI38 400 4o7026354EI14
i~287 2 tQ§3j9E150Q- 344 4o3P76985FI38 401 la3Q49731E114
288 2*1276136EI50 345 2*1009290EI38 402 3&5797048E113
289 1*6474032E150 346 1*0108733g138 403 9*7061051EI12
290 1*2654643EI50 347 4*8205986E137 404 2*6011238EI12
291 9o6435955EI49 348 2*2783045F.137 405 6*8890733El11
292 7*2906052EI49 349 190671?82EI37 406 lod030552EIII
293 5o4678896E149 350 4*9533910EI36 407 49663g456LllQ
294 4sO682120EI49 351 2*2785413iý136 408 1*1915J327EI10
295 3*0026934EI49 352 1*0386429EI36 409 3,0080it11E109
296 2o1985572EI49 353 4e6915595EI35 410 7*5016145EI108
297 1*596906SE149 354 2*09988B1E135 411- 1.8479477E108
298. 1*1506202Ej'.9 355 9#3129894E134 412 4o4961967E.107
299 8s224139BE148 356 4o0924362EI34 413 1*0803905E107
300 5#8310979EI48 357 lo7818052E134 414 2*b63623bEI06
301 4olOI1602EI48 358 7*6861584E133 415 6*0065224E105
302 2*8612432E148 359 3*284841lE133 416 1*3894b2!*E0b
303 1*9b01102EI48 360 1*3907854E133 417 361730105E104
304 1#3592669E'48 361 5o8335277tý132 418 7*1525490m1o3
305 9*2554485EI47 362 2o4238849EI32 419 1*591347bE103
306 6*2511541E147 363 9o9766884El31 420 3*4941083LI02
307 4o1878202EI47 364 4*0675998E131 421 7*5705254E101
308 297827566EI47 365 1.6426721Et3l 422 1*6183929EI01
309 1.83407C)4EI47 366 6*5706400EI30 423 3*4131794EL00
310 1*1989591E147 367 2o6031030E130 424 7*1006651E 99
311 7*7738159E146 368 Io0213734E130 425 1*4569680e 99
312 499991872EI46 369 3*9688950EI29 426 2*9482014E 98
313 391885515EI46 370 1@5a73iq2EI29 427 5*8e25292E 97
314 2*0170185E146 371 5*8202634E128 428 1*15e2125E 97
315 lo2654415E146 372 -2*1963100E128 429 2*2441150E 96
316 7*8737795EI45 373 8*2065831EI27 430 4*2894274kL 95
317 4*8587712E145 374 3*0361939E127 ý431 890800407E 94
318 299734772EI45 375 lellZI808EI27 432 1#4997675E 94
319 1.80U46398E145 376 4*0334806E126 433 f2.7426157E. 93
320 1*0861676E145 377 1*4481809E126 434 4*9404826E 92
321 664829998EI44 378 '5*1473445EI25 435 8*7653260E 91
322 3o8372526E144 379 1*8110901E125 436 1*5314052E 91
323 2o2522787EI44 380 6o3077109EI24 437 2o6342842E 90
324 1.3109113KI44 381 2ol7448531i224 438 4o4607775L 89
325. 7#5659910E143 382 7*4194530EI23 439 7*43459062i 88
326 '4o3300340E143 383 2ob055049rE123 440 1.2193344E. 88
327 2*4572049E143 384 8*3734325EI22 441 1*9675bZ0E Q7
328 1.3826345E143 385 2s7693195EI22 442 3*1230d24E 86
329 7s7140180EI42 386 9*0631672E121 443 4i8753754E ab
330 4*2672899EI42 387 2*9349439E121 444 794836084E 84
331 2*3405225E142 388 9s4038918E120 445 1.1292776E 84
332 1#2727801EI42 389 2o9811110E120 446 I.674S752E 83
333 6*8622165E141 390 9*3494366EI19 472*4409494E 82
334 3*6680588E141 391 2*9007035E119, 448 3*4948542E a1
335 199438342E141 392 8*9023570EI18 449 4*9146144E 80



I

F_ -233-

I I A(1) I A IL _ I -A__

450 6_.86o936E 79 471 5.j0B8740E 59 492 I.AP372b7E 34
- 451 9,1991532E 78 472 4*3387268E 58 493 6*2704596m 32

__ 452 1.2238281E 78 473 3.5849489E 57 494 A.28940794-.3J..

453 1.5974670E 77 474 2,8800732E 56 495 7,8784955E 29
4 5~9A 0~ A~------~4 5 4-9~2.(5Z04 65 7-4-0 F: Pb

1 455 2.5678903! 75 476 lo7038523E 54 497 7O7013018E 26
L 456 3*1604653E 74 477 1@2928271E 53 498 2,1693719E 25

457 398119467E 73 478 8.9299655E 51 499 5.6629968E 23
458 4o5042481E 72 479 6.1650122E 50 500 1,361837A! 22
459 5.2123148! 71 480 4*1185706E 49 501 2,9960305! 20
460 5.9049912E 70 481 2#6598987E 48 502 5 o9800774E la
461 6o5468072E 69 482 l.6589734E 47 503 1*0721211E 17
462 7,1006257& 68 463 9.9a13323E,45 504 1#705I562E 151463 7.5309313E 67 484 5.7862550E!44 505 2o3681633E 13
464 7.8074092E 66 485 3.2278560E 43 506 2.8137678E 11
465 7.9083306! 65 486 1.73038969 42 507 2#7803922E 9

466 7.8232586E 64 487 8#9011443E 40 508 2,1935438! 7
467 7.5546145E 63 488 4*3865824E 39 509 1.2953999E 5
448 7.1178055E 62 489 2&0674381E 38 510 s51099998a 2
469 6,5398343E 61 490 9.3013185E 36 SI 1.0000000! 0I470 5.8565418E 60 491 3.9862629E 35



-2 34-

ERROR RATE EQUALION COEFFICl, TS

HAMMING SINGLE ERROR CORRECTING
/DoUL ERRR fFrTECmt. CODES

0 jrQC-jlLW'TI10UT CORRECTION OCCURS IF CHECK WORDU IS NON-ZERO AND
OVERA4.L PARITY CHECK IS SATISFIED*

I ACI) B(I) IAft) l~

_____ N rL

O 0. E 0 0. E 0 5 2&7999999E 1 0. E 0
0.E 0 0Q. E 0 A fl. F 6 2,7999999E 1

2 0. E 0 2o7999999E 1 7 7&9999999E 0 0. E: 0
3 2e7999999E I 0. E 0 8 1*000-eOOE 0 0s E, 0
4 6*9999999E 0 5*S999998E 1

N = 16
0 o. E 0 0. E 0 9 6*2799993E 3 0. E 0
1 0. E 0 0. E 0 10 2.79999Y7E 2 795599'Y93k 3
2 0. E 0 1.20U0000E 2 11 2.9399997E 3 0. E 0
3 1.3999999E 2 0. F Q 12 Is0500000E 2 1*6799998E 3
4 3.4999998E 1 1*6799998E 3 13 4.1999998E 2 0. E 0
5 1.4279999E 3 0. E 0 14 0. E 0 1.2000000E 2
6 1.6799999E 2 7*5599995E 3 15 1*6000000E I 0. E 0
7 5.1599994E 3 0. E 0 16 1.0000000E 0 0. E 0
8 4.3499996E 2 1.1999999E 4

N u32
O 0. EF 0 0. E 0 17 2o9942274L. 8 0. tý 0
1 0. E 0 0. E -0 18 89280718-7t 6 4.5671424t bi
2 0. E 0 4*95999~99 2 19 2*0422734E 8 0. E 0
3 6o1999997E -2 0. E 0 0_o1854ý621792! d
4 lo5499999E 2 394719996E 4 21 8o3406479E 7 0. E 0
5 3.5587997E 4 0. E 0 22 1*3830958E 6 6o2500456E 7
6 5e2079994E 3 8o7841592E 5 23 1*9779237E 7 0. E 0
7 7*9632791E 5 0. E 0 24 2o4784497E 5 1@018783SE 7
e 8o2614992E 4 Is0187838E 7 25 2o5695277E 6 0. E 0
9 8.2695589E 6 0. E 0 26 2*255679981F 4 8o7841591L b

10 6.2867992E 5 6*2500456E 7 27 1.6578798E 5 0. E 0
11 4o5617980E 7 0. E- 0 28 1.0850000E 3 3o4719996E 4
12 2o6489185E 6 2ol872902E 8 29 4*3399997L 3 0. E 0
13 1*4314619E 8 '0. E 0 30 0. E 0 4*9599999E 2
14 6*4405589E 6 4*5671424E 8 31 3*1999999E I 0. E 0
15 2*5629986E 8 0. E 0 32 loOO00000E 0 0. E 0
16 993981135E 6 5o8228405E 8

N x '64
0 0. E 0 0. E 0 9 4*1821257E 9 0. E 0
1 0. E 0 0. E 0 10 3*6977662E. 8 I.4910661E 11
2 0. E 0 2o0159999E 3 It 1.3543059E 11 0.o E 0
3 2*6039998E 3 0. E 0 12 9o6218882E 9 3oZ328973L 12

___4 6o5099998E 2 5*2495995E 5 13 2*790)2975E 12 0. tý 0
5 6*9526793E 5 0. E 0 14 lo6356852E 11 4*7107946C 13
6 190936798E 5 7#380776SE 7 15 348711394h 13 0. t. a
7 7.5537566E 7 0. a 0 16 1*9063105E le 4o~WJ7 14
8 8o6492779E 8 4o3569705E 9 17 3e7649789E 14 0.o F0



A ( I ) A( 1 ( A I ) . . ( U _

18 le5827722E 13 3*5454114E 15 428@.2387484E 14 7*9091995L 16
19 2*6440638E 15 0. E 0 43 2#7398631E 16 0. 1-. 0
20 93 E599 1J,3L~&L 6_ __ ..AA....JkIQ7.bOitbtL'L4-.. 93&L[L.__

£21 1.3709352E 16 0. E 0 45 6*07b8117E 15 0.e~ 0
22_4.o3155349E 14 7&9091995F I,6 -,_.4862~I. 54ýAL j .i
23 5o3372767E 16 0. E 0 47 Is0028719E 15 0. E 0.124 1*4686466E 15 2#4673263E 17 48 5*7249314E 12 4iaBO89357E 14
25 lo5802637E 17 0. E 0 49 1*2080757E 14 0. e 0
26 3*8184809E 15 5#9215830E 17 50 598417331E 11L4*7107946E 13
27 3e5924182E 17 0. E 0 51 lo0346558E 13 0. E 0
28 7e6478410E 15 1*1012890E 18 52 4*1694647E 10 3.,2328973E 12
29 6.3134243E 17 0. E 0 53 6o0816503E 11 0.t

30 1,11867,336E 16 1.5949704E 18 54 1*99b7937E 9 1,4910661E 11
31 896164534E 17 0. E 0 55 2@3358453E 10 0. E 0I32 1.4317370E 16 1.8039887L 18 56ý 6*054494b5E 7 4s35§9705k. 9
33 9.1544397E 17 0. E 0 57 5*45678b3E a 0. E 0
34 193449650E 16 1*5949704E 18 58 1*0572AitUE 6 7*3867767E 7
35 7o5747529E 17 0. E 0 59 6*9292433E 6 0. E 0
36 9.8329383E 15 lolI02890E 18 60 9*7649993E 3 6.2495995E 5
37 4*8739483E 17 0. E 0 61 3@9059997E 4 0. E 0
38 5*5808567E 15 5*9215830E 17 62 0. E 0 2@0159999E 3I39 2*4301206E 17 0. E 0 63 6*3999998E I 0. E 0
40 2#4477445E 15 2o4673263E 17 64 1*OOOOOOOE 0 0. E 0
41 9*3348610E 16 0. E 0

N =128
0 0. E 0 0. E 0 31 162003604E 29 0. E 0
1 0. E 0 0. E 0 32 268863401E 27 1.4662611E 30

*2 0. E 0 8*1279998E 3 33 1.1246232E 30 0. E 0
L3 1.066799SE 4 0. E 0 34 2*4927482E 28 l.1918272b. 31

4 2*6669998E 3 190582655E 7 35 8*9356035E 30 0. E 0
5 1.2236194E 7 0. E 0 36 1.831Z272E 29 8*2690103E 31
61*9842478E 6 5*3812798E 9 37 6*0584490E 31 0.
75*8271685E 9 0. E 0 38 1.1509788E 30 4*9237662E 32

8 6*9813629E 8 1*4185322E 12 39 3.52a2318E 32 00 E 0
9 1*4683292E 12 0. E 0 40 6.2208773E 30 2*52b1645L 33

10 1*384552SE 11 2.2507387E 14 41 1.7671539E 33 0. tE 0
11 2*2486746E 14 0:CE 0 42 2o904O875E 31 1*1240201E 34

132*2819737F 16 0. E 0 44 1.1754639E 34 4o3428050E 34
14 194859963E 15 1*7254542E, 18 45 2*8913562h 34 0. E 0
15 1o..278879E 18 0. . 0 46 4ol39057S)E 32 1.4627070E 35
1.6 9.1155268E 16 9.2613750E 19 47 9.4976252E 34 0. e 0
17 8o5203363E 19 0. E 0 48 1*271582BE 33 4.3064273E 35
18 4#1663031SE 18 3.7626604E 21 49 2i725685:3E 35 0'.E
19 3.3796015E 21 0. C 0 50 3.4168382E 33 1.1108824E :)6
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